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Lucent to Start IBOC Field Tests
DAB Proponent Consolidates Research Team
At New Headquarters in New Jersey

NEWS
V EAS planners are still struggling
with the Perfect Paul problem
See Page 3
Are FCC proposals amassive
threat to atechnically superior U.S.
broadcast system? Doug Vernier
thinks so.
See Page 5

ENGINEERING

by Leslie Stimson
WARREN, N.J. Lucent Digital Radio
is preparing for on-air field testing at two
FM stations, with the goal of beginning
some of the tests before NAB99 this
month.
LDR has chosen WPST(FM) in Trenton,
owned by Nassau Broadcasting Partners,
L.P., and non-commercial WBJB-FM.
licensed to Brookdale Community College
in Lincroft (
RW, March 31) for its first station tests. These are the first IBOC DAB

field tests for LDR.
The news of Lucent's testing plans
comes after LDR employees settled into
new headquarters.
The two test sites have different equipment configurations and power levels.
WPST broadcasts at 50 kW while
WBJB-FM broadcasts at 11 kW.

from New Jersey, but also the cities of
New York and Philadelphia, creating a
challenging environment to test for signal
interference.
At both stations, LDR will insert its
digital signal into the host analog signal,

Interference conditions
Both stations an_ near LDR's headquarters in Warren, N.J. The area
receives many radio signals, not only

egb,

CRL Will
Shut Down
Or Sell
by Randy Stine
TEMPE, Ariz. Barring a sale,
audio processing manufacturer Circuit
Research Labs plans to cease operations later this year after several years
of losing money.
The company said it is curtailing
production and selling its inventory.
CRL's board of directors has proposed dissolution of the company.
Shareholders are expected to vote on the
matter at the company's annual shareholders meeting the first week of May.
Shareholders also will consider any
offers to buy the company at the meet-
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Major Changes
At Chancellor
DALLAS Chancellor Media Corp. has
appointed Chairman Thomas Hicks as
chief executive officer following the resignation of Jeffrey Marcus and changes
in several top management positions.
Observers said the company's shareholders wanted the changes to bolster
Chancellor's stock price. Chancellor
executives said the changes resulted from
a strategic financial review of its units
and that a sale, merger or consolidation
of one or more of its operations has not

been ruled out as the company focuses on
radio and outdoor.
Other management changes: James de
Castro, currently president Chancellor
Radio Group, is now president and CEO of
Chancellor's new radio and outdoor group.
R. Steven Hicks, president and CEO of
Capstar Broadcasting, retains the same title
with the newly created Chancellor Media
Services Group, which will include anew
Internet initiative. James McLaughlin continues as president of the outdoor unit and
will report to de Castro, as will new
Chancellor Radio Chief Operating Officer
Ken O'Keefe. Stu Olds, president of Katz
Radio Group, asubsidiary of Chancellor's
Katz Media unit, will report to Steve Hicks.

De Castro and Steve Hicks join
Chancellor Chairman Tom Hicks as vice
chairmen in anew position, office of the
chairman. Both Hicks brothers and de
Castro will share responsibilities previously held by Marcus.

TV Deal Dies
DALLAS Chancellor Media Corp. also
decided to terminate the merger agreement
with LIN Television Corp. because
investors wanted the two companies to
remain separate, said Chancellor Chairman
Tom Hicks. Hicks is also chairman and
chief executive officer of investment firm

Hicks, Muse, Tate and Furst, which will
continue to own LIN TV, but operate it
separely from .Chaucçllor, Hicks Muse
will invest up to an additional $500 million
in Chancellor, which will raise its holdings
to 29 percent of Chancéllor stock.
See NEWSWATCH, page 3
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EAS Leaders Set Priorities
Improving ' Perfect Paul,' Settling Patent Dispute
Are Priorities for EAS Leaders This Year
by Lynn Meadows
Like it or not, broadcasters will enjoy
at least another two years of Perfect Paul,
the automated voice of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's Weather Radio which reads
emergency alerts issued by local National
Weather Service offices. There are no
funds in the NWS budget to switch to an
automation system that links together
words until 2001.
But Emergency Alert System planners
are promoting the idea that NOAA
Weather Radio outlets may be able to
improve their audio feeds which in turn

•

may make Perfect Paul sound better.
A group of California broadcasters
held a meeting with John J. Kelly Jr.,
NWS assistant administrator for Weather
Services, just before the EAS National
Advisory Committee meeting at the end
of February. The results were shared at
the NAC meeting.
New NWS consoles
The point of the NWS automated system was to get messages out instantaneously. In October 1997, the NWS
began replacing its old consoles with new
consoles. With the new consoles, ameteorologist can type in a warning, push a

NEWSWATCH•

NEWSWATCH, continued from page 2

The investment brings Hicks
Muse's
cash
investments
in
Chancellor and Capstar Broadcasting
Corp. to $ 1.35 billion. Hicks said the
previously
announced
merger
between Chancellor and Capstar has
been approved by the FCC and the
Department of Justice and the deal
should close by July.

Pirate Fined
$8,000

tion, he did willfully violate commission regulations and "there is no support" to justify the FCC not enforcing
the laws against unlicensed operations
when the stations do not interfere with
other stations.
The commission also said it is
"commendable" if Fulling now
wants to operate in alawful manner,
but that does not excuse him from
the penalty.

button and, relay the message instantly to
all nearby transmitters. The NWS argues
much time is saved with the automated
voice. Broadcasters argue the strangely
accented voice is not believable to listeners and some complain the voice is not
easily understood.
The NWS plans to put together public
service -announcements with the new
voice to explain the purpose of Perfect
Paul to the public. The agency is also
looking at conducting transmitter maintenance as one way of making the voice
sound better.
"There is general agreement that
every NWR radio system needs to be
evaluated," said Los Angeles Local
Emergency Communications Committee
Chairman Richard Rudman. Of the
Oxnard, Calif., NWR, he said, " We
found transmitters, antenna feed lines
and antennas all need attention."
Rudman said he and several others
involved in EAS issues are looking at alternative sources of funding to help the NWS
make improvements sooner than 2001.
Bill Browning, president of the
Heartland Partnership in Peoria, Ill.,
was elected chairman of the NAC for
another year. He said the new information from the NWS on the improvements in equipment was good news.
The goal for the coming year, he said,
is to continue to build agood communications system between the agencies
and the communities.

FCC: 'No' to
WASHINGTON FCC Chairman
Bill Kennard has been flamed — in
about 600 e-mails aday — sent by citizens worried the commission is about
to regulate the Internet. His response?
"Let me say this as clearly as Ican: As
long as Iam chairman of the FCC, we
will not regulate the Internet."
The torrent of e- mails was
prompted by an FCC action on Feb.
25 that addressed how phone companies pay each other for connecting
calls to the Internet. The FCC concluded that acomputer user's dial- up
calls to the Internet are interstate
communications subject to federal
jurisdiction. Internet dial- ups have
been treated as local calls.
Kennard said the decision meant that
the FCC, and the FCC alone, has jurisdiction over Internet traffic. "It means
that no state can impose long-distance
charges. And the FCC won't either."
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Quad patent dispute
At least one issue needs to be
resolved for more progress to be made:
the EAS patent dispute. Quad
Dimension Inc., aKansas-based company, sent out royalty requests in January
to several hundred broadcasteTs. Quad
owns apatent that it believes covers the
entire EAS system.

If you are looking to deliver clean, crisp audio to your transmitter
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"We have so far to ga but we are making progress." said Browning. He said
100 local area EAS plans have now been
approved. That includes state and local
area plans. Each state decides how many
plans are needed.

figequencyj gir
System$i

Net Rules

WASHINGTON The FCC is standing firm on an $ 8.000 fine levied
against aKansas man for operating an
unlicensed station. In August, the
commission investigated acomplaint
it received about an unlicensed station
being run from aresidence in Garden
City, Kan. The owner of the station,
Mark Fulling, admitted to an FCC
field agent that he was operating an
unlicensed 9W station on 102.1 MHz
and had expected such a visit. The
FCC fined him $8,000.
In his defense. Fulling's attorney
said his client had not willfully violated FCC regulations; that the equipment used to operate the station did
not exceed FCC specifications and
the station did not interfere with other stations. He also said Fulling
wished to apply for a Class A commercial FM station.
The FCC said that since Fulling
admitted operating an unlicensed sta-

William Browning
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Everybody Take aDeep Breath
The Low- Power Radio Debate Is Shaping Up
As ' Us Vs. Them.' That's a Shame
Before Iget to the topic at hand, please
take a moment to notice that Readers
Forum has moved. Our "Letters to the
Editor" page, which was found on page 5in
the past, has moved to the last inside page
of Radio World. Find it there in each issue.
* * *
RW has come under attack in some quarters for our qualified endorsement of alowpower radio system in the United States, as
discussed on page 5of the March 3issue.
In other camps, we were praised for our
"courage" for taking this stance.
The powerful response on both sides
demonstrates the volatility of the low-power debate. Expect alot more hollering.

ed early that any discussion of any lowpower option would be anathema. All
low-power radio is bad, NAB seems to say,
and must be met with all possible force.
NAB has created an "Action Plan" for
its members. The package includes FCC
filing guidelines, pre-written editorials to
send to newspapers, and "Congressional
talking points."
Among its points are these: Low-power
radio will cause massive interference. It
could harm afuture DAB system. It will
burden the FCC. It will not accomplish
ownership diversity nor create stations
where they are most desirable.
The vigor of its response reinforces the
perception that the association is against
any new stations of any kind, anywhere.
Unfortunately, that plays into the hands of
those who wish to portray NAB as the association of the "haves" in the fight against
the "have-not's." How much better to ask
whether there isn't some room, somewhere,
for areasoned compromise on this issue?
In a letter to industry journalists, an
NAB spokesman also accused low-power
advocates of "utopian rhetoric." Iagree
with the criticism, but the rhetoric is not
limited to the low-power side. The arguments against have also relied on worstcase, doomsday outcomes.
One trade publication even created a
phony obituary of FCC Chairman Bill
Kennard with the headline, "The Man
Who Killed Radio." That kind of pseudojournalism feeds the frenzy, but does not
advance understanding.

Caveats
For the record, we wrote this:
"Legitimate questions exist about how
low-power radio will affect interference
protection and the future of digital radio.
The FCC must address them. But if a
technical solution can be found that allows
low-power radio stations to bloom, the
commission should pursue it."
There are big caveats in that paragraph.
Can such a solution be found? The
answer is by no means clear, and these
questions must be answered.
But should the authority charged with
regulating spectrum use even be allowed
to ask whether that spectrum is being
used at maximum efficiency? Ithink the
answer is yes.
I'm not surprised that some broadcastLike LPTV?
ers feel differently. In aletter we printed
Comments to RW tend to support
last issue, John David, NAB executive
vice president for radio and a man I LPFM. Some are from unexpected
sources.
respect, went so far as to call our editoriFor instance, amanager at an AM-FM
al a frontal attack on thousands of U.S.
combo wrote to support it. This broadcast
radio stations providing a free, local
facility also owns alow-power TV station.
communications medium.
"I know the value to acommunity of
Idisagree with that assessment, for RW
LPTV and have a good feel for what
cares deeply about radio. But I'm more
LPFM will do for rural and small towns
disappointed that NAB apparently decid-

all across America," he wrote. "LPFM
could serve their respective communities
much like LPTV is capable of, only easier. Thanks for speaking your open mind."
Ireceived one strongly negative response.
This radio owner wrote angrily, " It's too
bad there is not a Federal Publications
Commission that would allow more small
newspapers to publish stories for radio
managers and engineers. Perhaps it would
make you abetter competitor."
Fortunately, our government does not
license newspapers. But we don't need
an FPC in order to "allow" more small
newspapers to compete with RW. You
could start one tomorrow. We could have
20 new competitors next week. Our publisher faces that possibility every day.
That's how the open market works.
But radio is not an open market. And all
arguments about low-power radio must
start with that assumption.
This writer also accused RW of looking
out for our equipment advertisers. I
would never apologize for supporting our
advertisers; nor should you as abroadcaster. And yet suppliers are by no means
unanimous on the issue, either. And the
issue is too important to decide based on
the needs of just one constituency.
In any case the debate will be interesting. We have an FCC chairman who is
"way out in front on this issue," in the
words of one NAB executive; Kennard
has turned low- power into a cause
célèbre and has less room to negotiate a
middle ground should he wish to do so.
We have one of the most effective lobbying organizations in America focused
on LPFM and determined to squash it.
We have elected representatives on
Capitol Hill who say they favor open
competition, but who respect the political
power of broadcasters and the public service they perform. Many of those politicians already are upset with what they
view as an overly activist commission.
We have enthusiastic supporters of lowpower. Some are schools and community
groups that have longed for an opportunity for a slot on the dial; some are
"reformed" pirates with no history of
responsible behavior. Some are wildly
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for mufti-site transmitter remote control.
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From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
idealistic, others clear-eyed. Do any of
them have the political clout to carry
their fight beyond asympathetic FCC?
Expect the NAB to put forth powerful
technical arguments and bring its formidable lobbying weight to bear. Can lowpower advocates respond in kind?
The NAB response to the issue tells me
that its leaders understand LPFM could
happen. The idea has simple appeal in a
way that people can understand, in an era
of Net access and multiplicity of voices.
And once things move into the political
arena, anything can happen.
On page 17 of this issue, we print a
Dataworld map, showing the concentration of FM signals in the United States.
The map was created as part of a
research project into digital audio broadcasting, but it demonstrates how complex
any low-power solution will be.
Take alook, and ponder. Clearly, there
is room in some parts of the country for
more stations. Just as clearly, interference
is a legitimate concern in areas where
stations would be most in demand.
Advocates must be realistic. It is unlikely we would ever see new stations in
New York or Boston. Schools and community groups in Idaho or Nevada might
be able to put that big white space on the
map to use. Will that suffice?
Make your feelings known to the commission, and to us. RW is committed to
providing space to other voices for this
debate. Send your comments via e-mail
to radioworld@imaspub.com or to the
address on page 78.

"it's almost like
standing in front of
the transmitter!"

TECHNOLOGY
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Are FCC Proposals aThreat?
by Doug Vernier
No matter how you feel about the
specifics, each of the FCC's far-reaching
proposals to "streamline" the rules, create
anew low-power FM micro-broadcasting
service and move to all-electronic "spotchecked" filing systems will benefit
some segments of our profession.
However, taken together, these proposals represent the greatest threat to atechnically superior U.S. broadcast system
since its inception.
Under
MM
Docket
98-93,
"Streamlining of Technical Rules ... "
the commission proposes to allow 2ndand 3rd- adjacent contour overlaps for
full- service FM stations as well as to
allow engineers to submit showings
using the undesired-to-desired ( U/D) signal-strength ratio-analysis method.
Both of these actions will reduce the
interference protections historically provided by the FCC to our FM stations.
This is coupled with a proposed reduction of six kilometers in the minimum
distance short-spacing distances provided
in Section 73.215(e) and the declaration
of all new construction permits as 73.215
(shortspace) proposals. While these pro-

These proposals

filing, it will increase the burden on all
stations, their engineering consultants
and attorneys to monitor FCC submissions to prevent interference from being
caused to their own stations. This shifts
the cost from the filer to the operator
without reducing the overall burden.
Then there is the new proposal to create several classes of new low- power
micro- broadcast stations. One of the
declared purposes is to give voice to
communities, organizations and minorities to help counter the negative effects of
large-scale consolidation.
Low-power radio
Certainly, the idea has merit, but on
what scale? The commission has concluded that unless these stations are
allowed to operate under less stringent
interference standards, only ahandful of
LPFM stations will be possible.
It therefore proposes to remove 2nd- and
3rd-adjacent spacing requirements between
these stations and asks what impact will
result from removing these spacings with
regard to full-service stations.
It questions to what extent these new
stations should be allowed to receive
interference or cause interference to

lished and that today's radios have better
selectivity and are capable of fending off
more interference.
Unfortunately, the commission has no
test data to back this up. To answer these
questions, the commission needs to go
very slowly on any new proposals that
would create more interference, while it
gathers information on consumer
receivers and IBOC systems through its
own testing. It should not rely on an
IBOC proponent for this information.
With quantitative data in hand, the
FCC will be in abetter position to make
rule changes that will affect the quality

11

service Americans get from their radios.
It is interesting to note that the commission rejects the notion that the AM band
be used for low-power operation because
of their efforts to "clean it up." Hopefully,
the commission will have enough sense
not to turn the FM band into the same
mess AM has been in for the last 30 years.
Doug Vernier is a telecommunications
consultant,
president
of V- Soft
Communications and director of
Broadcasting Services for the University
of Northern Iowa.
RW welcomes other points of view.
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system since its inception.

posais will give broadcasters more flexibility in locating their transmitters, they
will also increase the use of directional
antennas and additional shortspacing that
will elevate interference.
The commission raises the interference
threshold further in its proposal of anew
Point to Point (PTP) method for calculating the distance to interference contours.
The new method is designed to consider terrain that extends beyond the current two to ten miles. In theory, this
allows interference calculations to consider hills and mountains that have asignificant impact on signal.
A procedure that more accurately
defines where interference will fall is
welcome, however the FCC's PTP, as it
stands now, has some serious flaws.
When using the FCC's PTP computer
model, we found several instances in
which the interference signal contour
actually traveled farther for alower power than for ahigher power with all other
factors remaining constant.
Streamlining proposals
We have seen where the predicted 70
dBu contour on occasion traveled further
than the 60 dBu contour. Clearly, adoption of this procedure, without alteration
of the method, poses yet another danger
to interference-free FM broadcasting.
If any of the streamlining proposals
are adopted, carefully prepared engineering showings will be required. The fact
that the commission proposes to "only
spot check" 10 percent of these applications under its newly proposed electronic
filings system is frightening.
While this will reduce the burden of

each other.
It questions whether the bandwidth
or the spectral masks of such stations
could be reduced to lessen the impact of
interference. It asks whether LPFM stations need to protect existing translators.
With " in- band, on-channel" ( IBOC)
digital radio seemingly "just around the
corner," the industry still remains without
astandard.
In its filing before the commission,
USA Digital Radio ( USADR) has
requested the initiation of aproceeding to
develop aU.S. standard for digital broadcasting.
In its LPFM Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking, the commission paraphrases
USADR's statements that the impact of
new 2nd- and 3rd-adjacent stations on its
IBOC system will be "negligible." On
the contrary, the NAB argues that since
the IBOC system places the digital carrier at the edges of the analog carrier that
interference from adjacent transmitters is
more likely to have an impact.
The commission reports that,
"Because no comprehensive operational
test data is available for any form of
IBOC system configuration, we do not
know whether USADR or NAB is correct." It also remains unclear how the
systems proposed by Lucent Digital
Radio and Digital Radio Express will be
affected since they have had no reason to
argue one way or the other.
With all of this going on, the commission
continues to function in avacuum regarding
the capability of modern receivers to reject
interference. Their hunch is that receivers
have improved over the years since the
adjacent channel U/D ratios were estab-
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Mackie Copycat Suit Lingers On
by Randy Stine
INOODINVILLE, Wash. The legal
battle between Mackie Designs Inc. and
German audio products maker Behringer
GMBH and its American distributors has
moved another step closer to a trial
expected this fall.
Mackie sued Behringer, Samson
Technologies of Syosset, N.Y., and New
York-based music store chain Sam Ash
Music Corp. in June of 1997, claiming
the three defendants conspired to produce
a copy of Mackie's 8- Bus Mixer line.
The mixer board in question is
Behringer's Eurodesk MX8000.
In the most recent ruling in U.S.
District Court for the Western District of
Washington, Judge Barbara Jacobs
Rothstein granted Behringer's and
Samson's motion for dismissal of
Mackie's copyright claim, aWashington
state unfair competition claim, and limited Mackie's trademark/trade dress
infringement claim to just Behringer's
Eurodesk MX8000 mixer. Mackie originally claimed that Behringer had incorporated similar designs into other mixer
boards it produces. Behringer has
stopped making the MX8000.
The November, 1998 ruling cut from
six to four the number of claims remaining against the defendants in Washington
state. They include trademark and trade
dress infringement, and trademark dilution. The last claim refers to Mackie's
contention that the defendants sought to
dilute the value of Mackie's trademark.
Samson and Behringer are still subject
to damage claims asked for by Mackie if
found culpable during trial. Mackie originally had sought $327 million in damages.
A 'brief' history
Mackie first noticed what it thought
were similarities in design between the
Mackie 24-8 and Behringer's MX8000
mixer board in late 1996. By that time,
Mackie had already filed for copyrights

on its schematics and circuit diagrams.
Mackie also contended that Behringer,
Samson, and Sam Ash Music violated
copyright law by using Mackie's net lists,

does not extend protection to the actual
circuit boards themselves. Circuit boards
are not protected by copyright because
they are useful articles, designed and cre-

Samson and Behringer

are still

subject to claims sought by Mackie, if they are
found culpable during trial.

which are computer-generated lists of the
components and components' values,
which are affixed to the printed circuit
boards in the Mackie mixer.
In its latest ruling, the court concluded
that "Mackie's copyright in the schematic
drawings of the printed circuit boards

ated for afunctional purpose."
In the original lawsuit ( Mackie had filed
two other amended suits and asuit in New
York state) Mackie claimed that Samson
and Sam Ash Music conspired to hand
over the 8-Bus Mixer to Behringer with
intentions to copy it. In the November ml-

EAS, continued from page 3

FCC Chairman Bill Kennard has sent
NAB President and Chief Executive
Officer Eddie Fritts aletter indicating that
the patent office will be asked for a further opinion on the Quad Dimension
patent. At press time, the NWS had not
yet filed arequest for re-examination with
the patent office because its attorneys
were still reviewing documents needed to
justify are-examination request.
Meanwhile, the largest of the cable
systems are still being added to the
Emergency Alert System. On Dec. 23,
1998, the commission released its third
Report and Order on EAS in which it
decided not to require cable systems to
install selective channel override equipment. This means television stations that
do not want their EAS messages overwritten by cable companies will have to
work out an agreement with their local
cable operators.
The deadline for those cable compa-

nies to be added to the EAS was Jan. I.
Some EAS manufacturers were overwhelmed by the demand, said Frank

The NWS

is look-

ing at conducting
transmitter maintenance as one way of
making ' Perfect Paul'
sound better.

Lucia, director, Emergency Communications for the FCC's Compliance and
Information Bureau. He said the FCC
understands that not all of the cable sys-
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Dismissal
Sam Ash Music, Sam Ash Music Chief
Executive Officer Richard Ash, and
Samson Chief Executive Officer Scott
Goodman were dismissed from the
Washington state lawsuit in January 1998
after the judge ruled the defendants had
never conducted business in the state
(Rw, Sept. 30, 1998). Summarily, all
three have been sued by Mackie in U.S.
District Court for the Eastern District of
New York on similar claims of patent,
copyright and trademark infringement.
"It remains to be seen whether or not
Mackie will withdraw some or all of its
claims in the New York state case. Or
they may be forced to do so by the court,
See LAWSUIT, page 14

EAS Leaders to Evaluate NWS Systems

Pack!
Rack • • • •
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write for
free
detailed
brochure.

mg, Judge Jacobs Rothstein wrote, "There
is no dispute that Behringer reverse-engineered printed circuit boards Mackie uses
in its 8-Bus mixer and incorporated the
reverse-engineered printed circuit boards
into its Eurodesk MX8000 mixer."

See us at NAB hod, #116126

tems required to be on line are ready yet.
Lucia could not say when petitions
from the SBE and the NWS will be
addressed. The two separate petitions
filed over a year ago addressed issues
that arose during the first several months
of the EAS. One SBE point, for example,
was that the monthly tests with their 15minute relay windows be changed to
quarterly tests with 60-minute relay windows. In its petition, the SBE said quarterly tests would be frequent enough to
verify the readiness of the relay system
and the longer relay time would make it
easier for broadcasters to insert the test
into aless disruptive portion of their programming.
Lucia said the cable override issue had
to be handled first because of the Jan. 1
deadline.
EAS cable training tape
The Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers, acounterpart to
the SBE, has developed an EAS training
tape for cable companies. There was a
discussion at the NAC meeting of developing asimilar training tape for broadcast
stations to show how EAS should function when amessage is received.
Some state's plans still have no primary entry point for receiving national messages. Lucia said one possible solution is
to use an intermediate station to listen
and relay the PEP alerts. NAC members
discussed conducting a national- level
EAS test. The White House will have to
authorize that.
Rudman asked the FCC to clarify the
revised FCC EAS Handbook to give individual stations aclearer understanding of
how the national warning component of
EAS will work.
The next NAC meeting is scheduled
for Feb. 25, 2000. There are 22 members
on the NAC, but they passed amotion at
this year's meeting that any state chair
who attends will also have avote on any
issue that develops. Lucia said that about
20 state chairs came to the meeting this
year at their own expense.
Browning will serve as NAC chairman
one more year. Richard Rudman was
elected first vice chair so he will likely
become chairman next year and Al
Kenyon, vice president, engineering,
Jacor Communications was elected second vice chair.
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CRL Board Proposes Dissolution
CRL, continued from page 1

ing. CRL President and Chief Executive
Officer Gary Clarkson said he was optimistic about finding someone to buy CRL.
Several bad financial years led to the
board's decision. The company, based in
Tempe, Ariz., has lost money five out of
the last six years.
Though sales figures for 1998 were
not available, according to CRL's filing
with the Securities and Exchange
Commission in 1997, the company lost a
net $ 262,296 on total sales of
$1,953,521. Sales were down that year
23 percent from 1996 levels.

If we can't sell

audio processing system.
"We are in the middle of aproduction
run on that product and will finish it. But
that will be it," Clarkson said.
CRL has sold its RDS Encoder line.
The paging and auxiliary data service was
sold to DataFM in Georgia in February.
In January, the company discontinued its
PC-board manufacturing production line.
CRL is leasing space in its building to
Desert Assemblies to do the same work. Six
CRL employees were laid off and went to
work for the new company.
CRL currently has 15 employees.
Can a small company like CRL still
compete in the broadcast manufacturing industry?

Clarkson said that it is getting harder
in light of industry consolidation.
"The Harris's and BE's of the world
have strengthened their grips on the marketplace and don't have ma,ny weaknesses to compete against. It's tough for us in
this present condition. I'm sure others are
having problems as well," he said.
But Clarkson said closing the doors to
the company is the doomsday scenario.
"If we can't sell the company or some
of our individual product lines, that will
be the last resort," said Clarkson.
If the company does cease operations,
plans are in place for Customer Service
Manager Kevin Clayborn to continue servicing and repairing CRL equipment.

"No current customer should be out in
the cold when it comes to tech support
and repairs," Clarkson said.
"Ron (Jones) and Istarted this business as radio engineers, so Idon't want
to just walk away and leave our customers scratching their heads wondering
what to do," Clarkson said.

the company or some
of our individual
product lines,
(ceasing operations)
will be the last resort.
— Gary Clarkson
The publicly held company is traded
on the NASDAQ stock exchange under
the symbol CRLI.
"I have afiduciary and moral obligation to our 600 shareholders to maximize
company profits and the returns on then
investment," Clarkson said. " At this
point the best way to do that is to sell the
company or liquidate it."
Loss of Jones
The decision comes just over ayear after
the death of co-founder Ronald R. Jones in
January of 1998. He was the company's
president, chief executive officer and
biggest shareholder (RW, Feb. 4, 1998).
CRL repurchased Jones' stock from
his wife following his death. The company also collected $ 1million in life insurance payments.
The 46- year-old Clarkson, who cofounded the company with Jones in 1974.
said the loss of Jones plays asignificant
role in the latest developments.
"We lost our CEO and top sales person," Clarkson said of Jones. "Ron handled most of our Asian sales and was the
company's driving force."
The cost of competing globally and
sagging sales to Pacific Rim countries are
reasons given by Clarkson for the company's downfall.
International sales typically accounted for
nearly 60 percent of CRL's total yearly sales.
"The cost of marketing our products
worldwide is a significant factor in our
performance," Clarkson said. "Our high
international selling budgets took away
from our engineering and product development budgets."
Clarkson said the company has done
little R&D in the past year.
He said CRL was working on several
new projects in 1998, but has put all
work on hold. That includes plans to
exhibit at the NAB99 convention this
month. Clarkson said the company does
not plan to exhibit at the show, although
some of its distributors would have CRL
products in their booths.
Clarkson said production work was
continuing only on the Amigo FM stereo

Broadcasting on ISDN doeeit have
to be complicated or expeneve.
The Nexus has everything you need
for full- fidelity, low delay, mono audio
on ISDN. And it is extremely easy to
use. With a list price of only $2,300,
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sound great.

Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
Fax: ( 978) 635-0401 Fax- on- demand: ( 978) 264-9973
Email: infogcomrex.com
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NRB Show aPicture of Growth
by Bob Millard
NASHVILLE, Tenn. The four-day
56th annual convention of the National
Religious Broadcasters was a story of
growth and more growth.
There was growth in all directions,
including convention attendance, reported number of new religious broadcasters
and exhibitors.
The most dramatic percentage increases were seen in exhibit space. It was
wall-to-wall booths and sales people in
the cavernous Opryland Hotel exhibition
halls. According to NRB, the 1999 floor
space occupied by vendors and ministries, from Comrex Corp. to Friends of
Israel, was 212,500 square feet. That was
up 119 percent over last year's 97,000
square feet.
More floor space
The increase in floor space was caused
primarily by larger display booths.
Vendors apparently felt the market for
goods and services at the NRB is burgeoning. The actual number of exhibitors
was 236, up 8 percent over the 1998
count.
Vendors were enthusiastic about the
value of attending the NRB event.
"This is one of the best NRBs that
we've been at," said Bunk Robinson, a
regional sales manager at Custom
Business Systems Inc. "The attendance is
good and the traffic here at the exhibit is
quite good."

Robinson was attracting attention with
a new software product which CBSI
unveiled at The NAB Radio Show this
past fall.
"We're introducing our new Digital
Universe System here," Robinson said.

There was increased floor space at
the 1999 NRB show.
"This is the first time it has been at the
NRB."
"It's one of the best ( shows) of any
kind that we've been to," said Ben Avery,
broadcast sales manager for UPI
Broadcast News. "You think of NRB as
maybe a niche, but it's been better than
some of the mainstream shows."
"The number of people who come up
to the booth who are actively seeking

Opening the exhibit floor is ( l- r) Brandt Gustayson, NRB president,
David Clark, NRB chair and Mike Glenn, NRB vice president.
to fill avacuum caused by consolidation
closing newsrooms and because of their
own special interests ... such as First
Amendment issues, school prayer, abortions rights," Avery said.
Numbers game
But essentially, Avery said, his NRB
business spurt is simply anumbers game.
"More and more of the Christian-formatted stations are learning about ( UPI),
and there are more and more of them."

RADIO FREQUENCY
SYSTEMS
eilleillemle
e llerieim0

religious news and information and secular news and information is very strong
this year; probably four- or five-fold over
last year," Avery said.
UPI's presence at the show was seen
by Avery as a function not only of religious broadcasting's raw increase in
numbers and reach, but also of the industry's broadening reach to its audience.
"More and more religious broadcasters
are moving into the news field, moving

There are indeed more stations airing Christian religious programming
either some of the day, or full-time,
defined by NRB as 15 hours or more,
the group said.
The 1999 Directory of Religious
Media, published by the NRB, reported
regional increases in both Christian radio
and television broadcasts.
Texas was the site of seven of the 51
new religious television outlets, which
brought the NRB-reported total to 242 at
the end of 1998.
Kentucky added 13 of the reported 28
new radio stations airing Christian con-

RFS Broadcast

tent, but the radio growth was relatively
small by comparison. The year-end total
of 1,616 religious stations was only a 1.8
percent increase over the prior year.
"We see that primarily as afunction of
market saturation in a lot of areas," said
NRB President Brandt Gustayson.
"We're still growing; just not as fast as
we once were."
Expansion of coverage area and
upgrade efforts are next on the horizon for
religious broadcasters, Gustayson said.

Religious Broadcasters
Converge in Nashville
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. With an encompassing theme like " Bridging the
Centuries," the recent National Religious
Broadcasters convention in Nashville
promised to be an interesting admixture of
traditional faith messages and up-to-theminute technology. It did not disappoint.
The history-steeped Southern gospel
act, Vestal and The Happy Goodmans,
delivered its homey, roof-raising music
and witness at the first general session.
They affected attendees in the back row,
but were also linked live to the Internet
via LightSource, "the spiritual channel"
of Broadcast.com.
Web sites
As with the rest of the business
world, religious broadcasters are establishing a growing Web presence. This
includes the Rev. Charles Stanley's "In
Touch" ministries Web site, whose
reported 2 million hits per week
exceeds any other religious Web site.
Christian radio broadcasters, many of
whom operate AM daytime-only stations, worry about getting their message

Alan Keyes
out. As the population shifts, religious
stations that may once have floated on
the outer fringe of an urban area find
themselves landlocked into suburbia,
their most- receptive listeners moved
just out of optimal reception range.
While commercial stations might
change format to reflect the new demographic within their signal pattern area,
religious broadcasters cannot.
The "Meet the FCC" session showcased
See NRB, page 14
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Lucent Proceeds With DAB Tests
LUCENT, continued from page 1

multiplexing). It's the same signal modulation scheme for each station," said
LDR
Vice
President,
Business
Development, Nick Karter.
LDR is providing prototype equipment
to emulate exciter functions to amplify
and transmit the signal.
"We have to overcome the challenge of
combining those signals efficiently and then

stations will have LDR prototype
receivers to monitor the signal.

Photo: At Home Studios

in the so-called "saddle bags," the upper
and lower sideband of each station's analog channel.
This is atest of a "hybrid" system, in
which adigital signal is broadcast along
with the existing analog. In all of the
IBOC systems proposed, atransitional or
hybrid period of broadcasting would pre-

Nassau's Tony Gervasi (left) With New Jersey Governor Christine Whitman
cede amove to all-digital broadcasting.
"On each side, of both carriers, the
streams will be modulated with the coded
OFDM ( orthogonal frequency division

transmitting them on the same (existing)
antenna," said LDR President Suren Pai.
LDR will use each station's existing
directional antenna. Both LDR and the
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How will LDR handle WPST's signal
processing? Gervasi said, "We've shown
them what we use for signal processing
— Frank Foti's box, the Omnia. We've
allowed them to take an AES/EBU signal, the digital output of the Omnia,
which they'll be able to assimilate into
their computers."
An initial problem, he said, was how to
handle the transcoding delay inherent in
any digital encoding/decoding process for
the on-air DJ, who normally is listening
to the transmitter output or to areceiver.
"What becomes aproblem is when the
announcer has his headphones on and
goes to open up a microphone and says
'Hello,' and four seconds later he hears
'Hello, — said Gervasi. " That's the
biggest problem, not what the consumer
hears in the receiver."
Engineers could treat the delay as a
problem in the studio, and have the
announcers listen to console program
output rather than the air monitor, asimple arrangement similar to that used with
aprofanity delay.
Neither station would comment on
whether LDR had paid for access to their
facilities, nor on what dayparts the testing would take place.
Lucent plans to complete most of its
field tests by the end of 1999, and have a
working AM and FM IBOC system ready
in 2000.
Karter said broadcasters facing facility
upgrades now should consider the possible timing of the digital transition.
"The system should be upgradable. If
you're getting adigital STL it ( should)
support a certain bit- rate. The digital
STLs that are being deployed now are of
a sufficient capacity to support IBOC
development," Karter said.

The first tests
LDR was installing the equipment in
March at WBJB-FM, where it will test an
older, single-stream version of its technology. Pai said the LDR tests "will help
us assess the best achievable performance of a single-stream system, which
some of the other proponents are using. It
will also help us project what we believe
might be the performance we might be
able to get out of amulti-stream system."
The testing was to begin in March for
WBJB-FM, well before the station begins
its April pledge drive. The National
Public Radio member station airs talk and
jazz programming.
"We will learn through this process. As a
public broadcaster, Ilook at how we can use
this stream of new information," said station
General Manager Cheryl Cummings.
Cummings said LDR has access to her
station for 18 months, although she
expects most of the testing to be done in
the first couple of months of the agreement. She said a number of the tests
could be done simultaneously and many
of them would be done at night.
LDR will conduct on- air tests of its
newer, multi- streaming technology at
WPST. Tony Gervasi, senior vice president engineering and technology for
Nassau Broadcasting Partners, L.P.,
expected the tests to begin by mid-year
and end within one year.
He said LDR would diplex its digital
audio signal into WPST's signal and use
the station's eight-bay Shively antenna,
located on a 500- foot
tower, to transmit.
WPST is part of a
four- station combined
complex in Princeton,
N.J. Nassau owns or
operates 19 stations, 15
of which are in New
Jersey.
LDR said two other
Nassau stations are candidates for testing:
WHWH(AM), Princeton
and WBBO(FM), Ocean
Acres.
Gervasi is excited
about the data transJiashu Chen With a Dummy Used for Acoustic Tests
mission capabilities
that all of the IBOC
proponents say will be possible with their
New headquarters
systems, but believes Lucent is "really
The team developing in- band, onfocused" on datacasting.
channel digital audio radio for Lucent
"I think of it as high-definition radio.
Digital Radio has moved from Lucent
High- definition TV has revolutionized
Technologies' gargantuan facilities in
what aTV station is going to be able to
Murray Hill into its own headquarters in
do. Radio should have the same capabilinearby Warren, N.J.
ties," Gervasi said.
About 40 people are working on
In general, he said, radio managers
Lucent IBOC technology at any one
must think about the transition to digital
time, said LDR President Suren Pai.
beyond audio quality and signal coverAbout 30 people are in the new Warren
age, although those considerations are
facility, while others work in Lucent labs
part of the Lucent tests.
in nearby Holmdel and Murray Hill.
"There's got to be more than just proLucent is leasing the approximately
viding the customer with CD-quality radio.
14,000-square-foot building from AT&T.
Radio has this huge bandwidth and we
"Our initial developments were all
have huge signals. If the only thing we're
being done in Murray Hill and Holmdel
going to do is take them from FM quality
before we set up this facility," Pai said.
to CD quality, we're wasting our signal."
Eventually, LDR will consolidate its
He believes radio should be offering
employees in Warren.
CD-quality sound, as well as multicasting
Most of the employees working on
and datacasting.
IBOC technology are research and develWPST engineers will help LDR mainopment-oriented, and organized in five
tain the equipment used in the tests.
See LWCENT, page 11
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interfered with, by recombining the
remaining streams. Under fading channel
conditions, part of the spectrum is
impaired at aparticular time. With multistreaming, the system continues to operate smoothly by constantly switching to
the highest- quality combination of
streams available."
Each stream is protected by forward
error protection codes and COFDM modulation. Lucent also said station acquisition time is minimized, because the
receiver can begin the capturing process
with only one stream.
In the new LDR lab, employees have
computer simulations and development
platforms set up to conduct experiments
that can be changed rather quickly to
incorporate new techniques or design
changes. There are separate platforms for

LUCENT, continued from page 10

subgroups focused on specific aspects of
system design. The groups include systems
engineering, FM development, AM development and validation and testing. The
fifth group is tweaking Lucent's patented
compression algorithm, the Perceptual
Audio Coder, for different applications.
LDR is licensing PAC as an audio codec.

Demonstration 1: Multi-streaming of audio provides transparent, CD quality
sound representation
• Single stream 128 kbps sound through clean radio channel ( no errors)
- Compression of 11 to 1with no loss of quality
- LDR will employ same techniques at 96 kbps and below
• Multi- stream representation of audio through clear channel
- 2 x64 kbps streams each stream carrying complementary high quality audio
- Combination of streams yields audio quality equivalent to original

Pushing PAC development
LDR has developed ateam to push the
research and development of PAC as it
relates to all broadcast and wireless/wireline applications, Pai said.
Looking at an entire broadcast audio air
chain, said Pai, "You have to look and see
where audio coders could be employed
throughout the system. We are essentially
helping to enable the innovation in other
parts of the chain as well, not just looking
at the transmission link, which is IBOC."

BROOKDALE
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Lucent Digital Radio's Multi-Streaming System

See LUCENT, page 12
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LDR believes its PAC algorithm is the
best at 96 kilobits-per-second. Lucent has
said several times it is trying to lower the
bit-rate to 64 kbps so that broadcasters
can have more bandwidth capacity for
data transmission when they begin broadcasting digitally. But getting the bit-rate
to 64 kbps, Pai said, is not essential.
"We've already crossed the threshold
of what we need for IBOC," he said.
"Any further developments will only
improve the system."
Bell Labs' Peter Kroon, of the
acoustic and communication research
department, echoed Pai's statement that
Lucent is looking at tailoring PAC to different applications. In general, bit- rate
reduction of digital audio causes adela
in the overall process. All three IBOC'
proponents are using a form of OFDM
modulation with an interleaver, which
introduces an additional time delay in the
encoding and decoding process.
For communications applications such as
video conferencing, said !Croon, long delays
cannot be tolerated. Therefore, Lucent is
trying to develop the PAC codec with a
high-quality compression ratio but without
along delay. He said in the broadcast use,
the delay would be less than one second.
He said the PAC technology being
used for IBOC is similar to the compression technology for the planned satellitedelivered DAB technology being developed by CD Radio. Lucent Technologies
also is developing the integrated circuits
or "chip-sets" for the CD Radio system.
Multi-streaming
LDR has tailored Lucent's PAC and
channel coding design for its patented
multi-streaming technology (
RW, March
31). A background paper to be released at
NAB99 about the concept stated, " By
breaking audio information into different
streams, the information can be spread
across time and frequency."
Multi- streaming, said Lucent, "enables
high- quality digital reception of audio
even when part of the signal is severely
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Lucent Preps for Field Tests
LUCENT continued from page 11
the transmitter and receiver.
Of the receiver board experiments, Jim
Lui, principal engineer for digital hardware development said, "The board allows
us to do the design and download it via
software, and via the LAN, depending on
how much hardware we need. We can
reconfigure modeling approaches to the
baseband portion of the receiver design
(that) allows us to have asmooth interface
to the algorithmic development team."
Of the transmitter research, "In radio
architecture, we're split between RF and
baseband," said Greg Nease, principal
engineer, LDR's system integration and
verification. "The baseband is all-digital

and it's quite flexible ... to have aworking platform for everything's that been
simulated in the other rooms."
He cited the multi-streaming design as an
improvement in Lucent's IBOC FM system
and said the company would like to obtain
more information about other technologies
to improve performance, "especially in the
face of things like micro radio."
Pai said it is too early to tell what the
likely impact of allowing new low-power
stations on the FM band would have in
IBOC technology. "Yes, likely it creates a
bigger challenge. Is it big enough to stop
or impede the development of IBOC, I
cannot answer now."
Several general-purpose directional and
omni-directional FM
antennas on the roof of
the LDR facility allow
LDR to capture signals
off the air and use
them in its computer
simulations. Using signals that actually interfere with stations in
the area allows LDR
to work on certain
algorithms that selectively cancel certain
channels, Nease said.
Nease's team is working on prototype
receivers with afront
end that is "flexible" in
Greg Nease adjusts a spectrum analyzer.
terms of filters and

multi-programmable for LDR's purposes.
"Something that could be reduced to asmall
chip-set in anormal receiver," Nease said.
Getting the receiver to a reasonable
cost point is aconcern for all the IBOC
proponents and receiver manufacturers.
Pai said the biggest challenge facing
IBOC development is, " How do you
ensure sufficient value, created with this
technology that the average consumer is
willing to pay for. Ultimately, the consumer has to be willing to pay for these
receivers and adopt this new technology.
"If that does not happen, everything
else is amoot point."
Nease said LDR's FM IBOC system
was " mature" in terms of simulations.
Getting the AM system to that point is
the biggest technical hurdle facing the
company now, he said.
Lucent's Bell Labs also is conducting
microphone and receiver design studies
that support Lucent's phone technology
and may be parlayed into LDR's digital
development effort. In an anechoic chamber built in 1941, Lucent employees measure and calibrate microphones as part of
their research efforts to develop handsfree acoustics for Lucent's wireless products and the consulting work Lucent does
for receiver and PC manufacturers.
Among other things, Lucent is
researching the use of automatic speech
recognition for car phone users. Some of
this research can be used to determine
what an IBOC receiver would sound like

April 14, 1999
in acar, said spokesman Chris Pfaff.
James West, fellow, Bell Labs
acoustics and speech research, said,
"We do subjective acoustic studies
because it's one of the few environments in which you can present information over loudspeakers and know
precisely what that person is receiving
in their ear. No reflections. So you
know what you're transmitting is what
the person is hearing."
Lucent is also developing real-time
acoustic modeling in an interactive, virtual environment.
"We synthesize a static source of
sound and make it interactive with the
listener," said Jiashu Chen, technical
manager, Lucent Sound Systems. The
computer program allows the listener to
"fly" through a virtual environment and
hear the sound as if he or she was really
walking through that space.
Whatever Lucent develops from these
acoustic tests could have future applications for IBOC.
Lucent competitors have also conducted or planned tests of their IBOC systems. USA Digital Radio has been
preparing for field tests in several cities
by outfitting new mobile test vehicles,
and it recently hired a manager of field
support (
RW, March 31).
Digital Radio Express performed brief
station field tests of its FM system on
KSAN-FM in San Francisco last summer.
Company officials have said there would
be more FM tests, but have not elaborated where or when those would be. DRE
expects to conduct field tests of its AM
system this summer.

NAB is right around the corner, and our hunk-ahunk-aburning sales reps are
really getting into the Vegas atmosphere. When you get to Vegas, come see a
demo of our state-of-the-art broadcast solutions.
iJUilinUJJ IJPJ
GSC3000 version 1.9 software and Network Module
New DH30 digital hybrid
Venture Listening System for IFB applications ( 216

MHz band)

I
f_1;fu;),Ulliiinjw.1
To check out ademo of our new products, swing by booth L10671.
Gary and David might even sign an autograph for you.
So when you're in Vegas, throw some dice, play some cards,
and visit Gary and David, the Gentner Elvi alter egos.
We'll see you there.

Providing service, solutions, and peace of mind'

1.800.765.9320 • fax 1.801.977.0087 • bcastinfo@gentner.com • www.gentner.com
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hen you hear the Omnia.fm, you'll know why broadcasters the

world over choose it: Sound that's as smooth and fluid as analog, with
absolutely none of the digital grunge you hear in other digital processors.
So what's digital grunge? Artifacts caused by aliasing distortion in
yesterday's processors that lack the Omnia's 48kHz sampling. I92kHz
virtual upsampling and unique anti-aliasing final limiter. In the FFT
analyses shown below, you can actually see the grunge as well as its
absence in the Omnia.
To hear the difference for yourself, contact your Omnia dealer and get
your risk-free, 60-day demo*.
Here's how: The test results were obtained with aHewlett-Packard Audio Test Set, Model
339A; the audio processor under test; and Rapid Systems RI200 Data Acquisition System for
FFT analysis. The processors were set for 75ps pre-emphasis, and were carefully adjusted so the
input levels were within the normal range of operation. The unit under test was fed a I2.5kHz
test tone using the analog inputs. The discrete left channel analog output was connected to the
FFT analyzer input. That's it. No tricks, no disclaimers about the test working only in our trade
show booth or only in our lab, under the most arcane, non-real-world test conditions. In fact,
you can duplicate the test results yourself in
your own shop. Don't have an FFT analyzer?
No problem. Just use an oscillator and your
ears—you can clearly hear the birdies in the
old processor! Of course, this isn't about test
tones; it's about music. And Fourier theory
says that music—whether it's rap, oldies,
urban, country, and yes, even grunge—can
be represented as acombination of sine
waves. Imagine what this kind of aliasing
distortion can do to complex musical signals!
Here's why: The Omnia.fm utilizes 48kHz
sampling for dynamics processing and
virtual upsampling at I92kHz
for the final limiter, which is a
unique, anti-aliasing design.
The test used version 1.02
software and the 'Cranked'
preset, which is the Omnia's
knew

hum

Istnent

most aggressive stock

lows.

setting. The °rime

OPTIMOD 8200 I2.5kHz SPECTRUM

Optimod® 8200 used for
testing operates at 32kHz
sampling for the dynamics
processing and incorporates (4x)
I
28kHz upsampling for the clipping/low-pass

filtering function. The test used version 3.0 software
and the 'Urban/Rap-Dense' preset, which is the Optimod's most aggressive stock setting.
Aliasing will occur with input signals above 5kHz in 32kHz FM broadcast audio processors
unless mechanisms that cause aliasing are eliminated.
For acomplete technical report, call us for acopy of our paper entitled "Omnia.fm: An
Engineering Study." Or visit our web site aft www.nogrunge.com.

e
CUTTINGEDGE
2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE

CLEVELAND, OH 44114

TEL: + I ( 216) 241-3343

FAX: + I ( 216) 241-4103

E-MAIL: INFO@NOGRUNGE.COM

WWW.NOGRUNGE.COM

Cutting Edge and Omnia are trademarks of TLS Corporation. NI other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
'Contact your dealer for details on this demo program. Demo requests must be accompanied by a purchase order so our dealers know you've really serious about some serious sound.

• Audio Broadcast Group

3685 Roger B. Chaffee Blvd.

I Bradley Broadcast Sales

73I3G Grove Road

I Broadcast Supply Worldwide
I Crouse-Kimzey Company

Grand Rapids, MI 19548

Frederick. MD 21704

7012 27th Street West
P.O. Box 155999

Fort Worth, TX 76155

I Radio Communications Unlimited
• Caneco

1121 Bellamy Road, North Unit 610

I Marketing Marc Vallee
I All Electric

1067 Chemin St. Lambert
487 Cariboo Crescent

Tel: + 1 (800) 999-9281

Tel: + 1 ( 800) 732-7665

Tacoma, WA 98466

Tel: + 1 ( 800)133-2105
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Tel

e-mail: supporteabg.com
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Fax: + 1 (800) 231-7055

Fax: + 1 (972) 623-2800

Ooltewah, TN 37363

St. Sauveur de Monts, QE lOR 181

Coquitlam, BC V3C 4X7

Fax: + I ( 616) 452-102

Fax: + 1 ( 301) 682-8377

Tel: + I (800) 426-8434

e-mail: bobecaveco.com

Fax: + I ( 514) 227-8394
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Fall Trial Expected in Mackie Suit
LAWSUIT, continued from page 6

following what happened in Washington
state," said Samson and Sam Ash attorney Kenneth George of Amster.
Rothstein and Ebenstein.
If the court does not act, George said
he planned to file for dismissal of the
New York state charges.
Counter suits were filed on behalf of
Samson and Sam Ash against Mackie in
1998. Samson alleges that Mackie tried
to damage its reputation and business
through false claims and is seeking $ 10
million in damages. Sam Ash has asked
for $ 38.5 million from Mackie for
allegedly publishing false information

about it on the Internet.
The two cases may come to trial in 1999.

protect its intellectual property. "The
issues here are simple; the defendants
knocked off Mackie's products," he said.
The headline on apress release issued
by Samson in the same time-frame read,
"Court Closes Case on Mackie's
Copyright and Joint Venture Claims."
That much is true; however, the claims of
trademark/trade dress infringement and
trademark dilution remain. It is clear that
the case is far from over.
"Yes, this has been along process so
far, but nothing out of the ordinary when
you have two sides believing they are both
right," said George. "In the end we will be
victorious, and it will have been worth it."

Who is winning
Both sides have claimed an advantage
in the legal proceedings. Mackie, Samson,
and Sam Ash Music have released printed
statements that emphasize the positive and
appear to gloss over any legal setbacks.
"We stand by our interpretation of the
judges' rulings to this point," said Gregg
Perry, director of advertising and public
relations for Mackie.
In a December statement, Roy
Wemyss, chief operating officer of
Mackie, said that the company would

The Best Digital Systems
It's a fact: More U.S. radio stations
choose Scott Studios' than any other
digital system! 2,025 U.S. stations use
4,600 Scott digital workstations. One
reason is that the Scott System is the
easiest to use. It's simple, straightforward, intuitive and powerful!

And Scott Studios' audio quality is the
very best! You choose from new 32bit PCI cards by Digigram, Audio
Science or Antex. Scott Studios is
famous for our uncompressed digital
systems at acompressed price, but we
also work well with MPEG. Scott
software can record and play our
audio files on alaptop and home PC.
Scott computers are industrial quality
in 19" racks, but not proprietary:
functional equivalents are available at
most computer stores. You get 24x7
toll-free phone support. You also get
new software features free for years
from Scott's Internet site.
Scott Studios offers three different
systems in three price ranges to suit
any budget.
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Scott's Spot Box includes a recorder
and costs as little as $5,000. Options
include log imports from traffic
computers and music on hard drive.
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At the right of the screen, "Cart Walls"
let you pick and play any recording by
name, number or category.
Or,
number keys at the bottom load spots
quickly from your log.
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Spot Box has only the one screen, so
announcers always know what's
playing. On the left of the screen,
three digital players have dear labels
on each spot. VU meter bars show
levels.
Buttons show countdown
times and flash as each recording ends.
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Scott's Spot Box delivers the simplicity
of a triple-deck "cart" player plus
compact disc quality digital sound.
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AXS* (pronounced ax'-cess) 2000+ is
radio's premier digital audio system
for automation and live assist. AXS*
2000+ is fully featured, with 99 sets of
28 instant play Hot Keys, log editing in
the studio, live copy on-screen, big
countdown timers and can include a
production or phone recorder.
You also get auto-fill of network breaks

to cover missing spots, a Real Time
Scheduler, unattended net recording,
timed updates, macros and optional
time announce and WAVE file imports.
For stations with large CD music
libraries, AXS* 2000+ can also control
inexpensive consumer CD multi-pack
and 300 CD juke box players.
See Scott Studios at NAB Booth
111890 in Las Vegas, April 19-22
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Scott 32 System

The Scott 32 System (pictured at the
upper right) is the most powerful
digital system in radio. Your log is on
the left side of the screen. Everything
plays at your touch. On the right, 30
sets of 30 Hot Keys play any spur-ofthe-moment jingles, effects or comedy.
You also get 10 "Cart Walls" with 1or 2
second access to any recording. A
built-in recorder quickly and easily
edits phone calls, spots or pre-recorded
Voice Trax.
Scott 32 options include recording
Voice Trax while hearing surrounding
songs and spots, time or temperature
announce, Invincible seamless
redundancy with self-healing failsafes, newsrooms, 16-track editors and
auto-transfer of spots and voice trax to
distant stations via Internet.
Contact us to see how one of Scott
Studios' three digital systems can be
tailored to your needs and budget.

Seat .Setediee

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811
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Religious
Stations'
Concerns
NRB, continued from page 8

NRB concerns. One issue for religious
broadcasters is gaining evening access
to FM translators for daytime-only
AM radio stations.
Roy Stewart, chief of the commission's Mass Media Bureau, told
attendees he sees no immediate relief
for the sunrise-to-sunset AMs.
"If you want that issue to receive
more attention at the commission,
you're going to have to get people
to write letters and make phone
calls and bring it to our attention
that it's aconcern," said Stewart.
The NRB convention took place as
President Clinton's Senate impeachment trial was winding down.
Attendees were well aware of it, and
the phrase "decay of public morality"
or some variant thereof cropped up as
an undercurrent, if not the main subject, in nearly every speech and press
conference during the four-day event.
The NRB, as the evangelical wing
of Christianity, tends to move into
alien cultures with amessage viewed
as confrontational by ruling parties
in China, Russia and the Middle
East. The NRB is concerned with
freedom of religion issues abroad, as
well as in areas of the United States
where liberal politics and "homosexual intrusion," as the convention
handbook put it, are viewed as
threats to the evangelical agenda.
Still, the NRB members are not
wholly homogenous in either theology or politics. A striking contrast
between forgiveness and right-wing
frustration was seen in major convention addresses by Bishop T.D.
Jakes of the Potter's House, Dallas,
and radio talk show host and former
presidential hopeful Alan Keyes.
While Jakes preached the grace
of God for all at the Saturday night
opening session, Keyes unleashed a
blistering, incendiary attack on
Clinton, describing the President as
"garbage we need to take out."
Keyes' speech was sponsored by
the Campus Crusades for Christ at its
Monday morning Public Policy
Breakfast. As ameasure of attendees'
sentiment,
Chesapeake
A/V
Communications Inc., sellers of session tapes, reported the Keyes speech
outsold all others by awide margin.
HO
In its annual business meeting,
NRB membership approved a $ 1.5
million plan to build new permanent
headquarters in Manassas, Va., where
it is currently located in smaller space.
The new building is scheduled
for completion in 2000. It will feature office space, studios and areligious broadcasting hall of fame.
Much of the construction budget
comes from major contributors,
including Cornerstone Tele Vision,
Christian Broadcasting Network
and Total Living Network.
New

BOTTOM
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Here are three ways Eventide can help:
onsolidation brings market efficiencies, but also big
headaches and challenges. It's essential for man-

agement to keep track of multiple stations. And

keeping alegal record of what was said and when commer-

cials aired is also more important than ever. Several groups
have standardized on Eventide Digital Audio Loggers. Our
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economical VR204 records up to 550 hours on atiny palm-
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ly so you can keep tabs on the competition's spot loads, play
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lists and talent while you record your own stations. New!!
Now Eventide loggers let you record/play in Hi Fi for full
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"broadcast quality." Ideal for show replays, time zone
delays, etc.
ventide's BD500 Broadcast Delay makes talk shows
run smoother and sound better, for less. The BD500's
multiple dump feature divides the delay time into several " slices" so you're still safely in delay even right after
dumping an offensive remark. It's the hassle-free talk

Eventide
dO0ErIns,

DUMP

solution.., even when air talent is working without apro-

1111

ducer. No other delay offers Eventide's high quality
patented catch-up technology for clean audio combined with
fast catch-up. And it's the only delay with optional digital
inputs and outputs for new all-digital studios. Yet the BD500
costs thousands less than our previous model. See how much
easier talk shows can be with Eventide's 4th generation
BD500 Broadcast Delay.
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ant to increase
creativity
without

adding personnel? Add life to

drive-time shows? Win new

BROADCAST NG

advertisers with better station- produced spots? An
Eventide Ultra- Harmonizer ® brand effects processor

I

really does all that. Designed specifically for radio and
production, the new DSP4000B Ultra- Harmonizer
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Better

reverbs, pitch changers and more are instantly accessible at
the touch of a button. Plus, the DSP4000B has superb
Timesqueeze® time compression /expansion capability.
Shorten a 60 second national spot to allow for a local tag.

managed,

Squeeze or stretch amusic bed to fit the spot. The DSP4000B
has optional digital I/O to interface easily with digital editors
and consoles. It's the radio effects box designed to bring sta-

better

tions more business and more listeners.
The bottom line: Eventide broadcast products are potent tools
for today's radio. To learn more, talk to your broadcast dis-

sounding

tributor, call Eventide direct at 201-641-1200, or see our
website, www.eventide.com.

Eventide
t
he next step

radio yields
better results.

One Alsan Way, Little Ferry, NJ 07643
Tel: 201-641-1200
Fax: 201-641-1640
Email: broadcast@eventide.com Web: www.eventide.com
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Move gour stations to the next level with Met
Dalet is the World Standard in Digital Audio,
Automation and Group Solutions. Dalet
systems are reliable, affordable and proven.

The performance challenge
has never been greater
Maximize revenue and make the most
of your group's portfolio. Generate cost
saving and improve productivity without
sacrificing quality.

Choose Diet to get the job done
Dalet offers integrated tools for managing
clusters and groups - every aspect of your
business, from on air and production to
sales, traffic, financial reporting and more.
Partnership with long-term leaders in the computer industry
helps us remain at the forefront of technological innovation.

The World Standard in Digital brim
Live Assist and Walk bail Automation
Voice Tracking
Sales Tools for 2000
Group Connectivitg
Newsroom Solutions
Web Publishing
Major broadcasters
worldwide choose
Dalet more than any
other system. Among
our references:
Emmis, Journal, ABC,
Radio Unica, Sinclair,
Crawford, CNN
Radio, BBC ( UK),
CBC ( Canada) etc.

Call [212] 82S-3322
or visir uliundaletcom

Certified
Solution Provider
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FM Signal Density
gel

As part of a research study for adigital audio broadcasting company,
Dataworld has produced what it calls the most thorough analysis of the
broadcast FM band ever done. One result is this map, showing the density
of FM coverage in the United States.
The supplier performed the work on behalf of USA Digital Radio, which
has petitioned the FCC to allow in- band, on- channel digital radio.
Dataworld produced aseries of U.S. maps showing all FM stations on each
channel, with predicted interference contours for each under aDAB system.
Dataworld Executive Vice President Hank Brandenburg said the project
included coverage and interference calculations for more than 7,400 fullservice FM stations, using FCC propagation curves to predict interference-
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free coverage areas.
Among the patterns noted by Dataworld as the project proceeded:
•A number of time-shared stations are still in operation. Brandenburg said
these were addressed on acase-by-case basis to correct the effect of "selfinterference."
•There are many severe co-channel and adjacent-channel short-spaced operations. Although most were in the noncommercial educational reserved band,
Brandenburg said, many exist in the commercial band as well. Some date to the
early 1960s, before the FCC established required minimum spacing criteria.
•Many stations have interference-free coverage out to the 44 dBuV/m con-
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NAB99 and the ' Oh Wow' Factor
Alan R. Peterson
Don't worry. it's okay to stare in Las
Vegas.
You just may find yourself transfixed
in front of a number of exhibits at
NAB99 this month, amazed at the latest
and greatest products to roll into town
from your favorite equipment manufacturers.
This year, digital technology is bringing us powerful new processors, versatile
workstations and transmitters that all but
think for themselves. You will see consoles beyond your expectations and experience global reach beyond your dreams,
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Check out the new Orville Harmonizer at the Eventide booth.
thanks to the Internet.
Be ready with the eye drops this year.
You will be staring for a long time at
some of these intriguing and engaging
products.
Here are just afew that are likely to
draw attention from attendees to the
show during exhibit days April 19-22.

Get used to IBOC DAB as part of your
criteria in purchasing new transmitters.
Many manufacturers are letting you
know their products are ready now, for
when the time comes.
Nautel is showing IBOC DAB-compatible AM transmitters in 12 and 60 kW
levels. The company says its "Interphase

Things you can say about our
old fashioned meters

"2 or 4 VU meters"
"2RU enclosure"

"Familiar'

"High impedance inputs"

"XLR connectors"
"phase reading"

"Lighted VU meters"

"Priced right"

"Balanced bridging inputs"

"Easy to install"

"Sturdy"

IRelia'-

"Zero adjust control"

"Easy to read"

2VUB or 4VUB Mechanica! Meters
How to say "MINE" -Call us

LogiteK di gital with abetter difference!
3320 Bering Drive, Houston, TX, 77057 USA Voice: North America 800.231.5870
Others: 713.782.4592 Fax: 713.782.4592 e-mail: info@logitekaudio.com

Visit our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more information

Pulse Duration Modulation System" satisfies designated IBOC performance criteria.
Solid-state components and digital
control make today's AM and FM transmitters reliable, energy efficient and
extremely stable on- frequency.
This year, Harris brings aDX- 10 digitally modulated solid-state AM transmitter to the exhibit floor, while Continental
Electronics shows off the new 317D 50
kW all- solid-state digital AM transmitter.
Energy-Onix launches the Pulsar solid-state AM transmitter series in power
levels from 250 W to 10 kW, while
Omnitronix fronts afrequency-agile AM
transmitter that can change and lock
down frequency changes in one second.
Solid-state design also means it is possible to remove individual modules from
an FM transmitter and remain on the air
at only a slightly reduced signal.
Broadcast Electronics is doing it with the
FM- 10S. while Nautel is preparing the
FM20 for show.
Digital exciters are gathering momentum. Harris is putting the Digit CD digital FM exciter into its new Z10CD transmitter. CTE International is bringing its
DEX30 digital exciter with internal modulator for built-in RDS. And Continental
Electronics Corp. is introducing a 10 kW
solid-state FM transmitter that incorporates anew-design digital FM exciter.
Unlicensed low-power radio fans may
find favor with the AM- 2000, FM- 2500
and FM Advantage transmitters from
LPB. All were designed to operate under
FCC Part 15 rules regulating unlicensed
broadcast. A nice, legal 1.5 mile coverage
can be achieved with the AM unit and the
FM rigs are good for 250 pW at 3meters.
Consoles
For " wow" factor, you may wish to
see the Klotz Spherion digital console,
available in 12- and 20- fader versions.
This was shown at the NAB Fall Radio
Show last year. and makes its Vegas
debut this year.
You can't help but smile at aconsole
called "Sparky." Audioarts Engineering
is rolling this one out. Sparky accepts
analog and digital signals, and has 12
inputs, three stereo busses, multiple format A/D converters and digital mixminus.
AEV and AEQ are both visiting Vegas
with smart, simple and well- made consoles. If you don't need the big features.
you may find yourself spending time
with these. But if you want lots of buttons, the Studer On- Air 2000. Euphonix
CS3100B and PR&E Integrity consoles
will keep you busy.
Recording
It is officially time to retire the old
Uher reel deck you once slung over your
shoulder for field audio. New recorders
for radio are the best they have ever
been.
Superscope Technologies made the
Marantz PMD650 MiniDisc recorder
look similar to the ENG cassette deck
news reporters have used for ages. And
ASC created ashoulder sling that places
pro features ( balanced XLRs, power supply) at your fingertips for your favorite
DAT or MD recorder.
The Maycom Easycorder and the
Sonifex Courier will appeal to the hightech field reporter looking for digital
quality, random-access editing and the
ability to phone the report in via POTS or
ISDN lines.
See PRODUCTS, page 21
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A Clever Way to Dry Your Lines
John Bisset
Our Workbench story about resurrecting
old Heliax transmission line inspired Hal
Kneller to relate the following story.
Hal's company acquired an AM station the first of this year. The AM tower
once had aFM antenna mounted on it,
followed by a STL antenna. The transmission line was 1-5/8-inch Heliax, with
an air dielectric. Since the line was on an
AM tower, there was aquarter-wave stub
with insulated hangers running down the
tower and shorted to ground at the base.
For reasons unknown, aformer engineer had disconnected the line and retuned

bled and allowed to slow- leak as two
more bottles of nitrogen are run through
one each day. The electrical resistance at
the building end of this 200-foot length of
line went from 30 ohms to several megohrns.
At the conclusion of the drying cycle,
the connector was reassembled and
attached to the tower line, the ATU was
readjusted and the tower rebridged. The
result has been asolid STL receive signal.
Although Hal doesn't recommend filling a line with water to test this method,
he was able to save about $6,000 worth of
line. Unfortunately, the 30 psi maximum
found on most nitrogen regulators is not

reminder, because many of these batteries
are hidden behind panels or doors, but
such anote can help ensure all these batteries are replaced on aregular basis, usually once ayear.
While at the site, also check your fire
extinguishers. If they have not been inspect-

The 30 psi
maximum found on
most nitrogen
regulators is not
enough for the job.
ed or charged recently, see that the job is
done. Some fire marshals write citations for
inoperative extinguishers. and some local
codes require them, especially where electric equipment is used.

Figure 1 Don't forget hidden batteries that keep memory
alive when power fails.
the base ATU matching network. There
was an EIA connector at the base where
the line was shorted to the ground.
When the line was disconnected, the
end was left turned up so the gas-pass
connector was pointing into the sunlight
(and rain clouds). Every time it rained, the
gas-pass holes funneled water into the 200
feet of line running from the base of the
tower back np to the transmitter building.
Hal was told the line had been this way for
at least two years!
After Hai's group buys the station, the
line needs to be used for an STL receive
antenna_ How does one remove gallons of
water from 200 feet of buried line?
Enter retired consulting engineer Ralph
Winguist of Lake Worth, Fla., with a
brainstorm!
Ralph shows up at the site with his
Oxy-AceteIen regulator with an adapter
for anitrogen tank. Hal orders four tanks
of nitrown.
The next step is to open up the Heliax
connector at the tower end so the inside of
the cable is exposed. At the transmitter
building end, the nitrogen and oxyacetylene
regulator is installed and the pressure is
adjusted for 80 psi. Hal says the tower end
resembles afire hose as the water pours
out. Several tanks are used, and after a
while the line just spits water occasionally.
The connector at the tower is reassem-

Figure 2: Keep a fire extinguisher by
the door to your transmitter building
... and make sure it charged!

Research Products Corp., P.O. Box 1467,
Madison, WI, 53701-1467.
is
John Bisset has worked as achief engi* * *
neer and contract engineer for more than
Fred Krock from KQED-FM in San
20 years. He is a district sales manager
Francisco wrote to say he has received a for Harris Corp. Reach him at ( 703) 323couple of requests for more information
8011.
on the Space Guard high efficiency air filSubmissions for this column are
ters that he discussed at the NAB
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertifiTransmitter Workshop. Space Guard prodcation credit. Fax your submission to
ucts are sold by heating and air condition(703) 323-8044, o; via e-mail at jbising contractors and are manufactured by
set @ harris.com

enough pressure to do the job, hence the
need for the special regulator and adapter.
Another thing to keep in mind is that the
line must be reasonably flat. A line running
up atower could not be dried this way;
removing the connector and letting the
water run out would be preferred to trying
to blow the water out the top of the line.
Hal said the inside of the line was
inspected when the connector was being
reassembled, and it's pretty black inside.
However, for a receive-STL, it's working
fine holding 5 psi and is providing a
strong signal on the receiver.
Hal Kneller is the chief engineer and
owner of WKGF(AM)-WZZS(FM)WZSP(FM) in Arcadia, Fla.
* * *
As we begin the second quarter of the
year, don't forget to do your quarterly
tower inspections.
While you're at your transmitter site,
take along sane industrial 9V batteries to
stick in transmitter controllers or remote
controls that use these batteries to keep
memory alive when power fails ( see
Figure 1). When Iwas doing contract
work, Itried to make it apoint to label the
front of this equipment with anote stating
when the batteries were last changed.
Not only is it a good maintenance

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate .est set.
The FMM-2/PvIS-2 se ,i≥s monitors provide En even greater degree of
precision meuremen: than over ba'ore... Your can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measarecrosstalk below 85 dB, YDU can measure separations
of better than 70 dB You can measure frequency response to butler than
0.25 dB, You can mea sure distortions to lower th 3n0.01%, and much -nore.
Our uncluttered parelE
autorang ,ng voltryeters make these rreasuremen
earn
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Products Et Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

The HSA-100 Series
High Performance Headphone
Amplifiers for Demanding
Applications

Shively Labs
FM BROADCAST ANTENNA
FMR Series
•

Circular polarization
Series fed
•

See us at NAB Booth -# 12877!
Reach for Ratings!
Shivelykntennas Deliver
Coverage!
•Superior Engineering

The HSA-100 Series Headphone Amplifiers

•Multistation Solutions

Internal feed

•Filters & Combiners
Brass/Copper
construction
•

Excellent bandwidth

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.
719 Pensacola Road
Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
814-472-5540 FAX 814-472-5676
E-mail: psiba@surfshop.net

•Translators

a

Drives 8 ohm loads, even small speakers
Mounts easily above or below counter top

•Reliable Pattern Studies

Accepts balanced or unbalanced inputs
Accepts - 10, 0, + 4 and + 8dBm input levels

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

Short Circuit Protected Outputs

because ... it pays to be heard!

bdi

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
5Crestview Avenue
Peekskill, NY 10566

See us at NAB Booth L10343

P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 040%9 USA
Tel.: ( 207) 647-3327
FAX: ( 207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY
e-mail: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com
-An EmployeeOwned Company -

READER SERVICE NO. 26

READER SERVICE NO. 52

READER SERVICE NO. 76

SIX MILLION

WEATHER RADIO

You found what you've
been looking for...

àF

Tel. ( 914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916
Email: Broadcastdevices@Worldnetatt.net

Model CRVV

TOUNDERSTORMS HIT
PLANET EARTH EVERY YEA,A
IT TAKES ONLY ONE TO
PUT YOU OFF THE AIR!
The finest in

Modular Studio Furniture
Endless combinations...
precision quality...
attractive design...
and a GREAT PRICE!

Price $ 540.00

The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING
PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
acontinuous, low- resistance
discharge path For the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.
This affordable and rugged system has
proven itself in the Field For over 15 years.

Advanced Furniture Systems

a

1545 N. Washington Ave., Loveland, CO 80538

Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting.
All 3 frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiver, closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm
rear terminals. Another set of rear terminals
has continuous 600 ohm audio output.
Double conversion crystal controlled, crystal
filter in first IF, ceramic filter in second I.F.
Dual gate MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial input. Adjacent channel (±25 kHz) down to
70 dB. 19" rack mount, 3.5" H, all metal
enclosure. In stock—available for immediate
delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO

Phone: 970-663-4123 Fax: 970-663-6338
Email: afs@mail.omn.com
Website: www.omn.com/afs

Write or call For aFree brochure and design
P.O. Box 2548. Farmington. N.M. 81499-2548
Ph: 888-325-5336 • Fax: 550-326-2337

257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898

READER SERVICE NO. 47

READER SERVICE NO. 20

READER SERVICE NO. 71

Urehrlis-AL XE -1000
SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER

hase

Professional Audio Products
A2D-1 20-bit Analog to Digital Audio Converter
D2A-1 20-bit Digital to Analog Audio Converter
HA- 2B Dual Headphone Amplifier
HDST-1 Headset Interface
MA-210 Stereo Monitor Power Amplifier
MP- 2Dual Microphone Preamplifier
MX-66 Channel Line Level Audio Mixer
SC-2Stereo Corrector
VP- 2Dual Extended Range VU/PPM Meter
VP-2D AES/EBU Digital Audio Meter

Audio Level Matching Systems
ALA-8 8Channel Audio Level Amplifier
LM-2Level Matching System,
2 Ch Bal - Unbal.. 2Ch Unbal.-Bal
LM -2B Level Matching System,
4Channels Unbalanced to Balanced
LM-2U Level Matching System,
4Chancels Balanced to Unbalanced

by Videoquip Research

Broadcast quality throughout.
No compromises.

Distribution Amplifiers

AN AFFORDABLE
QUALITY SCPC RECEIVER
New, affordable, frequency-agile receiver, direct channel entry
by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, wide/narrow
bandwidth, de-emphasis selectable, 950-1450 MHz, line output
600 ohms, muting, transponder agile, LNB power supply,
50-channel memory, full baseband output, high-quality audio.
Every needed feature at asensible price (lowest in the
industry).
REMOTE ACCESS AUTOMATION (OPTION)
CALL OR FAX FOR PRICING INFORMATION
Phone: (614) 866-4605

Fax: (614) 866-1201

UNIVERSAL LEm,

ADA-204A Dual 1x4 Audio Distribution Amplifier
CDA-104 1x4 Composite FM Distribution Amplifier
DDA-104 1x4 AES/EBU Digital Audio Dist. Amplifier
TCR-1 Time Code Reshaper/Distribution Amplifier
VDA-108 1x8 Video Distribution Amplifier
VDA-204 Dual 1x4 Video Distribution Amplifier
VDA-SDI 1x8 SDI Video Distribution Amplifier
VDA-SVHS 1x4 SVHS Video Distribution Amplifier

Routing Switchers
RS-41A 4x1 Stereo Audio Router
RS-41D 4x1 RS-422/Time Code Data Router
RS-41DA 4x1 AES/EBU Digital Audio Router
RS-41S 4x1 SVHS Video Router
RS-41V 4x1 Video Router
RS-44V 4x4 Video Router
RS-81A 8x1 Stereo Audio Router
RS-81S 8x1 SVHS Video Router
RS-81V 8x1 Video Router

11 al II 111
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M-4 Machine Control System
M-4E Machine Control Expander
RI-2Main/Standby Audio/Video Interface
SD-2 Dual Audio Silence Detector
TD-225/35 Hz Tone Detector
TTD-16 Telephone Touch Tone Decoder
VSD-2 Dual Video Sync Detector

Video Generators
BBGEN-1 Black Burst/Colour Bars/Sync
Generator
BG-2 Safe Border Generator

New from Videoquip for ' 99
DM- 1Portable AES/EBU Headphone Monitor System
DSG-1 Portable Digital/Analog Audio Signal Generator
FC-1 S/PDIF to AES/EBU Digital Formal Convener
CC-2 Dual Digital Audio Multi-Format Converter
RLA-2 Remote Level Amplifier
RS-64AES 64x64 AES/EBU Audio Router, 1RU

Videoquip Research Limited

See Videoquip at NAB ' 99, Booth L12433.

Phone: (
416) 293-1042
Toll Free: 1-888-293-1071
Fax: ( 416) 297-4757
www.videoquip.com

Professional audio and video products. Desktop or rackmount. No AC adapters.

4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232-4135
READER SERVICE NO. 75

Pune.3

Automation Devices

READER SERVICE NO. 103
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NAB99 Radio Realm
PRODUCTS, continued from page 18

Radio Computing Services (RCS) rolls
out SelectorNET, with graphics, artist
data and music-related links sent to the
user's computer. RealNetworks and Telos

Radio is getting into recordable CD, so
expect considerable interest over products funn MediaFORM. Microboards

The Maycom Easycorder provides digital quality for field reporting.
audio and laptop computers.
Internet broadcasting is possible with
WaveStation software from BSI, the
Trinity GlobeCaster from Play. the alldigital Omnia.net audio processor from
Cutting Edge Technologies or the Orban
Opumod-DAB 6200.
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The Klotz Spherion digital console makes its Vegas debut at NAB99.
Technology, Sonic Solutions, HHB,
Cedar Technologies and Roland.
360 Systems finally responded to customers asking, "You know the Short/cut?
How about a self-contained multitrack
version?" You will meet the TCR4 and
TCR8 multitrack recorder/editors at
NAB99.
Eventide gave its new multichannel
effects processor — based on advanced
Harmonizer technology — aplayful new
name. You will see "Orville," the newest
effect box in the long line of Eventide
products.

Systems present ways to deliver your
audio to a global audience over the
Internet.
This also is the year to do your show
from home or from practically anywhere.

The Net
This is the year to put your station on
the World Wide Web, with help from
some new and familiar names.

Both Scott Systems and RCS are presenting voice-tracking systems that allow onair talent to voice an entire shift from
anyplace in minutes by using MPEG

Processors
Speaking of processing, there will be
plenty to see and hear in that arena.
Orban is discontinuing the Optimod8100 analog processor; but is gearing up
for Las Vegas with new software for the
Optimod-AM 9200 and v.3.0 software
for the Optimod-FM 8200_
Aphex Systems Ltd. is bringing the
FM Pro 2020 hybrid analog/digital FM
processor, and Cutting Edge wiil roll out
the Omnia.am, as well as version 1.6 soft-

Orban will present new software for its Optimod-AM 9200 processor.
ware for its omnia.fm. The software will
include Prediction Analysis Cfripping and
will provide asupercharged hotter sound.
Is radio ready for 24/96? French corn-

pany, IDT — Impact Développement —
thinks so. The company is introducing
24-bit/96 kHz digital broadcast sound
processors and presenting the Sound
Design five- and seven-band AM and FM
processors, and the Sound Style fourband broadcast audio processor.
Sennheiser combined digital microphone technology with wireless transmitter/receiver technology to come up with
the Digital 1000, a wireless microphone
system operating in the 900 MHz band.
Two independent diversity and audio sections eliminate companding and its related audio degradation.
Beyerdynamic launches a new, largediaphragm announcer's microphone: the
M99.
CAD Professional Microphone also
loves the radio announcer. The company
is showing the VSM-I cardioid condenser microphone, which merges VX2
tube topology with Equitek servo technology; and the VX2 twin- tube studio
microphone.
Shure Brothers is showing its new
KSM32 side- address studio mic and
SM7A studio mic.
For advance information on new products at the show, see RW's comprehensive booth listings in our March 31 issue.
In May, look for our detailed reports
from the floor about the many new products on display.

Instant RDS
Analysis
47e
Remote Facilities Controller

• Full featured, low cost remote transmitter control
• New Accessory! Model PA- 1Parallel Printer Adapter
• New Accessory! Model MA- 1Modem Adapter
• Watch for the new RAK-1 ' Intelligent Rack Adapter'!
• Y2K compliant -- visit our web site for details
Why spend more than you have to?

«h

Sine Systems,.
nnov

re s,Ju WY,

015 - 228 • 3500 ( vox)
615 • 227 • 2367 (fax)
015 • 227 • 2393 (fad)
wwvv.sinesystems.corn
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novonics' 510 is a self-contained
and comprehensive RDS Decoder/Reader. Connect it to your
Modulation Monitor or off-air receiver to read data from all the
common RDS groups. Get an instant data readout on the frontpanel LCD screen, or feed data to the serial port of any PC for
amore detailed analysis and message archiving.
• Supports both CENELEC and

• Easy-to-read 80-character
lighted display.

• Identifies which groups are
being transmitted.

• RS-232 computer interface;
analysis software provided.

NSRC standards.

• Built-in "glossary" defines RDS
terms

• Precise digital readout of RDS
subcarrier injection level.

MODEL 510 RDS DECODER / READER — $ 1950

I
nc•\fc) n ics

\navvy inovor corn

1305 Fair Ave. • Sama Cruz. CA 95C60
TEL .(831) 458.-0552 • FAX ( 33 -). 458-0554
Grde ( 121)0m Reader Service Card

See Us at NAB Booth # L138/8
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The RW Guide to Fun in Sin City

Looking for entertainment that is more of an experience than a
performance? Take in one of the city's more happening events:
ATTRACTIONS

We all know that the biggest show in Las Vegas during April
17-22 will be the NAB99 convention, but you know what they
say about " all work and no play."

HEADLINERS:
Stars are what make Las Vegas shine, and here are the hottest tickets:
DESERT INN, Crystal Showroom April 22-25/Don Rickles ( 733-4444)
CAESARS PALACE, April 16-18/Steve Lawrence & Eydie Gorme ( 731-7110)
LAS VEGAS HILTON, Hilton Theater April 22-25/Alan Jackson ( 732-51 11)
MGM GRAND, Grand Garden arena, April 17/'N Sync ( 891-1111)
THE ORLEANS. Orleans Showroom, April 19- May 12/The Righteous Brothers ( 365-7111)

When you really want to get away from it all perhaps a tour
will provide the proper escape.
GROUND TOURS
Gray Line Tours of Southern Nevada (
702) 384-1234
Guaranteed Tours (
702) 369-1000
Interstate Tours (
702) 293-2268
Las Vegas Adventure Tours (
702) 564-5452 1 ( 800)-553-5452
Ray & Ross Transport, Inc. (
702) 646-4661
Superior Tours (
702) 798-7311
Valen Tours 1 ( 800) 487-2252
BIKING/HIKING TOURS
City Streets Bike Tourist Rentals (
702) 596-2953
Downhill Bicycle Tours Inc. (
702) 897-8287
Happy Hikers-Wilderness Experiences (
702) 873-6962

SuperiolawalaitPrtoducti
Quality Transmitters and Antennas at Reasonable Prices

FM Transmitters
High Performance Solid State Exciter
Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty
Factory Service
On site check out by factory
personal available
1,000 watt

$5,990.00

2,500 watt

$ 11.990.00

5,000 watt

$ 18,990.00

10,000 watt

$24,990.00

15,000 watt
20,000 watt

$34,990.00
$37,990.00

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $995.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter
120 watt
300 watt
1,000 watt

100 watt
watt
500 watt

April 14, 1999
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$2,800.00
$3,500.00
$7,990.00

FM AMPLIFIERS
$995.00

300

$1,790.00
$2,990.00

FM Antennas
All Power Levels 500 watts

2,000 watt
3,000 watt
5,000 watt

$ 12,900.00
$ 19,990 00
$29,990 00

FM STL
Both Transmutler
and Receiver
$3,500.00
ealledimer4

to 20,000 watts per bay

As low as $395.00 per bay
FREQUENCY AGILE
FM TRANSLATOR
$2,500.00

*RF Coaxial Patch Panels
*FM Combiners

Supvtioz Stoalait Pzodutatl
contact Jimmie Joynt 17194

Preston Road, Suite 123-297

Dallas, Texas 75248

Ph: 972/473-2577 • 800/279-3326 • Fax 972/473-2578 • 800/644-5958
Email: sbp@pulse.net
web site: www.sbpjj.com
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THE ADVENTUREDOME AT CIRCUS CIRCUS
The Adventuredome at Circus Circus (formerly known as Grand Slam Canyon) is afive-acre
theme park at Circus Circus, 2880 Las Vegas Blvd. South. The theme park features water rides.
aroller coaster, laser tag, animated dinosaurs, an arcade, gift shop and restaurant. Hours vary.
Ride tickets range from $2to $5. ( 794-3939).
BUCCANEER
Every 90 minutes each evening, cannon and musket fire are exchanged in adramatic
pyrotechnic battle between the pirate ship Hispañ'ola and the British frigate HMS Britannia in
the middle of Buccaneer Bay. Hotel: Treasure Island ( 894-7111). Pricing: free. Visit the Web
site at www.treasureislandlasvegas.com/
CAESARS MAGICAL EMPIRE
Caesars Magical Empire at Caesars Palace, 3570 Las Vegas Blvd. South, offers free displays
of its fiery Lumineria show 10:45 a.m.-3:45 p.m. Fri. through The. Guests can explore the catacombs en route to a70-foot-tall central rotunda, where whirlwind flames and high-tech special
affects are featured. Caesars Palace ( 731-7333).
DOLPHIN HABITAT
This 2.5 million gallon Dolphin Habitat is home to afamily of Atlantic bottle- nose dolphins.
its purpose is to provide ahealthy and nurturing environment for dolphins, as well as to educate the public about marine mammals and their environment — including their role in the
ecosystem. Hotel: Mirage ( 791-7111). Pricing: free.
FREMONT STREET EXPERIENCE
The Fremont Street Experience, apedestrian promenade in downtown Las Vegas, features a
misting system. retail carts, kiosks, free entertainment and one-of-a- kind light and sound
shows, with more than 2million lights and 540,00C watts of sound. Shows include " Odyssey,"
'Las Vegas Legends" and " Country Western Nights." On Fremont Street between Main Street
arid Las Vegas Boulevard (678-5777 or ( 800) 249-3559).
M&M'S WORLD
M&M's World at the Showcase Mall, 3785 Las Vegas Blvd. South, features Ethel M's flagship store on the first floor; an 8,500-square-foot retail store cn the second floor featuring a
see-through wall filled with M&Ms and more than 3,000 M&M's logo items. Hours are 10 a.m.midnight ( until 1a.m. Fri.-Sat.). Admission is free (736-7611).
MASQUERADE SHOW IN THE SKY
The " Masquerade Show in the Sky," an indoor entertainment experience featuring acast
of 36 performers, five floats, elaborate costumes and four different themed parades, is
presented on the hour every other hour from 2p.m.- midnight daily, except Wednesdays, at
the Rio, 3700 W. Flamingo Road. Performances are free. Guests may participate in the sky
parade for $9.95 ( 252-7776).
MOTION MACHINES
Merlin's Magic Motion Machines, inside the Excalibur, 3850 Las Vegas Blvd. South, combine
70mm film, five-channel Dolby stereo sound and specially designed seats that move in-sync
with the on- screen action. Hours are 9am.- midnight Sun., 10 am.- midnight Mon.- Fri. and 9
a.m.-1 a.m. Sat. Cost is $3per ride ( 597-7777).
RACE FOR ATLANTIS
The first giant-screen lmax 30 motion stimulator ride, is open 10 a.m.-11 p.m. daily ( until
midnight Fri.- Sat.) at The Forum Shops at Caesars, 3500 Las Vegas Blvd. South. General
admission is $9.50; $8.50 for senior citizens: and $6.75 for children ages 12 and under.
Discount for local residents. Must be at least 42 inches tall to enter ( 733-9000).
THE SECRET GARDEN OF SIEGFRIED & ROY AND DOLPHIN HABITAT
The Secret Garden of Siegfried & Roy at The Mirage, 3400 Las Vegas Blvd. South, features some of the world's rarest and most exotic animals, including the Royal White
Tigers of Nevada and the White Lions of Timbavati. Hours are 11 a.m.-5:30 p.m. daily,
except Wednesdays. General admission is $ 10; free for children ages 10 and under. Price
includes admission to The Mirage Dolphin Habitat. ( 791-7111).
STAR TREK: THE EXPERIENCE
Star Trek: The Experience at the Las Vegas Hilton, 3000 Paradise Road, includes acomplete
re-creation of the promenade from " Star Trek: Deep Space Nine:" and The Voyage Through
Space, an interactive ride where visitors are " beamed" througn time and space aboard the USS
Enterprise. Hours are 11 a.m.-11 p.m. daily. Cost is $14.95 general admission for The Voyage
Through Space ( 732-5111).
THE TOMB AND MUSEUM OF KING TUTANKHAMUN
The Luxor, 3900 Las Vegas Blvd. South, features afull-scale replication of King Tut's Tomb,
as found by Howard Carter in 1922, and amuseum. Hours are 9a.m.-11 p.m. daily ( until 11:30
p.m. Fri.-Sat.). Tickets are $4general admission ( 262-4555).
WORLD OF COCA-COLA LAS VEGAS
The 28,000-square-foot World of Coca-Cola Las Vegas at the Showcase Mall, 3785 Las
Vegas Blvd. South, features an interactive storytelling theater, amultisensory "fantastic fountain" and the world's largest Coke bottle. Hours are 10 am.- 11 p.m. daily ( until midnight Fri.Sat.). General admission is $2, free for children ages 3and under ( 270-5965).

TIPPING
A gratuity, tip ( or " toke," as they say in Las Vegas) is the way
to show appreciation for courteous service. Here's a guide to
the going rates:
Bartenders: $1per round for parties of two to four; more for larger groups.
Bellmen: $2-$5, depending on whether you will need services or advice during your stay.
Change Clerks: If amachine fills up your paper cup, remember who gave you the lucky coins,
please.
Cocktail waitresses: $ 1around for parties of two; more for larger groups.
Dealers: Tips either can be given directly to the deaier between hands, throws of dice or
spins of wheel, or small " side bets" are permitted. These can range from $ 1to, generally,
half of your bet.
Guest room attendants: About $1per day, usually left at the eno of your stay.
Restaurant waiters: The standard 15-20 percent rule applies.
Room service waiters: The standard 15-20 percent rule applies.
Skycaps: 50 cents to $ 1per bag, depending on size and weight.
Taxicab drivers: Approximately 15 percent of the total fare, but not less than $1.
— compiled by Jay Ankeney and Dan Dennis
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SynchroCast Puts GPS to Work
Harris Intraplex Uses Synchronized Transmitters
For Extended Coverage in FM Broadcast
Bill Gould and Jal Eu
This is an abbreviated version of a
paper to be presented during NAB99. The
authors are employees of Harris
Communications Intraplex Transmission
Solutions.
Simulcasting is not normally a topic
one would associate with radio's transition to digital, the topic of this column in
RW. But the use of digital as described
below demonstrates how various technologies can converge to offer new solutions to radio managers.
The full paper and additional graphics
are available at www.rwonline.com

those associated with asingle major-market station transmitter. Station acquisition
costs are far less, and the resale value of
the combined system can be many times
the price of its individual component stations.

all lib toI0111

Figure 1: Impairment Compared to Relative Delay and Protection Ratio

0dB

this type of broadcasting possible by integrating state-of-the-art technologies, GPS
satellite receivers and precision digital
delay management. It can be applied to
multiplexed digital studio- transmitter
links ( STLs), across leased Tl /El circuits, microwave radio links or fiber
optic links.
Carrier frequency and program audio
timing at all transmitters are locked to the
GPS timing standard, reducing or eliminating unwanted artifacts at the listener's
receiver.

6dB

30 dB

30 dB

SI

Capture Area
Al

Overlap Area

Capture Area
A2

Figure 2: Overlap and Capture Areas
Simulcasting can provide dramatically
increased coverage. Smaller stations can
be combined to create expanded coverage maps that are larger than a metro
powerhouse. Operating costs of smaller
transmitting facilities are a fraction of
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Simulcasting is the use of multiple,
overlapping transmitters, operating on
the same frequency, in amarket. Through
simulcasting, radio broadcasters can ring
a metropolitan area with low-powered
suburban stations and cover the entire
market.
Simulcast transmitters placed in aline
can cover the length of amajor highway,
population corridor or rating service survey area. On-frequency boosters can fill
in important coverage gaps.
6dB

Also, rating services use dial positions
to score survey responses. Realistically,
the only way to keep people listening is
to allow them to move transparently
between coverage areas on the same frequency.
Broadcasting from two nearby transmitters on the same frequency can lead to
serious reception problems in the overlap
areas. SynchroCast technology makes

Simultaneous transmission of programming on multiple frequencies has
yielded marginal results. Promoting multiple dial positions is expensive and confusing to listeners who often don't
remember to retune their radios.

SynchroCast and STL Plus
Harris' simulcasting technology,
SynchroCast, operates in conjunction
with the Intraplex STL Plus digital studio
transmitter link, which can be used on
leased TI/E1 circuits, microwave radio
links or fiber optic links. The Intraplex
STL Plus multiplexing system provides
bidirectional transmission paths for program audio STL/TSL, data for remote
control and LAN interconnect, and voice
channels for off-premise extensions and
intercoms, all on asingle digital circuit.
The Intraplex STL Plus supplies the
transmission capability for the STL and
SynchroCast. Program audio is delivered

to the transmitter by a 15 kHz stereo linear uncompressed digital system. Inputs
and outputs can be either analog or
AES/EBU. SynchroCast timing signals
accompany the program audio in the outbound direction.
An optional TSL package provides a
15 kHz stereo linear uncompressed
return audio path, well-suited for off-air
audio from the modulation monitor.
Since one or more of the transmitters in
the simulcast system will be out of overthe-air reception range, this provides a
convenient means of monitoring the actual air sound of the transmitters.
Two bidirectional voice-grade audio
paths are also provided. One accommodates transmitter remote control and
return telemetry. The second may be used
for backhauling audio from an EAS
receiver or RPU gear at the remote transmitter site.
The system requirements for a simulcast application are for one Intraplex STL
Plus system for each studio to transmitter
link; one GPS receiver for the studio and
one for each transmitter in the system;
and one SynchroCast simulcasting package, which includes all GPS modules,
timing transmission modules, and digital
delay modules needed for the studio and
two transmitter sites.
Let us consider the application in more
detail.
GPS and simulcasting
For simulcasting to work effectively,
the broadcast signal from each transmitter must arrive at the receiver at a precisely controlled time. A signal leaving
the studio will be subject to two delay
factors: uncontrolled studio transmitter
See DIGITAL, page 27
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Audio Preparations for AM Rath()
reducing dynamic range to an intolerable
level. Overdriving the signal at the studio
console can cause clipping distortion.
Once distortion is introduced into the
system, it cannot be removed.
After the signal leaves the studio, it
travels either across the building to the
transmitter or through astudio-transmitter link ( STL), telephone line or
microwave feed to the transmitter location.
The audio is prepared for the transmitter by using compressors or limiters to
prevent distortion and overmodulation.
Often it is wise to use alimiter on telephone lines or microwave STLs to prevent distortion. Unlimited instantaneous

Ed Montgomery

This is one in aseries of articles about
the fundamentals of AM radio. The previous part appeared March 17.
Audio is a variable: It constantly
changes and creates the power levels in
sidebands. Because noise is an amplitude
function, it is important to create apower
level that gives the best signal-to-noise
ratio that can possibly be attained.
Audio can come from any number of
digital or analog sources. It must be
delivered to the transmitter at alevel that
will give the maximum sideband power
possible without adding distortion or

G
PREDATORTm

CA

1r

peaks can cause undesirable affects.
All transmission systems have a specific operating level, usually related in
decibels, which should not be exceeded.
The amount of protection necessary is
dictated by the type of format being used.
Conversations with the engineers in
charge of the station can assist you on
arriving at alevel that is appropriate for
your station. If your station does not
sound as good as others in your market,
assume something is wrong.
Masking noise

Audio processing developed rapidly in
the 1950s. After television took away
many radio audiences, broadcasters

G.
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adopted the DJ format, becoming music
or news stations. To hold onto listeners,
they made the station appear loud.
Limiters and compressors were introduced to increase loudness at the expense
of some dynamic range, which reduced
the appearance of noise within the system.
Another technique to increase loudness and coverage area was the introduction of reverberation. Many stations put
these devices at their transmitter sites,
adding an echo effect to the broadcast
signal. This gave the DJ a louder and
more commanding voice. One might say
everything sounded like it was happening
in alarge bathroom, but it worked. Music
performers — such as Phil Spector —
began to add echo to their songs.
Spector's " wall of sound" recordings
were made with the AM band in mind.
The sound of an AM broadcasting station is dependent upon everything from
the quality of the studio console to the
condition of the antenna system. AM is
frequency-sensitive; sideband power is
directly related to the audio frequency
creating the modulation.
The most powerful sidebands are closest to the carrier. Check the frequency
response of the audio line, telephone line
or STL. Don't assume everything is okay.
There was atime when the FCC required
this in the form of the audio proof-of-performance. A flat frequency response in
the audio line can translate into alouder
audio signal in the receiver.
Format plays an important part when
considering the amount of audio processing being used. You also have to consider
what type of receiver people will be listening on. AM listening takes place in
cars probably more than any other place.
It is important to prepare a signal that
will be able to compete with all of the
other sounds around the vehicle.

Solutions far
Tomorrow's Radio

Processing must not be to the point
where " listener fatigue" is reached.
Compressors and limiters can be set so
the modulation meter almost constantly
remains at 100 percent. While this will
produce an audio signal almost void of
noise, it will also annoy the listener. It
usually takes some experimenting with
an audio system to get it precisely where
you want.
Classical music, which contains many
audio levels and variations, requires little audio processing. For that reason,
classical music is difficult to carry on
AM in this age. At times, the classical
station listener might think the station is
off the air. Popular music is different
and can be processed at amore aggressive level, as its dynamic range is much
smaller.
For talk radio, audio should be set
somewhere between what is best only for
voice and music. Commercial material
may include jingles and short music
pieces, and they must sound right when
broadcast. The "attack time" of the compressor/limiter should not be set to
increase the audio output level at the
instant someone stops talking. It is
important to read the manuals on proper
setup of these units to achieve the sound
you and your listeners want.
The compressor/limiter has become
quite a sophisticated piece of equipment
over the years with features that include
audio compression, expansion, limiting,
clipping and gating. Many models are
multiband, permitting specific processing
See AM, page 32
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Timing Is Established With GPS
DIGITAL, continued from page 25

link path delay and the "flight time" in
the air from the transmitter to the receiver, over two different paths.
The arrival time of each signal at the
receiver can differ significantly, causing
distortion, echoes and other artifacts. In
addition, each transmitter's local oscillator frequency will be slightly different,
causing phase errors between carrier frequencies in the overlap area.
The advent of Global Positioning
System satellites has created a truly
effective method for synchronizing transmitters.
A GPS receiver delivers aprecise timing reference to the studio and to each
transmitter site. At the studio, atiming
signal is sent along with the program
audio over the studio's transmitter link,
to each transmitter site. At the transmitter, SynchroCast technology compares
the timing reference received from the
studio to the local timing signals, to
determine the actual path delay.
Once this delay is established, digital
delay modules calculate and introduce a
precisely controllable delay, causing
exact alignment of the transmitted audio
signals. In addition, the GPS receivers at
all transmitter sites provide the same 10
MHz reference signal to each transmitter
exciter, locking all of their carrier frequencies to the same satellite-delivered
timing reference.
Effects of multiple transmitters, each
broadcasting a locally generated 19 kHz
stereo pilot in a simulcast system, must
be considered. Proper decoding of the
stereo L-R signal depends on the accurate
reception of the stereo pilot. Just as the
transmitter carrier frequencies in asimulcast system must be locked to a GPSdelivered reference, the stereo pilot
should be locked to amaster reference as
well.
The system operates automatically
once the initial installation and alignment
is complete. It continually monitors the
timing of each link, keeping the total
delay to each transmitter constant, even if
the actual path delay changes. This can
occur, for example, if aTI circuit gets
rerouted to an alternate path due to network interruptions.
Good reception criteria
When a receiver is in range of more
than one transmitter, the criteria for good
reception include relative signal strength
and total transmission delay.
Relative signal strength describes the
relationship of two or more transmitted
signals, based on the location of the
receiver. In the case of two overlapping
transmitters, within the capture area of
the transmitters the signal level of one
transmitter is stronger than that of the
other.
Total transmission delay is the elapsed
time interval calculated from when the
signal leaves the studio to when it reaches the receiver. This delay can differ from
one transmitter to another, based on the
signal path of the specific studio-transmitter link.
Figure 1illustrates the relationship
between delay and relative signal
strength. The figure shows a broadcast
system in which the same audio program
is simultaneously transported from
Studio X over T1 or El STLs to two
transmitter sites (S1 and S2).

In this example, both sites have equal
transmission power. The total transmission delay between the studio and each
transmitter is different, based on audio
processing time and path delay.
When the FM receiver "M" is located
in capture area Al, the receiver will lock
in the program transmission from site SI.
This is because the signal from SI is
much stronger in capture area Al than
the signal from S2. In this case, the signal
from S2 can be considered an interfering
signal. When the receiver is located in
capture area A2, the reverse occurs.
When the receiver is located in the
overlap area "B," however, it receives
signals of almost equal strength from

both transmitter sites. These signals interfere with each other.
Figure 2depicts the contours of relative signal strength from both sites. In the
overlap area, the relative power levels
differ by less than 6dB.
Because the studio distributes the
same FM audio program over STLs using
T1 or El circuits in the public-switched
telephone network, different time delays
will occur between the studio and the
receiver in the overlap area, based on
their location. Factors affecting the total
transmission delay time can include
audio processing delay at the studio
and/or transmission sites, TI or El network path delay and air path delay.

In the overlap area between two adjacent transmission sites, equalization of
the time delay and phase alignment of the
audio base band are required for good
reception.
Now, consider the relationship
between the air path delay from the two
transmitter sites. Regardless of the signal
power strength of the transmitter, the
contours of the air path propagation delay
are determined by the distance between
the receiver and the transmitter.
If each transmission site transmits the
same signal at exactly the same time,
there is a line of equal delay that lies
exactly halfway between them, perpendicular to a line connecting them. A
receiver located anywhere on this line
will receive exactly the same signal at
exactly the same time from both transSee DIGITAL page 28
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The Power of Simulcasting
DIGITAL, continued from page 27

mitters. This is because the speed-of- light
delay from each transmitter is exactly the
same for all points located on this line.
Other lines can also be defined along
which areceiver will receive the signal
from one transmitter at aconstant specified
interval before the other. These lines are in
the shape of mathematical hyperbolas,
with one transmitter or the other at the
focal point. (If you have difficulty picturing this, see the graphics accompanying
the full paper at www.rwonline.com)
For example, atime-delay difference of
5.364 pscorresponds to acorridor about
1.0 mile ( 1.6 km) wide, crossing directly
between the two transmitters, because the
FM receiver gets the signal from the closer
transmitter 2.682 is (0.5 miles) earlier
and 2.682 ps later from the farthest transmitter, for atotal difference of 5.364 ps.
The width of these corridors, at their
narrowest, is independent of the actual distance between the transmitters; only the
shape of the curves to either side changes.
A similar set of curves can be drawn
that represent the relative signal
strength that a receiver obtains from
each transmitter.
Mathematically, these curves are sections of ellipses, not hyperbolas (because
of the inverse- square law). As a result,
their basic shapes resemble, but do not correspond perfectly to the delay curves.
Furthermore, signal-strength curves are
distorted by the antenna patterns, multipath

and terrain conditions. If the transmitter
ERP levels are not equally matched, the
center of the equal-signal corridor is offset

Figure 3: Block Diagram of System Configuration
toward the weaker transmitter.
In cases of unequal transmitter power
balance, where the point of equal field
strength is not located at the equal distance point, signal delay at one of the
transmitters must be intentionally and
precisely altered. This alters the position
of the delay curves relative to the signal
level curves, eliminating problem areas
or allowing them to be shifted to unpopu-
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lated areas such as mountaintops or over
bodies of water.
At the speed of light, asignal traverses

-.

about 981 feet ( 300 meters) in one
microsecond (ps). If the time that asignal leaves atransmitter varies by ± 4 ps,
the location of the equal- delay curves
will shift by about athird of amile (0.6
km) to either side.
This delay-curve change is equal to half
of the transmitter signal propagation delay
change. To maintain this degree of control,
the delay of every element in the signal

path, from the studio to each antenna, must
be controlled to this level of precision.
This becomes problematic when sending
the signal through apublic or private distribution network whose characteristics do
not allow this degree of control.
Use of digital Ti ( 1.544 Mbps) or El
(2.048 Mbps) circuits in the publicswitched telephone network have become
an increasingly popular way to distribute
high-quality audio signals between studios and transmitters. These circuits tend
to have fairly stable delay characteristics,
typically in the 3-8 ms range.
Public networks, however, are subject to rerouting, which cause a sudden
and dramatic change in the overall circuit delay, and can happen as often as
several times each day, without warning. STLs using private networks or
microwave links can also be subject to
variable delays on the order of tens of
microseconds, as aresult of data buffering in modems or other equipment.
Long microwave links can have
unequal amounts of delay shift due to path
differences. Clearly, some sort of mechanism for compensating for these unpredictable delay variations is required for
successful transmitter synchronization.
Automatic adjustment
The Harris Intraplex simulcasting system solves these problems by automatically adjusting for any differences and
variability in the STL path delay, and by
providing aGPS-locked frequency reference to the transmitting equipment to
eliminate carrier frequency drift.
See DIGITAL page 29
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The system, shown in Figure 3,
addresses these problems with athreepronged approach. First, the program is
distributed as a discrete-channel digital
audio signal, which facilitates amplitude
and frequency response matching.
Second, GPS receivers at all sites in the
network provide extremely precise frequency and time references—to one part
in 10 13 in frequency and to less than 1 ps
in time.
The GPS frequency reference is used
to calibrate the transmitter frequency
directly, while, the time reference is used
to adjust a variable time delay mechanism that automatically compensates for
delay changes in the distribution network.
The timing comparator receives alocal
timing reference from a GPS receiver
located at the transmitter site. Its other
input is the master timing reference that
arrives over the STL, with exactly the
same network delay as the audio signal it
accompanies.
The comparator measures the time offset between these two inputs and sends
commands to a precision digital delay
line to create the overall delay required to
compensate for any variations in the network delay.
Overall, the system can control the
path delay from point A at the studio to
point B at each transmitter to within ± 2
ps. The individual path delays can be offset in steps of 0.1 ps to optimize the performance of the system in the overlap
regions. It is also possible to configure
the system to absorb path delay variations of up to 84 ms.
It is important to note that the audio
and other multiplexed signals are not
interrupted or perturbed in any way,
even when delay adjustments are
made. This is called "hitless" operation, and apatent covering the mechanism that accomplishes this has been
applied for.
The system also delivers the signals to
the inputs of the exciters with the desired
degree of precision. It is important that
the signal chain from that point, to the
antenna at each transmitter, maintain the
same fixed delay, or at least delays that
track each other. This is most easily
accomplished by using identical processing and amplifying equipment at each
transmitter site.
Planning a system
The first step in planning a simulcast
system is identifying an appropriate
opportunity, such as those detailed earlier
in this article. The second step in afeasibility study would involve investigation
of existing transmitter facilities and possible future improvements that could
enhance these systems.
Directional antennas can be used to
concentrate signals in desired areas while
protecting them from exceeding strength
limitations in other directions. A frequency search of the fundamental, as well as
the first and second adjacent frequencies,
can help identify future expansion possibilities as well as any " short spacing"
that might exist.
The next step is to design the signal
distribution network. The key requirements for synchronization of multiple
transmitters are ensuring that the carrier
frequencies are locked together, and
aligning the modulation in both amplitude and phase.
Figure 4 shows an overall distribution
network schematic. One link is required

Radio World

FEATURES
from the studio to each transmitter site. In
addition to the 15 kHz stereo linear
uncompressed channels for transmission

support provides a15 kHz inbound stereo
channel for an air monitor and abi-directional path for remote transmitter control.

Figure 4: Block Diagram of Distribution Network
of program audio to the transmitter,
SynchroCast timing information is sent in
the outbound direction. The optional TSL

SMARTT'
RKS-411 POTS Cociec

W ith Spring remote season
just around the corner, the
most trusted name in remote

An additional voice grade circuit is
available for carrying Emergency Alerting
System (EAS) audio, remote pick-up, etc.

Celicast
RBS-400 Cellular remote
broadcast studio

quite affordable.
And MAR77 has aremote

equipment is on deck. MAR774' package for every station's
remote products incorporate

needs - RPUs, Cellular, POTS,

the reliable, high performance

VHF/UHF Frequency Agile,

features you've come to

and more.

twill
giv
e-17 MA

e

Each link requires the equipment previously listed. The studio site requires
one multiplexer shelf for each link, but a
single GPS receiver can be shared for
timing reference. Each transmitter site
requires one multiplexer shelf and aGPS
receiver to generate its local timing and
frequency references. Each additional
transmitter site added to the system
requires a multiplexer shelf at each end
of the link and a GPS receiver at the
transmitter site.
The full paper, available at www.rwonline.com, includes adiscussion of audio
processing and implementation considerations, including tips for verifying performance.
For more information, call Harris
Communications Intraplex Transmission
Solutions at (978)486-9000.

SRPT- 40
Frequency agile remote
transmitter (
Now Available
in VHF frequencies)

expect, at aprice that is
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RPS- 402
Remote mixer

Contact MAR77 or your favorite MAR77 distributor
today and get in on the savings in time for Spring
sports remotes. Check out our web site at
www.marti.bdcastcom for acomplete listing of
products and MAR77 distributors, or call MARTÍ
at 817445-9163.

R Tie

ELECTRONICS
Performance Vatue Leader
421 Marti Drive, Cleburne, TX 76031 • Phone: (817) 645-9163 • Fax: (817) 641-3869 • emai; address: martelash.net • web address: www.marti.bdcast.com
RW()299 (Ç:1 999 Marti Electronics
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JK Audio Goes Inline
Jerry Arnold
The telephone hybrid certainly is nothing new, having been used in its analog
form basically since there has been phone
audio put on aradio station.
In recent years, the trend has been
toward digital technology, phone hybrids
included. A positive selling point of a
digital version is its deep nulls of sendvs.-receive audio and automatic, or at
least semi-automatic, nulling. But these
features come with ahefty price tag, usually at the additional downfall of an
unusually large enclosure.

10.».)

So it was a slight surprise to see JK
Audio introduce its Inline Patch analog
hybrid.
Nice size
The package is small enough to be
tucked into any remote broadcast bag,
but not so small as to be hard to use or
read. Connections are quite conventional,
and universally used — amale XLR is
required for the "Send To Phone Line"
connection, although a I/8- inch mono
plug can also be used.
A female XLR is needed for the "From
Phone Line" output, but again provisions

The author, at right, joins announcer Doug Breneman at ringside.
are made for two additional unbalanced
outputs using 1/8-inch phone plugs: one

It:1 IWO REW IWW INO

ette tut I»

is amixed mono output, and the other is
a 1/8- inch stereo jack where the left
channel represents the "Line" and the
right channel represents the " Phone
Line." Simultaneous use of the balanced
and unbalanced inputs and outputs is permitted.
Telephone and phone line connections are made via standard RJ-11 jacks.
The unit is powered by an included

PACEMAKER
by

Amu o-nm

The package is
small enough to be
tucked into any
remote broadcast
bag, but not so small
as to be hard to use.

TWO CABINET SIZES
Model PM218
Up to 18 Modules

Model PM228
Up to 28 Modules

SHOWCASING THE FOLLOWING
•New Modern Styling and Color with Wood End Bells
•EXCLUSIVE BI- MODULAR CONCEPT
•AH DC control — easy replacement of front panel modules with no clicks or pops
•Same AUTOGRAM dependable screw-type plug-in connectors
•Easy installation with convenient changes post-installation
•INCREDIBLE NUMBER OF INPUTS ! ! !
PM228 — up to 56 stereo inputs, PM 218 up to 40 stereo inputs
•Start with as few modules as needed — expand later!
•Uses similar switches and the same Penny & Giles pots as original Pacemaker
•No incandescent lamps on switches — ALL LED ILLUMINATION!
•New State Of The Art external power supply!
•Self- resetting " Poly- Fuses" protect individual circuit boards
•AUTOGRAM Autoclock standard in all units!
•Lighted meters! ! 6on PM228, 4on PM218!
•Built-in Cue Speaker
BUILT WITHIN THE AUTOGRAM TRADITION OF VALUE & QUALITY

972-424-8585
FAX 972-423-6334
8W-327-6901

AUT ÂGRAM
CORPORATION

1500 Capital Ave.
Plano, Texas
75074

email: info@autogramcorp.com • www.autogramcorp.com

"wall-charger" type of transformer that
supplies 16 VAC to the unit Controls
are straightforward and well- labeled. A
toggle switch allows capture of the
phone line without coming off- hook
with the attached telephone, if you
desire.
In the left corner...
We put the Inline Patch to the test,
broadcasting live coverage of aWorld
Championship WBF Boxing match.
Our setup was quite conventional:
Two boom mic headsets were plugged
into a venerable Shure 267 mic mixer,
with the output of the mixer fed to the
Inline Patch input. The Patch's output
was split and fed to the left headphone of
both boom mic headsets so we could hear
instructions from the studio. We also
used one of the unbalanced outputs to
drive acassette recorder.
The user guide that comes with the
Inline Patch recommends a - 10 dbM
nominal balanced input, which is not
exactly line-level. Many consumer-grade
audio components do use - 10 dBM as
"line-level"; this caused aslight problem
when driven from the 267 mic mixer,
which has anominal +4 dBM output at
"zero VU."
We had to turn the level of the mic
mixer down quite abit so we didn't overdrive the Patch. Doing so made the mixer's VU meter useless, not to mention the
See INLJNE, page 32
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See the Optimod®
and Omnia® ads
attacking each other?

Oh yeah, and Orban®
says the Omnia trashes
the signal with composite
clipping.

The Omnia ad claims
the Optimod is full of
digital grunge.

They're both right! Digita
processing just isn't there
yet. The only way to go is
the Aphex 2020 FM Pro! ..

-1

4

4

T

he hype for digital audio has been deafening.

While digital offers advantages for storage and control,
it has severe limitations for dynamics processing.

achieves the greatest possible loudness while retaining
musicality and naturalness.
No digital grunge, no aliasing, no overshoot. No

Indeed, Cutting Edge® claims their Omnia unit sounds

subcarrier artifacts from composite clipping. Just the

almost as good as analog.

loudest, cleanest FM processing with the greatest

The Aphex 2020 FM Pro offers the purity of an all
analog signal path with the power of digital control.
Through its use of 11 patented circuits, the 2020

API„,11ex
SYSTEIMS

possible coverage area.
Contact Aphex today for ademonstration, and we'll
show you there is truth in advertising.

Improving the way the world sounds sm
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-264 : http://m,ww.aphexsys.com

Cutting Edge and Omnia are registE red trademarts of TLS Corporation. Onan and Optimod are registered trademarks of Harman International.
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Choose Your Processer Carefully
0› NO, continued from page 26

at prescribed frequencies.
When choosing an audio processing
system, know that all systems do not
interface favorably with each other. A
certain manufacturer may say its
processor will improve your audio with
documented evidence from other
broadcasters. While this may be true,
you still need to test a unit in your
audio chain. Install ademonstrator unit
according to the manufacturer's
instructions and listen to it under differing conditions: in a car, on a
Walkman, at home, etc. Make sure it is
performing to your expectations.
An equalizer may be used to enhance

certain frequencies, but this device
really " unequalizes" your signal by
lowering the output of some frequencies while increasing others. Some
broadcasters attempt to use an equalizer to improve the frequency response of
an AM station that has a deteriorating
antenna system. This is not recommended. The equalizer is best used in
the production studio to improve the
sound of poorly recorded audio, perhaps to remove unwanted hum from a
remote feed. It is not recommended as
apart of the studio to transmitter audio
chain.
I am probably the last person in
America to say this, but Iwill: AM stereo

is a way to improve the sound of AM. I
recently researched AM formats and
found that more than 75 percent of
national AM stations program asubstantial amount of music. AM is not the
news/talk world that seems to dominate
the major markets. AM stereo is worth
the investment.

Patch Your
Broadcast
With Inline
1› INLINE, continued from page 30

Ed Montgomery is the video technology and communications lab director at
Thomas Jefferson High School for
Science and Technology, Fairfax County,
Va.
He has worked as a broadcast engineer and college- level instructor. Reach
him at emontgom@lan.tjhsst.edu

degradation of the signal-to-noise
ratio. Driving the patch's input at
+4 dBM caused noticeable distortion on the phone line. The user
guide claims anull depth of 20 dB.
While Imade no actual measurement of the null, I was quite
impressed by it.
Positive vibration
The unit also has ajack on the
rear panel which is aremote control
point for the Off Hook switch. For
most broadcast applications this
will have no value, since at a
remote event the front-panel switch
will be employed. Iwould have
sooner had the same space used for
an output jack of a small internal
headphone amplifier.
My overall reaction to the unit
was positive, especially in light of
its low cost: $270 at retail. And its
performance as ahybrid was everything it claimed to be.

Elegant
Analog
Instant
Digital

The JK Audio Inline Patch

256 X 256 LARGE • MONO/STEREO • WIDE VARIETY OF CONTROL PANELS • 118DB ANALOG DYNAMIC RANGE • DISTRIBUTED MULTI•PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

I

your

the

Go

f the migration to digital is in your future.
then this is the route to take. Introducing the
large

size,

also

big

speaks

performance

fluent

digital.

analog

router

that

A true

hybrid

that

For a supposed obsolete technology, the hybrid does asurprisingly good job. Having used other brands, both digital and
analog, Ifound the Inline Patch
nearly equal to any analog unit,
even rivaling the operation of
lower-end digital units.
Jerry Arnold is vice president of
engineering at WTHC(FM) in
Terre Haute, Ind.

allows you to scale the number of analog and digital

ports as needed, now and

even better,

in the future.

And

Product Capsule:

the SAS64000 creates a forward path

to AES/EBU digital

audio without creating analog

JK Audio

.
,
bsolescence.

This

means

same

you

can

router

mix

frame.

!Wine Patch

digital

to digital.

Or mix

analog

to

and

digital

analog

direct
it

vice

and

digital

analog

in
or

up with 24 bit

conversion

versa.

way,

Either

unique architecture sports flawless signal
non- blocking

I/O

analog,

to

this

integrity and

flexibility.

Thumbs Up
/Small size — perfect
=

for remote

broadcast
/ Easy to use and set up, using
standard audio connectors
/ Flexible balanced/unbalanced
I/O

And
port

it's wonderfully
expander

—co-existing

and

simple,
that's

Web

site:

it.

richly with analog

There's lots more to tell.
818 840 6751.

just plug

E-mail

us:

sasaudio.com

Call

in our new digital

Welcome
in

us:
of

digital!
framework.

818 840 6749.

sales@sasaudio.com
And

to

the same

course,

/ Low cost

Fax us:

Check
snail

the

mail:

2625 North San Fernando Blvd. Burbank, California 91504 USA

Thumbs Down
/ Professional line-level

audio

input causes distortion
/ R1-11 jacks on the front panel
where lines get in the way
/ No provision for battery
operation
For information, contact JK Audio in Illinois

smaAmmommasnums
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DEALER
NETWORK

STOP

•CONFIGURE FOR 4, 8, 12+ CHANNELS
•2STEREO DIGITAL BUSES (PLUS)

•8SW - (800) 426-8434

•ANALOG & DIGITAL OUTPUTS

•CROUSE-1(IM2EY - (800) 433-2105
•SCMS

-

•UPGRADE YOUR ANALOG 12,000 CONSOLE

(800) 438-6040

TO DIGITAL

•BROADCASTER'S GENERAL STORES -

•DIGITAL CONTROL MODULES FOR 12,000

(362) 622-7700
e
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BRADLEY - (800) 732-7665
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Airwave-Digital. Three program busses. Two mix-minuses. One remarkable board.
S11,010. Now tliere -sastrilig of binary code anyone can understand. So if you're budgeting to
go digital— and mining tight on budget— take aclose look at a12 or 20 input Airwave Digital
on air console. Its familiar layout flattens the digital learning curve. And with 3program busses,
talent can be playing \ 1adonna, time shifting aDr. Laura feed, and laying down voice tracks— all
at the same time. So you can squeeze more production out of your payroll.
Airwave's flexible, too. One or two telco modules and B-side logic are among ahost of
available options. And unlike some digital consoles, you can reconfigure input modules from
analog to digital— or vice versa— at your studio, just by changing acard.
Best of all, Airwave Digital comes with that"no-need-to-rationalize-to-anyone"PR8E
quality. Want to know more? Call 760-438-3911, visit wwwpre.com or email sales@pre.com.

PACIFIC

RESEARCH

8

ENGINEERING

*12 input mainframe, standard clock/timer, monitor arid output modules, standard 5mic preamp modide, 3analog inputs, -1digital inputs and one telephone input/output module.
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KXRK's Annual Invasion of Europe
Mario Hieb
Why would a Salt Lake City alternative radio station travel across the
Atlantic and broadcast its morning show
from three European cities in five days?
For several years in arow, a motley
entourage of Dis, engineers, contest winners and "tag-alongs" fly across the pond
for aunique station promotion.
The KXRK(FM) X96 "Radio From
Hell — Invasion of Europe" broadcast
had us in London Monday through
Wednesday, in Amsterdam Thursday and
in Paris for Friday's show. My job:
schlep acase of remote gear through airports, train stations, subways and streets.
We travel on taxis, ships, trains,
planes, and buses, and on foot. Once we
reach our destination, Iset up a studio

examine your equipment and will stamp
the carnet. Each time you enter or leave a
country, your carnet will be processed. The
idea is that you don't leave or bring back
high-tech equipment without paying the
proper duties.

Listeners in Salt Lake are now beginning to
believe we're in London.
4 p.m. London, 9a.m. Salt Lake City:

35

Who needs an air studio? We can do a
broadcast from anywhere.
Our plane for Amsterdam leaves soon.
Comrex HotLine is protected by a
Pelican case; it and everything else fit in
an Eagle Creek SwitchBack case.
Both the Amsterdam and Paris broadcasts go off without a hitch. Planning,

Show prep
It's Wednesday and we're in London!
It's 10 a.m. here, 3a.m. in Salt Lake City.
While Kerry and Bill are out on the town
with the DAT recorder gathering material for
the morning show, I'm setting up the equipment in the hotel suite; this takes me about
half an hour. Ihave four mics, one each for
Kerry and Bill and two for guests. The mics
feed the HotLine with atiny, five-channel
custom mono mixer built from aRadio
Design Labs RU-MX5. Ican mix four mics
and aline-level auxiliary source.

Amid munchies, cables and a HotLine, 13111 Allred, left, interviews Andy
Fletcher of Depeche Mode in London.
Iplay back some of the recorded bits.
These were recorded Sunday at Preachers
Corner, an open-air forum where street
preachers literally stand on soapboxes.

The Louvre
that serves as the home for the "Radio
From Hell" morning show featuring Bill
Allred and Kerry Jackson.
Before we go
We travel light and fast, which is why
Ichose the Comrex HotLine for our trip.
At four pounds, this little wonder-box is
the heart of our remote studio.
Other items include acustom mixer,
microphones, collapsible desk mic
stands, Walkman- style headphones, a
telephone extension reel, apower strip, a
Sony TCD-D7 DAT recorder and perhaps
the heaviest item in the package, the 220110 V step-down transformer.
Also, Ibring along aGentner Microtel
in case Ican't make a connection with
the Comrex. The weight is 60 pounds.
There's one thing that makes or breaks
the broadcast: the phone line. Prior to the
broadcast, we request that the hotel provide us with a "dedicated" telephone line,
one compatible with a fax machine or
computer modem and that doesn't get
routed through the hotel switchboard.
The HotLine seems to work best when
the line is sent directly from the telephone central office. Otherwise, the connection can be tenuous, with low data
rates and even disconnection.
Along with the remote studio package,
Ibring an assortment of telephone line
and power plug adapters. Spare fuses are
agood idea.
Just as you need apassport to get into
aforeign country, you should have a carnet for your equipment. To do this, you
need to fill out papers listing the equipment you plan to take on your trip. You
then post abond with acarnet representative such as the United States Council for
International Business.
Before you leave the country, U.S.
Customs will stamp your carnet. Upon
arrival, the local customs official may

The line- level output of the HotLine
feeds afour-output headphone amp built
from two RDL ST-STH1 modules.
Everything is plugged into astep-down
transformer. Last time, my surge protector
blew up. Iforgot European power is 50 Hz
and dislikes 60 Hz filters.
It's 12:15 p.m. in London, 5:15 a.m. in
Salt Lake City. Kerry and Bill arrive with
the DAT tape from their morning foray.
Bill has several local newspapers for the
morning " newscast"; British tabloids
make for great comedy. Kerry brings
some interesting snack food ... more
comedy? We check microphone levels.
12:25 p.m. London, 5:25 a.m. Salt Lake
City. The HotLine rings and answers; it's
Gina the producer, beginning the morning
show. The HotLine will not store enough
digits to dial the local long distance
provider, enter the credit card number and
dial the other HotLine at the studio. Dialing
from the radio station to the remote studio
requires fewer digits. To save on long distance charges, we often disconnect the line
from the studio end and reconnect from the
studio end just before abreak.
2 p.m. London, 7 a.m. Salt Lake City.
The show is going well. Kerry and Bill are
taking phone calls from listeners back in Salt
Lake. Even though there is an audio delay
due to distance, careful mix and monitor level setting minimizes the effect. Listeners find
it hard to believe that the show is originated
from London. The audio quality is almost as
good as my 7.5 kHz Marti system, even
from Europe. Ihave an occasional glitch, but
considering that I'm in aforeign country, I
find the connections quite robust.
3p.m. London, 8 a.m. Salt Lake City.
Bill is reading the news. Our special guest,
Andy Fletcher of Depeche Mode, arrives.
Many of the artists played on X96 are
based in London and they often stop by to
promote their records and chat. Callers in
Salt Lake can talk directly to Andy.

good phone lines, and traveling light
are the key, along with the attitude that
while in these cities, why not have
some fun?

Simple Connection
Simply connect to Broadcast
Richmond for 200+ product
lines integrated to your exact
needs - from input to output.
As a leader in the supply of
pre wired program racks for
AM, FM, & TV - and prewired
console and mixer harnesses
for air and production studios,
our daily mission is to make
your job simpler.
Our product expertise and
equipment integration will
save you time and money.

Simply Connect to
the Turnkey Distributor...

BROADCAST
RICHMOND
Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505 E broadcast@infocom.com
PO Box 1423, 1821 West Main, Richmond, Indiana 47375

USA

Connect to www.broadcast-richmond.com

A challenge from the greatest critic of the
OPTIMOD-FM 8200 - the guy who

invented

it.

ON AIR

BOB ORBAN is known for his critical ears. In
the seven years since we introduced OPTIMODFM 8200, perhaps no one has logged more hours
listening to the best and worst in digital audio

side, no other processor delivers higher quality
sound or requires fewer hassles to achieve it.
DIGITAL PROCESSING DONE RIGHT.

processing. Even critics have called his knack for
creating louder, punchier, artifact-free sound " a
gift." But make no mistake. With 30 years of

After seven years of listening, tweaking and nonstop critiquing, we've confirmed what you've

experience in audio, it's Bob Orban's expertise
that is written into every layer of the new Version

known all along: the biggest news in FM digital
processing is still OPTIMOD-FM 8200. OPTIMOD

3.0 software. It gives you a level of audio

integrates perfectly into any industry- standard

technology that no other processor in existence

STL and transmitter environment—no exciter

can match.

modifications or non-standard connections are
NOTHING IS NEWER.

"Version 3.0 is more

Version 3.0 software adds five new features to

than an upgrade.

OPTIMOD 8200's proven digital platform. With
thousands of users and millions of on- air hours

It can take your
station's signature
to the next level of
competitive sound.

to draw on, Orban's team knew exactly how to
take your station's audio to the next level. 21
new presets dramatically expand your options to
create a superior competitive sound. Sonic
"color" controls now allow you to fine-tune tonal
balance

to

precisely

target

your

desired

audience. Tweak the band output mix controls to
add sizzle, bring vocals up front, or mellow out
instrumentals. Raise the bass clipper threshold

Listen to it side

to create amore solid bass punch for urban and

by side with any

dance formats. Toggle Phase Rotation on/off to
minimize
distortion
or
improve
music

audio processor in
existence; then, let
me know what you
think. Good or bad,

transparency. Open up the highs to effectively

necessary. It achieves tight peak control without

remove any hint of what has erroneously been

composite clipping that trashes subcarriers. In

called " digital grunge."

short, it delivers elegant, professional
engineering— not junk science or marketing
spin. In the words of one of the most critical

NOTHING SOUNDS BETTER.

ears in radio, " don't believe everything you
Cut to cut, spot to spot, announcer after
announcer, nothing delivers a more consistent
UPGRADE NOW.

sound than the new Version 3.0 software. Which
means that hour after hour your station's

every e-mail sent to

signature sound remains true to your audience's

me will be answered

preference. The dynamic, musical presentation
never fatigues listeners. Every minute you're on

by me, personally.

hear." Listen for yourself.

In amatter of minutes you can upgrade the 8200
to the newest, best- sounding, best- performing
audio processor in radio. Call your Orban dealer

the air, you achieve a unique sound that brands

for

your station with a distinct presence in the

information. And e-mail Bob to let him know

details.

Visit

our

website

for

more

market. Loud. Clean. Clear and Punchy. Side by

what you think.

bob@orban.com."

orbon®
If

A Harman International Company

© 1998 Orban, Inc. Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks. 1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577 USA

Phone: 1-510-351-3500
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NAB Honors the Cox Family

NEWS

New VP at
Chancellor,
Steve Smith

Laurie Cebula
Sixty-five years ago in Dayton, Ohio,
James M. Cox, a newspaperman, established WHIO. the first radio station in
Ohio's Miami Valley. In 1934, at the gates
of anew media age, Cox decided to invest
in the new medium of radio rather than
compete with it for the attention of his
newspaper readers.
Radio proved a solid investment. Five
years later. Cox established WSB(AM) in
Atlanta, now known as "the South's first
radio station." Cox later introduced Atlanta's
first television station, WSB-TV, which celebrated its 50th anniversary last year.
James Cox Jr. carried on the family
business as chairman when his father died
in 1957. A brother-in-law, Garner Anthony,
succeeded James Cox Jr. in 1974. Today
the Cox family business is headed by
James Kennedy, grandson of the founder
and the son of Barbara Cox Anthony.
Kennedy is the only family member
actively involved in the management of the

A new medium is

Bill Mann

This award is reserved for those whose
contributions to American broadcasting
are significant and lasting.
NAB President and CEO Eddie Fritts

competition for our

not. We'd rather be a player.
— James Kennedy

Trailblazing
The NAB has selected the Cox Family to
receive its Distinguished Service Award.
The presentation will be made during the
opening session of the NAB99 convention
in Las Vegas on Monday, April 19.

Steve Smith, Chancellor's new
senior vice president of programming, is joining the big company at a
time of big change and uncertainty.
Just before the 39-year-old former Emmis programming executive
took over his new post, it was
announced that both Chancellor's

James M.Cox, center, son James Jr. and grandson James Kennedy attend the
dedication of the Dayton Daily News building in 1957.

existing businesses, whether we're a player or

company. Barbara Cox Anthony and Anne
Cox Chambers, daughters of the founder,
serve on the company's board of directors.

MAKER

said, "The Cox family's dedication to the
business of broadcasting has endured
through generations. They have been, and
continue to be, pioneers in the industry,
and NAB is pleased to award the Coxes
with this high honor."
Cox Enterprises Inc. is a media conglomerate that includes Cox Newspapers
Inc., Cox Broadcasting Inc., Cox
Communications Inc., Cox Interactive

Media, Manheim Auctions and Val-Pak
Direct Mail Marketing.
The company, through its combined
subsidiaries, owns 12 television stations,
58 radio stations and 75 percent of publicly traded Cox Communications. It publishes 16 daily newspapers including its
flagship publication, The Atlanta
Constitution_
Cox Enterprises also is involved in
book publishing, spot sales, television
production and research, cable distribution, programming broadband communications and Internet networking.
Headquartered in Atlanta, Cox has
nearly 51,000 employees.
Radio leaders
Cox Radio Inc. is ranked among the
top 10 owners in both revenue and number of stations, according to BIA
Research.
The company owns 58 radio stations
clustered in 13 markets. The group has
a presence in major markets like Los

Ç hancellor
.D>
MEDIA

CORPORATION

CEO, Jeff Marcus, and its recentlyappointed CFO, Thomas McMillin,
were
resigning.
Chancellor
Chairman Tom Hicks assumed the
CEO position.
Two months earlier, on Jan. 20,
Chancellor, which will control more
than 465 radio stations including
pending deals, had stunned Wall
Street by considering the possibility
of selling, amid concerns that its
stock was trading at adiscount to its
radio peers. It was said on Wall
Street
that
Clear
Channel
Communications, afrequent subject
of such rumors, was acandidate to
buy Chancellor.
Veteran radio executive James
See SMITH, page 46

See COX, page 50
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Ten lips to Radio Sales Success
Winning Radio Professionals Talk About
What Makes an Effective Sales Person
Bob Rusk
The radio industry is in the midst of a
record-setting revenue run, having shattered the $ 15 billion mark in advertising
sales last year. The industry experienced
an overall 12 percent jump in earnings in
1998, pushing ad revenue to $ 15.4 billion, according to the Radio Advertising
Bureau. Local ad sales were up II percent, while national spot dollars
increased 15 percent.
"An increasingly sophisticated, committed sales force, coupled with awidening array of opportunities, has positioned
our industry for unprecedented success in
the future," said Gary Fries, RAB president and CEO.
How is radio doing it?
What strategies are stations using to
attain this enviable success? What techniques are smaller group owners using to
compete with the bigger owners?
To find the answers to these questions.
RW called on sales managers at some of
the top-billing stations throughout the
country. While the way specific sales
strategies are planned and executed may
differ from market to market, many of
the ideas that lead to success are similar.
No. 1
Winning Attitude — "Wanting to win" is
the most important trait of a successful
sales person, said Ervin Clarke, general
sales manager of Sinclair Communications
stations WCDX(FM), WPLZ-FM and
WJRV(FM) in Richmond, Va.
"That's not just from afinancial standpoint, but also from a sense of feeling
that you have completed something that
may have been difficult. The competitiveness of having an idea and selling it
drives me," Clarke said.
John Leathers, local sales manager at
Chancellor Media station KYLD(FM) in

San Francisco, said numerous elements
that lead to winning, including "persistence, creativity, commitment and apassion for what you do."
Expanding on that philosophy, Susan
Hoffman, director of sales at the five
Sandusky Radio stations in Seattle, said
enthusiasm is the key.
"That hasn't changed from 15 years
ago, when Istarted ( in radio)," she said.
"If somebody is enthusiastic about their
product, it's contagious for the advertiser.
(The best sales people) are really into
their product and like what they're selling. There's an exuberance that shows
and advertisers like those kinds of sales
people to call on them."
No. 2
Communicate the Benefit of the Buy —
"Educating clients on how your stations can
help them reach the goal of selling their
products or services is extremely important,"
said
Clarke,
of Sinclair
Communications. The most common roadblock to aclient not saying yes to an ad
campaign is the sales person's inability to
communicate the benefit of the buy, he said.
"The sales person has to find out what
it is that is not being expressed or is not
understood by the client," Clarke said.
"You have to get beyond that point and
create the value to the client. Until they
understand the value, there really isn't a
reason for them to buy."
Maria Llansa, general sales manager at
the highly- rated Spanish Broadcasting
System outlets WSKQ-FM and WPATFM in the New York area, said her staff
sells the stations "one client at atime."
"We go in with the attitude that we
have a superb audience and big numbers," Llansa said. "The Hispanic market
has billions of dollars to spend. We talk
to the client, the agency, all levels.
"We're well aware that we have to edu-

cate the market about the (Hispanic) consumer. It is avery viable, solid middle-class
consumer. We spend alot of time going
into agencies and educating them on the
size of the audience, the age group and how
significant it is, and the growth pattern."
Using this strategy, Llansa said,
WSKQ-FM and WPAT-FM have doubled

Susan Hoffman
their billings in just two years. "We've
made tremendous progress," she said,
"but we still have along way to go."
No. 3
Untangle the Statistics — High ratings,
however, don't automatically translate
into sales.
"Statistics and research can be highly
manipulated," Llansa said. "You can't go
in and just expect that things are going to
happen. Advertisers and agencies will
find every little excuse not to buy time.
"You may get an advertiser, for example,
who will use ZIP Code runs to show the
Hispanic population is not heavy in aparticular area — but the advertiser may have
locations in other areas where the Hispanic
population is heavy. The Hispanic population lives all over the tristate area (of New
York, New Jersey, and Connecticut)."
Llansa said, "The success that we have
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had is a result of focusing on the
accounts that buy the most time on radio
in this market."
As an example she pointed to Bell
Atlantic, amajor East Coast advertiser that
did not buy time on the Spanish
Broadcasting System stations until last year.
"That is one of the accounts that we went
through along and hard fought battle with,"
she said. "They finally saw the light."
On another statistical note, Clarke said
that when sales people talk to clients
about ratings, " being number one or
number two in a specific demographic
isn't always relative."
"Radio stations have listeners, listeners are consumers," he said. "Many stations have large audiences. If you can target aclient's good product or service to
match the listeners that you do have, listeners should respond to the advertising.
"The demographic ranking should not be
the total reason for success or failure. How
you match the advertiser to your audience is
much more important than your ranking."
No. 4
Develop Long- Term Relationships —
"In every industry there are companies
that are into cash flow. Sometimes the
goals that are achieved through cash flow
are not the goals that a client benefits
from," said Tom Nelson, general sales
manager at locally-owned KZST(FM)
and KJZY(FM) in Santa Rosa, Calif.
"One of the things that we're most
concerned with — and Iwish more people in radio were — is how what we do
today will benefit our clients five years
from now. A lot of stations will look at
next quarter and maybe even the end of
the year, but very few people will look
ahead five years.
"A lot of them would laugh at me
knowing that they may have four owners
in five years," Nelson said. "If our industry was more inclined toward accepting
and applauding long-term thinking,
rather than short-term turnaround, it
would be better off."
Susan Hoffman of Sandusky Seattle
said, "As aprivately-owned company, we
don't have to be concerned with what a
lot of other stations are going through.
For some of them, their biggest concern
is the stock market and Wall Street.
"For us, the number one priority is
delivering agood product to our listeners
and avaluable investment for our advertisers. That makes us alittle bit different
than what is going on with groups such
as CBS and the owners who are being
squeezed by Wall Street. That's apparent
by them just adding more and more
(commercial) avails.
"When you have a music station running 15, 16, 17 avails (per hour), that's a
lot for the listener to put up with," she
said. "They are risking long-term success
for short-term gain."
No. 5
Encourage an Advertising Mix — "I
am very proud to say that we've had
clients who've described to us what their
challenge was and we helped them
achieve that goal without using our stations," said Tom Nelson.
"We didn't make anickel on the deal in
the short-term, but we made money for our
clients. We gave them our ideas, guidance
and marketing plans and knew that our stations weren't the best choices — so we
encouraged them to use other radio stations
and newspapers to achieve their goal."
Nelson said this strategy creates alevel
See AD SALES, page 44
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Industry Leaders Speak at NAB99
Laurie Cebula
Can streaming audio revitalize your
radio station or will the Internet cause the
end of traditional radio broadcasting as we
know it?
The apprehension surrounding radio
on the Net can be defined by the question: How much money can this new
media make for my station?
The topics, sessions and special seminars at NAB99 are designed to address
those concerns most challenging to
broadcasters. The lineup includes testimonials and advice from the pioneers in
streaming audio; those who can be considered experts as their services and
products have grown to be standard
necessities in the business of streaming
media and of successful marketing
through Web sites.
From content providers to product
manufacturers, NAB99 will address technical tricks and requirements of new
media Webcasting, ways to develop or
access quality programming for Web sites,
Internet marketing and advertising solutions for streaming media providers, ecommerce stats and new research that
sheds alittle light on this rapidly advancing media.
Content is paramount
Industry experts seem to agree that a
key factor behind the success of most
radio shows is the same essential
ingredient for successful Web sites.
The trick, according to many of the
speakers at the convention, is to keep
Web site content interesting, deliver
what your audience craves and keep it
fresh. Radio broadcasters wouldn't
dream of airing the same broadcast day
after day. Furthermore, audiences
wouldn't stay tuned if the same broadcast, the same playlist and the same
information was given each morning,
noon and night.
Why should an online listener or computer user, therefore, return to aradio station Web site if it hasn't changed since
last month? Dave Casper, vice president,
Communications at RAB, said radio
should adapt a more forward- thinking
approach and have astrategy or gimmick
for their Web sites that makes visitors
want to return.
The message from NAB99 is: Don't
just do it — do it with apurpose. " You

need to cultivate your audience
online," Casper said. "Just like the programming model, you need to give
people reasons to come back. You need
to build cume and time spent listening
(on the air) and the same thing applies
to the Internet."

Casper hosts the session "How Radio
Stations Are Making $$$ with the
Internet," with President, Intervox
Communications and founding Chairman
of the International Webcasting
Association. Peggy Miles.
Blending media
Miles said the radio industry is
showing signs of acceptance and belief
in the Internet and in the future opportunities created from the blending of
the two media. As other media, particularly newspapers and magazines, begin
to partner up with Internet companies
and services, Miles said, the radio
industry members see their competition
adding value to their product. She said
radio people realize that same value
can be incorporated into broadcasting
operations and produce profitable
results.
Still, the profits are not great in terms
of cash flow. Most radio stations on the
Web are not making huge or even impressive gains in revenue as adirect result of
their Web sites. In addition, there are
costs involved in maintaining the content,
the actual service fees to stream audio and
initial expense of site design.
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The Arbitron/Edison Media Research
study "E-commerce and Radio," released
in February, will be presented with further
calculations and analysis during the session
"The Impact of the Internet on Radio."
The study speaks highly of the
future of the Internet and, for the most
part, is positive about the relationship
between radio and the Net. Onliners
spend more money in cyberspace. it
seems, every time a new study is published. Half of those online want to see
coupons they can print out and use at
their local supermarket and nearly 40
percent expressed interest in buying
advertiser's products from a radio sta-

The message at NAB99 is,

'
Don't just

do it — do it with a purpose.'
for example, are spending more and more
on Internet-related campaigns whether
it's to promote their company Web sites
or by placing banner ads on businessrelated Internet pages that reach millions
of online users daily.
A new study from Arbitron/Edison
Media Research indicates adramatic rise
in the number of people who are online.
It's called e- commerce and it's all
about electronic merchandising, retail
sites and the clever use of a URL
address. Like the continuing growth of
radio advertising revenue, online ad revenue has climbed to nearly $500 million
for third quarter revenue in 1998, an
increase of more than 115 percent compared to the third quarter, 1997.
According to the Internet Advertising
Bureau, revenue totals for 1998 are
approaching the $2billion mark, the first
time ever for Net ad sales to exceed $ 1
billion.

tion Web site and/or linking to advertiser's Web sites to learn more about
the product.
Latest trends
Gary Fries, RAB's president, predicts
the country will create malls and shopping centers online and that our next revolution — the electronic revolution —
will change the way we do business in
America. He said radio is the voice of the
new media age. Radio is going to point
the way for consumers to find information and become the directory messenger
or road map to the Internet.
Radio spots devoted to announcing
company Web sites are increasingly common already. As Fries put it, the information super-highway will use radio to get
the directions out, " And it's going to
have a dot-com' address."
Mothernature.com Inc. a seller of
See WEB RADIO, 49
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E-commerce and radio
The rapid advancement of technology
and the increasing evidence of an electronic media age in America is often
cause for alarm in retail sales and other
traditional marketing circles. Advertisers,

Rob Glaser, President, RealNetworks
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Miles said broadcasters want to know
why they should invest huge efforts in a
medium they don't fully understand for
what amounts to making only alirtle bit of
money right now. "It's kind of acatch-22,"
she said. Miles, author and expert on
Webcasting will host part of the super session, "Webcasting and IP Multicasting:
Competition
or
New
Revenue
Generators."
This session can provide valuable
information on the technical requirements of multicasting and Webcasting.
The session features leading industry
members and manufacturers of products
and services related to Webcasting.
Opening remarks will be given by
Chairman and CEO of RealNetworks,
Rob Glaser. Glaser is former vice president of multimedia and consumer systems for Microsoft Corp.
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Russian Radio Fights the Gloom
expenditure and with several major
clients halting their usual activities.

Gleb Vesnin
The financial crisis that hit Russia in midSeptember last year rocked the commercial
radio sector, which had been flourishing.
But despite the current gloom, some
station managers here see hope.
During the first half of 1998, the radio
market showed signs of improving
health. Several new commercial stations
went on the air in aclimate of optimism
and enterprise.
The financial crisis that exploded in
September threatened disaster for the
entire sector, with potential advertisers
— fearful of the catastrophe in the
Russian banking sphere — freezing

Drastic change
In November 1998, difficulties eased
somewhat because of the usual growth in
pre-Christmas sales.
Companies using radio advertising
reacted to the crisis in one of two ways:
they either slowly stopped their advertising activity, or they continued advertising
but changed their policy.
The main reason cited for the changes
was the repeated weakening of the
Russian ruble against the U.S. dollar.
Shop prices rose sharply because most
goods were imported from abroad or pro-

duced from imported materials.
Salaries remained unchanged, thus
greatly reducing purchasing power, and
sales in almost every sector plummeted.
Advertisers and radio industry specialists
have reacted to the situation in various ways.
Denis Perederin of Matsushita
Electronics, distributor of Panasonic and
Technics equipment in St. Petersburg,
said the company would not leave the
market but would put emphasis not only
on advertising but also on helping its
dealers.
Olga Masalova, general sales manager of Eldoradio of St. Petersburg, said
she thought it would be difficult for the
TV advertising market to survive
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robustness and

because a lot of international brands
have seen their profits in Russia slide
and are likely to withdraw.
Looking ahead
This situation, Masalova said, will
benefit radio advertising because radio is
more flexible in pricing, more operative
and more dynamic. She also believes that
many advertisers will come directly to
radio without the involvement of ad
agencies, saving time and money.
One of the biggest dealers in consumer
electronics in St. Petersburg, Victor
Gordeychuk, said his company's situation
is better than that of some competitors.
"The conditions of our agreements
with our producers are really favorable
for us. Even if sales drop sharply, we
have the ability to survive, because alot
of our competitors will have to close
down and our share of consumers on the
market will grow," he said.
Views like this are typical — but,
some observers say, they could also be
dangerous. A reduction in the number of
competitors could lead toward a reduction in competition and in the need to
advertise, they argue. Why would abusiness need to inform people about ashop
when there are only afew such shops left
in the city?
With every station having lost at least
half of its usual revenue, it is not easy to
be optimistic. Lena Danilova, in charge
of sales at Radio Maximum, said its usual
clientele has changed.
"We have lost lots of mobile phone
and computer dealers whose products are
of no immediate necessity these days,
while food companies are currently flourishing, which is why they have stopped
advertising on our station," she said.
Local companies
In addition, several Moscow- based
stations that broadcast in St. Petersburg
and enjoy advertising from both cities
have lost agreat deal of money because
of their greater reliance on revenue from
international brand advertising, asource
that has dried up as a result of the turmoil.
However, in Moscow and St.
Petersburg, many advertisers are local
companies. This has favored local St.
Petersburg stations, which are less dependent than their Moscow counterparts on
big international clients.
Despite the generalized despondency,
some radio managers have tried to find
positive aspects of the situation. The
manager of St. Petersburg station Radio
HIT, Maxim Vasilenko, said the situation
will make the station stronger.
"We are not complaining about living
in such an unpredictable country. We
have found the ability to become even
rflore flexible and creative in the effort to
survive," Vasilenko said.
Other station managers are convinced
that such a huge market created before
the onset of the present crisis is almost
impossible to ruin.
Russian companies must now be given
the opportunity to develop. For five years
the country has been consuming mostly
foreign goods and its domestic industry
was slowly dying.
It is therefore necessary to view the
crisis not as a total disaster, these
observers say, but as achance to change
the economic situation in the country.
The conditions for this are favorable.
Gleb Vesnin reports for Radio World
from St. Petersburg, Russia.
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AP Provides News
for Cumulus
Cumulus Broadcasting has entered
an agreement with the Associated
Press to use the news organization as
the primary provider of news and
information to the company's radio
stations.
AP will supply local, national and
international news, sports, business
news, weather and show prep to the
220 Cumulus stations.
Cumulus Broadcasting operates
stations in 42 markets, pending FCC
approval of announced acquisitions.
The majority of its stations are in the
Midwest, South and Northeast.

The general manager of the AP
radio division, Corinne Baldassano,
said, "These are exciting times at AP.
We're proud to be a major partner
with Cumulus, one of today's fastest
growing radio groups."
Cumulus Media is ranked third in
the nation in the number of stations
owned, according to BIA, and 12th in
revenue among group owners.
The company went public in 1998
and trades on NASDAQ with ticker
symbol CMLS.
The Associated Press Broadcast
Center serves more than 4,000 radio and
television stations and offers broadcast
wires, audio, video, graphics, software
and multimedia services.
— Laurie Cebula

Susan Spaulding, director of sales for AP Radio, and John Dickey, vice president and director of programming at Cumulus Broadcast, sign agreement.

Davicom Appoints
Dealer
Davicom Technologies has
announced the appointment of
Broadcast Supply Worldwide as a
distributor for its products. BSW
will sell the company's remote
control and signal monitoring
lines, along with selected RF
products.
Davicom
also
appointed
Armstrong- Boyce Marketing as its
representative for the Pacific
Northwest. Armstrong- Boyce will
represent the company's products in
the contracting and broadcast industries to customers in Alaska,
Washington. Oregon. Hawaii. northem Idaho and western Montana.
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Web Site Building 101: By Example
and misdemeanors.
Take the tour on this site and learn,
among other things, why loud and gross
backgrounds don't cut the mustard; why
too much text is simply too much; why
text improperly presented is a strain on
common sense; and why Java is sometimes not agood cup of coffee.
A great feature of this site is "The
Daily Sucker." Every day you get asite
Web site crimes
that sucks.
We'll get to what works in
There were two on the day Ivisited,
a moment. But first, let's
the second of which takes the art of centake a look at things that
tering text to new lows.
don't. You can learn a lot
The Daily Sucker site is normally
more from other people's
available to link to for only
24 hours, so who knows
Vincent Flanders' what you will find when you
visit? Probably something
pretty darned instructive.

books and there are plenty of them out
there, certainly. There are also great
resources on the Web.
But you can learn alot more by example. So here are abunch of examples to
check out — some great opportunities for
you to see what works and, by direct contrast, what doesn't.

Alan Haber
Here's a revelation for you: No
amount of book learning will teach you
anything.
Now, before you start that e-mail writing campaign, let me explain. The printed
word can certainly enlighten,
point out, edify, describe and
clue you in on things you
may not already know, but it
cannot teach you anything.
Only you can teach you
anything ... given the right
base of information, of
course. Never fancied yourself ateacher? Well, this is as
good a time as any to start.
Grab a shiny apple and get
ready to educate!
Putting together a Web site isn't as
easy as some people might think.
If it were that easy, everybody would
be designing and maintaining top-flight
cyber showcases and there would be so
many awards coming their way they
would fast run out of places to display
them.
Building asuccessful Web site takes a
heap of maxi-moxie, provided you have
the basic tools with which to build said
site. You can get great information from

WebPagesThatSuck.com

WOO

mistakes and, besides, it's more fun.
The Web Pages that Suck site
(www.Webpagesthatsuck.com) offers you
the chance to do the honorable thing:
laugh and cringe at other people's creations toward a better understanding of
how not to make the same mistakes on
your site.
You can buy the book "Web Pages that
Suck: Learn Good Design by Looking at
Bad Design" and/or you can learn directly by viewing some Webbish high crimes
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Learn from sites
You can learn alot from what doesn't
work on Web sites. You can also learn a
lot from Web sites that do things right.
Ifeatured one of those last installment
— the Radio 10 site, which has a slambang home page that practically sings.
Here's another: Christian Pirate Radio
(www.mycprcorn).
The home page is acolorful bonanza of
information that puts the most important
factoid right before your eyes first chance
it gets — right beneath the eye-catching
logo is the answer to the musical question
"What is Christian Pirate Radio?"
On alot of radio station Web sites you
have to go to another page ( or two) to get
such an answer.
It looks like the station has worked abit
of e-commerce into its cyber-mix. On its
top 40 page, you can see alist of the top 40
songs played throughout the world.

Learn

examples. Tune up
your site to
operate at peak

3

efficiency.
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $ 50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often
hear, " It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or
compressed audio files, including MP3. On- screen Voice-Track editing, time- shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades. Microsoft Windows 95,98 or NT.
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on
behalf
of
KNEB-AM-FM,
KRVN(AM) and KTIC(AM).
Enough information
ljust love this site, and you will too, I
imagine.
If you're looking for farm- related
nuggets, this is the place to come — and
you can listen to KRVN while you surf
through its pages. While not graphicsheavy, it is information-heavy.
Ibet Jack Webb would have loved this
site — all you get is just the facts, and
plenty of ' em.
You get: plenty of agriculture info,
everything you've ever wanted to know

by these

%emit
\
flee \T•0441,44vey

egy

You can listen via the Windows Media
Player. There are thumbnails of the top
10 albums that house the top 10 songs on
its site. By clicking on the appropriate
link you have achance to purchase them.
Familiar breed
There is more to savor here, but perhaps the most important thing is to study
the overall site design. Notice that there
is avery particular scheme at work; all of
the pages follow asimilar column-oriented design.
There is anice use of color throughout. And there is a sense of uniformity
that breeds familiarity on the part of the
site visitor, which in turn breeds asense
of comfort.
This site looks nice and gets the job
done.
Another site that gets the job done,
and in high style, is the one operated by
the Nebraska Rural Radio Association,

about livestock and other types of auctions, agriculture products and services,
an extremely helpful ( for radio folks,
anyway) page of ratings info for the three
stations, and acool history of KRVN —
all presented in aclean, text-based format.
No muss, no fuss here. I'll bet nobody
visits this site and complains there's a
lack of information on display.
And, of course, you don't want that
anyway — your goal should be to go
eons before anybody asks why you don't
have enough information on your station's site ( well, you'll probably hope
never to get that question asked).
Or why the information that is presented is arranged in aconfusing, not-socool-to-look-at manner.
There is alot of good work being done
by radio stations on the Net. If you learn
anything it will be to learn by their examples and tune up your site to operate at
peak efficiency.
Come to think of it, it's been along time
since Irecognized the best of the best, so I
will do that next time around by presenting
my list of top 10 radio station Web sites.
See you then.
Alan Haber 'scolumn " Cyber House"
appears regularly in Radio World.
Reach
him
via
e-mail
at
zoogang@earhlink.net

If the equipment you need isn't in your studio, its probably still at
Full Compass! Our new catalog is out and these guys are ready to hit
the road! Call -300-356-5844 today or visit www.fullcompass.com!

AUDIO • VIDEO • A/V • LIGHTS

www.fullcompass.com

Toe Xpress order division of Full Compass.
Call 800-476-9886 hem 7a.m. ta 11 p.m. CST weekdays
and 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. CST weekends!
Circle ( 185) On Reader Service Card

800-356-5844
608-831-7330 • Fax: 608-831-6330
8001 Terrace Ave. • Middleton, WI 53562
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Top 10 Sales Tips
AD SALES, continued from page 38

of trust that will bring the client back to
advertise on his stations down the line.
"There is an understanding that, first
and foremost, we are there to help make
money for them," said Nelson. "Our goal
(to sell ad time) will be achieved if the
client makes their money first."
At legendary WGN(AM) in Chicago, a
unique relationship exists between the
station, WON- TV and the Chicago
Tribune, which are all owned by the
Tribune Company.
WGN(AM) Local Sales Manager Tom
Michon said the sales staffs at all three
outlets have synergized their efforts to create their own "advertising conglomerate."
Michon said, "We also own the Chicago
Cubs, so we bring that to the table. We
have always believed that you don't go
after just one other media. Everybody else
seems to be battling other radio, other TV,
other newspaper.
"We're out there blazing our own trail,
getting new clients who have never advertised before. There are alot of clients like
that who advertise only on one radio station. The most one-station radio buys in
the Chicago market are on WGN."
No. 6
Advertisers Like Consistent Staff —
"Sales staffs come and go," said Michon.
"There are just ahandful of people who
have been at the same station as long as I've

been in Chicago radio. That's important.
"Advertisers like to hear that people
have been with astation for along while
and know what will work and not work
on the station."
Michon, who has been at WON for 16
years, said the average length of time a
sales person has been at WON is about
eight years.
Nelson, who has been with his current
stations for nine years, agrees.
"Our sales people stay here a long,
long time," he said. "One of the most
innovative things we do that helps our
sales success is that we offer a profit
sharing program.
"After you have been here two years,
you are 100 percent vested in a401(k)
profit sharing program. Generally speaking,
between 8percent to 12 percent of asales
person's previous year's income will be
contributed to the 401(k). You don't have to
match it. All you have to do is come to
work and you're going to make money in
the 401(k) program. We have people with
very nice nest eggs for retirement."
No. 7
Develop Ongoing Training — "We
brought somebody aboard a year-and-ahalf ago who had worked for us, went to
San Francisco, and came back because of
the lifestyle that exists here," Nelson said.
"We brought her back primarily as a
trainer. She is a sales person who has
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Here at Radio World, we strive to deliver the information that helps you,
our readers, deliver the goods that make you the most wanted people
in the industry. We salute you, and thank you for reading Radio World.
Tell us why YOU read Radio VVorld!
Send your answers to the above questions and anything else you'd like to share to
hharris@imaspub.com, or fax us at 103-998-2966 our): H. Harris.
Include your contact information, and we'll get back to you.
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accounts, but she also brings an added measure of expertise to our veterans and takes
new sales people and gives them an enormous amount of hands-on training," he said.
"That's not only basic training, but training in areas such as non-traditional revenue
— as well as an area that we are passionate
about that doesn't exist much in our business: an understanding in the application of
marketing principles. Not advertising, but
marketing. A key to our success is our ability to take aclient by the hand and share
with them how they can create asynergy
between all of the advertising media that
they may use, along with what happens in
their store — whether it be sales meetings,
buttons for their sales people, signage, logo
design or even aname change that better
fits the client's image."
Hoffman oversees about 22 account
executives at five stations — KLSY-FM,

staff is much like abasketball team, and
each person plays adifferent position.
"I don't look for the same qualities in
every person," said Leathers. " If you
believe in the notion of soaring with your
strengths, some people are particularly good
at certain elements of sales, while some are
strong in other areas. Some people are
extremely good at digging up new business.
Obviously you want that in everybody, but
some people are better at that than others.
"The best description Iheard is that
some sales people are hunters, some are
skinners, and some are both hunters and
skinners," he said. "Hunters would be the
people who can dig up the new business,
skinners would be the people who are good
at servicing and upselling the business, and
acombination hunter and skinner would be
somebody who could do it all. You want a
staff with agood mix of those traits."

Radio Gets Results
Hotline:
800-998-2155

No. 9
Heritage Counts — A station with a
rich history of serving its community and
that also has consistently high ratings is
tough to beat. A prime example is 50 kW
full- service powerhouse WON in
Chicago, which has been broadcasting in
the Windy City since 1924.
"The station has always been aclassy
place for advertisers and they get results,"
said Local Sales Manager Tom Michon.
"What makes it classy is that anybody can
listen to the station at any time and not be
embarrassed (by offensive programming).
WON offers a lot to its advertisers and
listeners. We are what Chicago is all
about. We are the pulse of the city."
With the strength of its 75-year heritage and consistent ranking as a topbilling, top-rated station, WON does not
worry about concentrating on the coveted
18-34 demographic.
"If we get that demo, fine," said
Michon. "But our key demo is 35-54 and
35-64. That's where the money is. That's
where the bulk of the baby boomers are.
That's where America is going now."

Radio Advertising Bureau's
Monthly Sales Tool.
KIXI(AM), KWJZ(FM), KRWM(FM)
and KSRB(AM). An important part of
her job is accompanying the account
executives on sales calls and offering
ideas and suggestions to motivate them.
"I do alot of training within the radio
stations and prepare meetings that we
have," she said. "We are looking at bringing local media people in as guest speakers, from advertising agencies and clients
such as car dealers.
"With the Internet becoming so huge,
we want to bring akey person in to speak
to the staff. That should be somewhat
easy here in Seattle," Hoffman said,
pointing out that the city is home to Web
giants Microsoft and Amazon.com.
Clarke at Sinclair Communications
said he observes his sales people at the
station as they work the phone.
"If we're dealing with aclient who is
based in Dallas, phone skills become
extremely important," he said. "To acertain extent, the sales people also preview
their presentations with me to discuss
things such as possible objections and
how to overcome them."
Leathers at CHR-formatted KYLD-FM
said the key to training is finding "the magic button" that motivates each sales person.
"Doing that is like a sales call on its
own," he said. "You have to constantly
evaluate your sales staff, ask questions,
watch them and try to find out what motivates them, what drives them. You have
to do that on adaily or weekly basis."
Clarke stressed the importance of participating in training sessions offered by
the Radio Advertising Bureau.
"The RAB fosters growth in radio, and
from that standpoint Ican learn and then
train my sales people to be better at marketing and consulting with our clients," he said.
No. 8
Be Versatile — Leathers said a sales

No. 10
Like the People You Work With — In
this era of consolidation, with sales people putting in longer days to sell multiple
stations and multiple formats, the company you work for and the people you work
with can make ahuge difference.
"We have five radio stations and like
working with each other," said Hoffman at
Sandusky Seattle. "We like the owner, the
manager, and we have alot of enthusiasm
because of the attitude of those people. We
feel that they have an interest in us."
In February of this year, all of the stations moved into one building in suburban
Bellevue, which Hoffman said is important.
"Since I'm just one person, Inow have
much more time for the account executives. Previously Iwas going to three different locations, which spreads you pretty
thin," Hoffman said. "You find yourself
saying ' Hi, what can Ihelp you with?'
and then you're off to the next station."
At his stations in California, Tom
Nelson said, "an enormous amount of our
profit is funneled back into our facilities,
as opposed to going to stockholders or
corporate expansion. The owner is a
visionary and is making sure that we're
prepared for the next decade."
in it
What do y(.4 think makes a successful
radio sales person? Tell us via e-mail to
radioworld@imaspub.com
Bob Rusk is a regular contributor to
RW and operates the Web site
www.CallingHollywood.com
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Jammin' Programming for Smith
SMITH, continued from page 39

de Castro announced Smith's appointment. When Marcus resigned, de
Castro, who had been head of
Chancellor Media's Radio Group, was
named a vice chairman of Chancellor
Media and president and CEO of the
newly created Chancellor Radio and
Outdoor Group ( see story, page 2).
The same day Marcus left, it was also
announced that Chancellor had decided
not to proceed with a multibillion-dollar
purchase of LIN Television and that it
would concentrate on its radio and outdoor operations.
Chancellor had planned on using
LIN's eight network-affiliated TV stations as part of amultimedia platform,
with radio and outdoor properties, that
could be packaged to advertisers.
Steve Smith, who was until recently
VP of programming for Emmis, was
more concerned with Chancellor music
programming than its corporate turmoil
when RW caught up with him at his L.A.
home.
At the time, he was packing to go on
his second business trip that week.
RW: How long were you with Emmis?
Smith: Five years.
RW: What were the most important contributions you made when you were running Emmis' New York stations prior to

becoming that company's top programmer? And afterwards?
Smith: We had two of our stations
become number one at various times in
New York, HOT97 ( WQHT(FM)) and
KISS-FM (WRKS-FM).
And at Emmis, we made WTLC-FM the
top station in Indianapolis.
Iflew to L.A. often to help establish
Power- I06 ( KPWR(FM)) as the numberone English-speaking there, too, last fall.
Ne had some notable successes at
Emmis.
Strange feel
RW: How does it feel to be working for
the "other guys" in the same markets you
served with Emmis?
Smith: It's going to feel strange.
Emmis was great to me, and leaving
that company was the most difficult decision I've ever had to make in my professional life.
But this is a tremendous opportunity
for me, and it's achance to work with
more stations than I dealt with at
Emmis.
RW: What will you miss the most about
Emmis?
Smith: No question, the people. Jeff
Smulyan, of course, and many more of
my colleagues.
People like Val Maki (general manager
of Power- 106), Judy Ellis (VP and GM of

"Remember that time is money."
— Benjamin Franklin
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Emmis' New York stations) and Rich
Cummings (Emmis executive VP).
RW: As vice president of programming at
Emmis, what important contributions did
you make to the radio group?
Smith: We perfected the new hip- hop
format at HOT97, and we developed the
smooth R&B format at some of our other
stations.
RW: How does your new position at
Chancellor employ those talents and
strengths you honed at Emmis?
Smith: I'll be concentrating on CHR,
urban and on the Jammin' Oldies formats
— the latter at our stations like
WUBT(FM) in Chicago, KTXQ(FM) in
Dallas and WBIX(FM) in New York.
Jammin' Oldies
RW: What appealed to you the most
about this new job?
Smith: Mostly, the chance of working
with new formats like Jammin' Oldies.
And, of course, the opportunities to work
with more stations in the group.
RW: In these three formats, what specifically will you do now?
Smith: (
Laughs) Ihaven't even gotten
my feet wet yet!
The first thing Iplan to do is to get to
know the markets, and to meet every GM
and PD. It's really too early to say anything about new strategies.
One of the first things Iwant to do is
familiarize myself with Jammin' Oldies.
It's critically important that those J.O.
stations have three things: solid morning
shows, great presentation and good personnel.

April 14, 1999

Jammin'
Oldies
Here's how a Chancellor
spokesperson
defines
the
Jammin'
Oldies
format:
"Rhythmic hits and great party
songs from the ' 60s through the
'80s.
The target audience is 35-54.
Among the artists featured in the
format are Aretha Franklin,
Prince, Marvin Gaye and the
Temptations."
Joel Salkowitz, WBIX program
director, says, "This is not your
father's oldies station. Jammin'
Oldies puts the rhythm back in
rhythm and blues and offers a
fresh, fun and contemporary
alternative to the traditional
oldies format that uses ' 50s doowop."

It's doing very well in Chicago, New
York and Dallas out of the box.
RW: Did you like the promotional idea
they used in Chicago of allowing listeners to name the Jammin' Oldies station and participate in choosing the
music selections to be included in the
format?
Smith: Absolutely. That was very creative, and Ilike the idea alot. It gets your
audience immediately involved with the
station.
Target demos
RW: What are the marketing strengths of
the three formats you'll be responsible
for at Chancellor?
Smith: There are several strengths in
each, and that's something Iwant to be
actively involved in, because Ihandled a
lot of the marketing responsibilities for
my stations at Emmis.

RW: What kind of working relationships
will you have with individual general
managers and program directors?
Smith: General managers, of course, will
continue to have lots of other people to
deal with besides me.
Iwant to focus my efforts on our PDs. I
want to have aclose relationship with all
RW: What kind of demographics are we
looking at in Jammin' Oldies?
of them, and I'll get to know them all.
Smith: 25-54, with the core audience
around 35.
Steering stations
RW: What are the inost important contriRW: How about CHR and urban?
butions local GMs and PDs can make to
Smith: With CHR, it's 12-30 now.
the company?
With urban, it depends on which urban
Smith: They're crucial. These are the
you mean. With urban-AC, for example,
people on the front lines. They make the
you're stronger in 25-plus, of course.
big contributions, and they steer the ship.
You have to tailor your marketing
Iforesee my role mostly as giving them
strategies to each specific demographsuggestions to help steer their stations.
ic; we're all becoming even more
demographic- targeted. You have no
RW: What are some of your immediate
choice.
goals?
Smith: First of all, Iwant to set up anetRW: The company's new AM/FM
working plan where Ican brainstorm
Interactive division rolled out six brandwith all my PDs. I'd like to set up weeked Web sites at its Philadelphia stations
ly conference calls, among other netin March.
working strategies.
Are there new- media strategies you
RW: Can you reveal any new formats foresee at Chancellor in the way of partnerships or programming content for staChancellor has under consideration?
tion Web sites?
Smith: (
Laughing) I'm new here. Ican't
Smith: That's not really my area of
get into any of that yet!
expertise, although Iknow we've had
some positive feedback from listeners
RW: Where is Chancellor's greatest
who have visited these new sites.
strength in formats?
Smith: Jammin' Oldies. No doubt about
Bill Mann is based in San Francisco,
it. That's the star of this company right
where he has covered radio as a media
now.
That format has tremendous potential.
columnist for two daily newspapers.
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POWER

Forge New Relationships With Promoters
Mark Lapidus
Perhaps you're not surprised that concert hotshots share tall tales about how
they've wangled enormous free exposure
from our industry. Everyone knows it's a
win-win situation, right?
After many years of playing ball, I'm
not so certain anymore. I've fought the
good fight about being the station that
gets to say "presents" so many times that
it feels like acomedy routine and I'm the
punch line.
A pal of mine recently returned from a
large convention of concert promoters
with stories that reminded me of typical
broadcasting bashes. The one seminar
that piqued my interest was on the topic:
How concert promoters can improve
their ability to obtain free promotion
from radio stations. It was one of the
best-attended workshops.

Not long ago,
concert updates on
radio were exciting.

aspects of entertainment that are vital to
lifestyle interest and yet we don't give
away tens of thousands of dollars of
free airtime to promote them.
Television shows, sporting events
and movies are of equal or greater interest to the masses than many concerts,
but do we run hundreds of promos for
them without asking, "Why?"
Shared revenue
Even in major markets, annual concert
advertising revenue is ajoke compared to
what they receive for free as one of our
"partners." There's a good reason why
big acts purchase pricey full-page ads in

daily newspapers and run afew thousand
dollars of radio spots.
They do it because they can. When
was the last time you saw anewspaper
jump through hoops to get what they
deserve?
Perhaps I'm being shallow but in some
places regular free admission, V.I.P. parking, backstage passes and easy artist
access offer mid- level radio managers
and disc jockeys incentive to keep the
status quo. When your internal review of
how you deal with this issue comes up,
it's important to face this head-on without threatening or accusing.
If we are to be true partners in promot-

ing shows, we must forge new relationships with concert promoters. This new
relationship may include sharing revenue. It may mean bringing in third-party
sponsors that add non-traditional revenue
to the bottom line.
Or, it may mean saying we're happy to
give away the tickets but we're cutting
back the rest of the promotion. This time
around we'll concentrate on other listener
lifestyle interest activities ... maybe
somebody in television, sports or the
movies would like to be a real partner
instead of asponge.
Mark Lapidus is president, Lapidus
Media and works in programming, public relations and marketing consultation. Reach him via e-mail at
lapidus@erols.com

You'll have a hard time figuri,
last time a DX transmitter we

Now, fans know
about tour dates
before stations do.

Serious doubts
It has long been considered fact that
it's vital for music radio stations to
"own" the concert image. This image has
been elevated so high that station perceptual studies frequently test how astation rates against competitors when it
comes to scoring as "the concert station." Could it be that things have
changed or am Ijust becoming cynical?
Maybe it's both.
Ibelieve that listeners now expect
radio stations to say that they either "present" or "welcome" core artists to town,
give away concert tickets and have apresence at shows.
When we do these things, all we are
accomplishing is meeting expectations.
My intention here is not to advocate the
abandonment of concerts by radio. Isimply feel that the time has arrived for us to
ask more consistently: What's in it for us?
The argument I've heard against
change is that concerts are of vital
lifestyle interest to core listeners to certain formats. I don't question this
assumption. Ido question how that translates into either cume or TSL, particularly when massive contesting isn't
involved.
Not long ago, concert updates on radio
were exciting. Now, fans know about
tour dates before stations do. They find
out via fan club mailing lists, Web sites
and music television channels. By the
time radio stations air concert updates,
they're nearly irrelevant for those who
care the most.
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Lifestyle radio
Back to the lifestyle assertion for a
second. There are plenty of other
See Us at NAB Booth # 1.16710/L12853/0DM
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Internet Audio Sessions at NAB99
WEBCAST, continued from page 39

vitamins, supplements and other healthy
items, recently announced an $8 million
advertising campaign to be conducted primarily on radio, print, outdoor and transit
advertising.
The campaign seeks to drive people to
the company location which exists virtually, online only.
Net shopping
According to the Arbitron/Edison
study, Internet shopping will rapidly
increase as consumers become more
comfortable with security issues of
online purchases. Mothernature.com
demonstrates the virtual- retail merchandising that consumers are asking for,
according to the study and Fries' predictions.

The radio spots, featuring actress
Blythe Dana, use eerie and then sunny
music to highlight the advantages of
shopping online, company executives
said. They said they are committed to
creating innovative radio commercials
to drive traffic to their Web site business.

ARBITRON

NEMMEMI
Other steaming- related sessions
include " Broadcasting in the 21st
Century: Players, Partners and
Opportunities,"
with
EchoStar
Communications President Charlie

Ergen and ICI President Leo Hindrey,
"Where is Wall Street Finding Value?
Broadcasting,
Multimedia
and
Satellite/Telecommunications," with
Mark Cuban. Broadcast.com, Cuban's
multicasting service, currently accommodates more than 400 radio stations
with streaming media capabilities. His
company, apioneer in streaming media
and a leader in introducing new technology, recently experienced a soaring
value in its stocks when they
announced their initial public offering
late last year.
Alan Haber and Laurie Cebula contributed to this story. For more information about Internet and business sessions
at NAB99, see the on-site convention program guide.
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MTBF of greater than
100,000 hours. Its patented
Digital Amplitude Modulation
practically eliminates
unscheduled off-air time.

Father and
Son Talk at
KRLA (AM)
Here's an update to a story we
told you about in our Feb. 17
issue.
KRLA(AM)
in
Los
Angeles, which last November
dropped its longtime oldies rock
format and switched to talk, has
added more local hosts to its lineup.
Ken Minyard, who was at crosstown talker KABC(AM) for about
30 years and had been afixture there
in morning drive, now holds down
afternoon drive at KRLA, sharing
hosting duties with his son, Rick
Minyard. Teaming them was " an
opportunity to have two unique personalities who are both radio veterans and just happen to be father and
son," said Bob Moore, KRLA vice
president and general manager. "It
lends an interesting perspective."
To make room for the Minyards,
the nationally syndicated G.
Gordon Liddy was moved to 7 to
II p.m. Ira Fistell ( who worked at
KABC from 1977-95) follows in
the 11 p.m. to 3 a.m. weeknight
slot at KRLA.
"Ira is awalking encyclopedia of
information," said Moore. " He is
versatile enough to talk about almost
anything."
CBS-owned KRLA began bringing KABC talent on board with the
hiring of British-accented Michael
Jackson. He had been relegated to a
weekend-only shift at KABC, after
three decades in the 9 a.m. to noon
slot (
RW, Feb. 17). More than half
of the weekday hosts now at KRLA
formerly worked at KABC, which
also includes the syndicated Dr. Toni
Grant.
While it is too early to tell how
KRLA will do in the ratings as a
talk outlet, Moore is pleased with
the lineup. " We're doing some
exciting programming and are having a great time with it," he said.
"Everything is going wonderfully."
— Bob Rusk
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Cox to Be Honored
COX, continued from page 37
Angeles, Atlanta and Miami, and owns
clusters in San Antonio, Texas; Tampa
and Orlando. Fla.; and Birmingham,
Ala.
A recent acquisition strengthens its
clusters in Tampa and Louisville, Ky.
In an exchange with Jacor and Clear
Channel, Cox swapped six radio stations in Syracuse. N.Y., for three stations each in Louisville and Tampa.
Cox executives said the move is in line
with their growth strategy to strengthen
its clusters in those markets.
Cox Interactive
"We welcome the opportunity to
expand our revenue and cash flow in
these two high- growth markets," said
Robert Neil, president and CEO at Cox
Radio. He said the move " demonstrates our ability to strengthen our
portfolio through prudent strategic
acquisitions."

In some ways, the challenges facing
Cox Enterprises President James
Kennedy are not unlike those that
faced his grandfather 65 years ago.
Cox was working with anew medium.
The risks of competing in evolving,
unknown territory presented challenges
to conventional business strategies.
In the era of the new millennium.
Kennedy is pursuing innovations
through Cox Interactive Media
(www.CIMedia.com), aprovider of local
content on the Internet.
Established in 1996, the network
includes 25 city sites and two specialty- programmed sites. FASTBALL.com
and GreatOutdoors.com
According to Media Metrix, CIMedia
hosts the most pages viewed by consumers of any local site network.
CIMedia is involved in delivering services to develop content programming
for the Internet and AccessAtlanta.com,
the company's flagship Web site.

A Cox Family Century
1898: Twenty-eight-year-old James M. Cox founds the company by
acquiring the Dayton Evening News, later renamed the Dayton Daily News.
(The company still publishes the newspaper today.) James Cox was aformer
country schoolteacher and later areporter for the Cincinnati Enquirer.
1957: James M. Cox dies. His son James Jr. succeeds his father as
chairman.
1974: James Jr. dies; Garner Anthony succeeds his brother-in-law as
chairman. Anthony is the husband of Barbara Cox Anthony, one of the two
owners, and the stepfather of Jim Kennedy.

Kennedy Continues the Tradition
James Kennedy spoke to RW about
the award to the Cox family.
RW: How does it feel to receive the
Distinguished Service Award from
NAB?
Kennedy: There's nothing we'd rather
be honored for more than service.
In 1935, when my grandfather dedicated his first radio station — WHIO
in Dayton — he said he hoped the station would always be "an instrument
of service."
Nearly 65 years later, the Cox family still is committed to that principle.
However, thousands of employees
throughout the years have enabled us
to provide service, not just talk about
it. They all share in the honor.
RW: Synergy is a word from the latter
part of this century, but over the years
Cox really has blended media companies in print, television, radio and
Internet.
Kennedy: We've always focused on
the opportunities new technology
brings, by giving customers choices. A
new medium is competition for our
existing businesses, whether we're a
player or not.
We'd rather be a player, and we
have a long history of winning by
competing with ourselves.
My grandfather was a newspaper
publisher, but when radio came along,
the family said, "This is something new,
and we ought to be in it because we're
in the communications business."
At least, those were the actions

Welcoming

1988: Anthony is succeeded by Jim Kennedy.
1999: Jim Kennedy is the only family member actively involved in the
management of the company. Barbara Cox Anthony and Anne Cox
Chambers, daughters of the founder, serve on the board of directors.

new technology ...
is one of the
traditions Ivalue
the most.

Telephone Line

they took. So the company has progressed logically from newspapers
to radio to television to cable television to broadband and full- service
telecommunications, and, now, to

‘416,

James Kennedy
the Internet.
Every era has had its challenges and
risks, as well as rewards. James M.
Cox, my grandfather, had to scrape
together $ 26,000 to buy the Dayton
Daily News; bankers in 1898 considered anewspaper too "risky" for aloan.
His bookkeeper once told him that,
if they had no news and every column was filled with advertising,
they'd still lose $500 aweek.
RIV: Technology has changed so much
over ¡he years.
Kennedy: My uncle, Jim Cox Jr., was
fascinated with new technology and
he was given the job of getting WHIO
in Dayton on the air in 1935.
"A giant structure of steel and
wires and insulators and all the
magic devices of this scientific
age," his father said of his first
radio station.
Our family put WSB-TV, the
South's first television station, on
the air in 1948. During the station's
50th anniversary, WSB-TV was the
first station in Georgia and among a
handful in the nation to sign- on digital television.
Welcoming new technology,
rather than fighting it, is one of the
traditions Ivalue the most in our
company. The company doesn't
wait for others to prove new ideas
and technology work. Now we're a
leader in online information, news
and entertainment via the Internet,
through Cox Interactive Media.
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Improvising During Impeachment
Rich Rarey
One of the personal benefits of the
recent impeachment process was the
opportunity to re-examine the way we
view remotes at NPR.
In one instance, our within- the-box
thinking made our impeachment coverage needlessly complicated and messy,
which will be described in amoment.
For five weeks in January and
February, until the Feb. 12 acquittal of
President Clinton, we were camped out in
the Russell Senate Office Building across
the street from the U.S. Capitol in
Washington, D.C. National Public Radio
events coverage of the Senate trial was
located here, along with a handful of

PUBLIC
DOMAIN
neer the events coverage, the equipment
had already been set up and tested by other NPR engineers, and their design
proved to be most flexible for the tasks
NPR news staffers had in mind.

Busy day
The NPR coverage usually began each
day at 1p.m. ET, and lasted from one to
six hours.
Many NPR member
stations preempted afternoon programming to
broadcast our coverage,
ably anchored by NPR
host Neal Conan with
support from NPR Legal
Affairs Correspondent
Nina Totenberg, NPR
Senior News Analyst
Daniel Schorr, and an
occasional expert or conservative pundit. We had
never participated in a
remote that lasted days,
let alone weeks, so it was
alearning experience.
The physical space we
had for the broadcast
was eked from the
Russell Building rotunda, or more accurately,
the third floor hallway
circling the rotunda.
Inside the Russell Senate Office Building in
With all hard marble
Washington, D.C., author Rarey (upper left, with hand surfaces and the semi to throat) motions to Nina Totenberg, right, to adjust spherical rotunda cap,
headset microphone. Host Neal Conan looks on.
the whole area reverberated with the acoustics
hastily erected local and network televiof agymnasium.
sion filing posts.
Clearly, this was not an omni-direcWhen we arrived in January to engitional-mic friendly place.

The decision had been made to use
Crown 312-AHS headset mics, the type
designed to mate to a pair of Sony V6
headphones. Conan, who does minor
league baseball color commentary in the
summers for fun, easily transitioned to
this headset mic.
The other anchors, however, were used
to decades of fixed-position table mics.

April 14, 1999
In Schorr's case, this meant more than 50
years of working a microphone. Most
had difficulty shepherding the mic element to the best spot for their voice.
We frequently saw the mic pointed at
noses, throats, and all points between.
Repeated, patient coaching eventually
brought the desired results.
Mix time
A Mackie 1402-VLZ mixer was
selected because of its 10-input, two-Aux
See IMPEACHMENT, page 54

Audix Stakes Its Claim
In Condenser Arena
The CX-101 has agold-sputtered 1
inch diaphragm with a cardioid patJust the mention of the words "contern. Frequency response is 20 Hz to
denser mic" conjures up images of the
20 kHz. Maximum sound pressure levlegendary Neumann U 87. It has
el (SPL) is 135 dB and the dynamic
become the benchmark
range is 109 dB.
for transparency and
Floor noise is specified
wide-frequency response.
as 17 dBA. Phantom
It is also known as
power of 48 to 52 V is
being too pricey for all
required.
but the largest broadcastThe black satin CX-101
ers and recording studios.
has an overall length of
The rest of us have been
7.7 inches, a maximum
forced to settle for somediameter of 1.99 inches,
thing else.
and weighs in at 17
The recent growth of
ounces. It comes with a
project studios and smallbulldog-clip style shocker operations, however,
mount and rugged lockhas given manufacturers
able aluminum flight
the incentive to make
case.
condenser mics available
A windscreen and twoin the less- than-$ 1,000
channel phantom power
price range.
supply are available as
Audix, a manufacturer
options.
Audix CX-1 11Mic
of high- quality microThe CX-111 is a close
phones and speakers,
cousin to the CX-101, and
stakes its claim with the large - is the microphone we used in the
diaphragm CX-101 and CX-111 conWorld Café evaluations. Basically the
denser mics.
same microphone as the 101, the CXOur evaluation suggests that the
11 Ifeatures the addition of a bass
company has done itself proud with
rolloff switch and 10 dB pad, allowing
these premiere entries into this market.
See AUDIX, page 61
Tom Vernon

Trash your carts, burn CDs
Give all your production material the
performance and reliability that only
comes from CDs. CDs are the new
standard in audio — compact, easy to
use and efficient.
CD Architect is the professional mastering software that's accessible to
untrained users. It verifies Red Book

fr
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standard audio before burning, fully
supports PQ code editing, and lets
you prepare the material in its own
editor with mLlti-level undo.
From Sonic Foundry, the leader in
Windows- based digital audio. Visit
www.sonicfouldry.com or call us at
800- 57- SONIC for more information.
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Make It PARIS in the Springtime
Part Iof II
Alan R. Peterson
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Besides, that would mean the Ensoniq
team would almost be obligated to
include XLR audio connectors as well,
which would cause the loss of adesirable
feature: the ability to plug in balanced or
unbalanced audio on one jack without
having to create custom cables.

Standard method
If Windows and Mac operating systems have done nothing else, at least they
have standardized the way humans move
data in to and out of computers.
Conventional Open, Close, Save, Save
As and Quit commands make project
management in the PARIS as simple as
running any other project on any kind of
program.
When the PARIS is running, one of
two screens takes center stage: either the
Editor Window or the Mixer Window.
The Editor Window comes in two flavors
called "Constrained Mode" and "Free
Form." In the former, the PARIS is conThe Ensoniq PARIS, shown with two-screen Windows 98 option (see text).
figured much like a multitrack tape
recorder, with each track directly correrackmount
audio
interface
that
couples
to
since become adistributor of the product
sponding to asingle fader on the Control
the PCI card, and a component that is
("Harris PARIS?"). The production staff
16 hardware fader board.
seriously lacking in many DAW packat urban powerhouse WPGC-FM,
This is the mode most of us would feel
ages these days: ahardware fader board.
Washington. D.C., have made it their
familiar
with. Recording, mixing and
The
inclusion
of
the
Control
16
surDAW of choice.
overdubbing are done in an environment
face nicely bridges the chasm radio peoIn this two-part review, you will read
Debut of PARIS
we have known since our earliest days
ple endure between high-end editors such
about the basics of the PARIS and its feaPrior to this collaboration, Ensoniq
wrestling with the huge four- track
as
the
Orban
Audicy
and
simple
software
tures. Next time, installation on atypical
released PARIS — Professional Audio
Ampex machine.
editors
such
as
Cool
Edit.
Put
simply,
it
is
PC
and
an
actual
hands-on
review.
Recording Integrated System — an
In Free Form, up to 999 "FlexTracks"
the difference between drawing volume
To call this the " PARIS System"
immensely powerful digital audio editor
are available. This uses a priority play
"rubber bands" directly to waveforms
would be redundant, as the "S" already
for PC and Macintosh computers.
system to determine what track will be
and experiencing the feel of real faders
stands for that term. All my references
The PARIS contains many features
played while recording multiple passes of
under
the
fingers.
will
simply
be
to
"the
PARIS."
that make it appropriate for broadcast
apart. This mode is probably more useful
A number of software editor manufacThe PARIS consists of software, aPCI
audio production — so much so that it
to musicians using aPARIS editor to crecard for either Mac or PC machines, a turers are now understanding the imporcaught the attention of Harris, which has
ate album tracks or audio for filin/video.
tance of a separate mixer interface for
Ensoniq calls individual audio eleradio production. For example, in 1998,
ments audio "Objects" and the workDigigram adapted its XTrack software
space the " Playing Field." The sports
bundle to work with aJC Cooper conanalogy is amusing and Iwill admit to
troller.
having smiled abit when Iread about it.
My experience has been that jocks can
The fact is, there are little word-plays
handle both manual mixing and automatall over PARIS. For example, there is a
ed rubber banding quite effectively. But
small icon bar in the upper-left-hand corif presented with a choice, many still
want to do the Fingertip Fandango on a ner that click Command Bars on and off
as needed. It is called the Standard User
mixer. It feels familiar and allows creShow/Hide Indicator Bar, or, for short,
ative decisions that take too long to draw
the SUSHI Bar. Gotta like that.
on ascreen and try out.
As on most DAWs, PARIS audio
events have associated waveform
Easy to find
overviews that assist in editing. The
As is the case with many current digioverview is calculated in the background,
tal audio products, the PARIS takes
which means you may continue to play
advantage of readily available and inexback or record more material into PARIS
pensive standard computer system
while the process goes on.
cables. When somebody else does all the
Marking and editing points along the
design work to establish the cable stanwave are dropped in by clicking a
dard, several things happen: cost is kept
Marker icon on the lower left of the
to a minimum, the need for proprietary
areiLIEID •
screen. Sequential markers can be
cables is eliminated, and replacement
mouse-clicked on the fly while recording
parts can be had at a local office superradio systems millenium products
or playing, or by clicking aposition on
store.
the time line when stopped.
A similar example of this philosophy
Other audio programs allow you to
is
found
in
the
Fostex
FD-4
and
FD8
1 cr-6 satellite receiver
drop markers by poking the "M" key on
digital editors. These forego internal disk
2 cr-6 desktop clock / timer
the computer keyboard. If mousing all
drives and utilize simple Syquest removday is not your idea of fun and you
able
drives,
available
practically
any3 (r-6 thin clock / timer
would rather hit a button, use the Set
where.
4 DI- 1000 telephone hybrid
New Marker button on the Control 16
The PCI interface includes an interesthardware controller.
ing
design
feature
that
one
would
almost
5 ol-z000 telephone hybrid
The Control 16 could well be the
miss: small insulating bumpers maintain
6 DA-zoccia distribution amplifier
departure you have been waiting for from
aset distance between adjacent PCI cards
endless mousing. Besides full transport
inside the computer. This avoids acciden7 cr-6 large clock / timer
control ( Play, Stop et al), the surface
tal contact with other cards that could
8 es- 12a millenium console
allows arming tracks for recording, altercause spotty operation or actual damage.
ing EQ, assigning Aux sends and perThe rackmount interface box includes
9 MRS BRAVERMAN, company spokesmodel
forming actual editing; the jog/shuttle
four quarter-inch TRS analog inputs and
wheel under the right hand position will
outputs, coaxial word clock connectors
and RCA- style S/PDIF connectors. A drag and relocate audio elements anywhere within the playing field.
case could be made for inclusion of
The free-spinning wheel is metal with a
AES/EBU XLR-style connectors, but
silky spin and heft, without the "clickiness"
most radio studios have no problem with
601 Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014, (609) 467-800o voice, 1609) 467-3044 fax, www.radicisystems.com
See PARIS, page 54
one or the other.

Eleven years ago at WHEN(AM),
Syracuse, N.Y., Igot my first taste of
Ensoniq Digital Systems audio products
when the station bought a Mirage DSK
sampling keyboard for the production
room.
In retrospect, it wasn't much of asampler. It offered only about two seconds of
gritty sample time and had a cryptic
hexadecimal display that made editing
and overall control a headache. But I
stuck with the company just the same,
waiting to see where it would end up.
Today, Ensoniq makes more keyboards, afew high-quality audio processors and aneat hip-hop sample box. The
company also now shares a letterhead
with E-mu, another company well known
for samplers ( the Emulator and E-Max
lines).
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Editor Fits Tape Rack
Thomas Caldwell
The best ideas are often the simplest.
Take for example, the Otani PD-20B.
Otani has taken astate-of-the-art digital editing system and mounted it in the
same frame used for its classic MTR
reel-to-reel tape machines.
It is amove that could prove to be one
of the cleverest made by the company.
The story of the PD-20B began about
two years ago with the introduction of
the Otani PD-20 Magneto-Optical digital
recording system (
RW. May 13, 1998).
Although the PD- 20 was well- regarded
from atechnical point of view, it did not
sell very well in overseas markets.
Customers complained that the unit
was awkward and not easy for production
people to use.
The bulk of the PD-20 was mounted in
a rack. A small control panel was connected to the main unit by acable and sat
on a table or ledge. The setup proved
unproductive and impractical.
The great idea
Then alarge and loyal customer made
arather unusual request.
Technicians at Japanese public broadcaster Nippon Hoso Kyokai ( NHK)
asked Otani engineers if they could
mount a PD- 20 inside a frame normally
designed to hold the old MTR or BTR-10
reel-to-reel tape deck.
NHK liked the technical quality of the
PD-20 system, but the engineers did not
want to overhaul the layout of their studios
Six months later. NHK was shown the
results — the PD-20B. The reaction was
beyond expectations.
"The NHK people went crazy when
they saw what we did," said Kunihiko
Maeda of the Otani International Sales
Division. "They just loved it."
Like most large, traditional organizations, NHK spends agreat deal of resources
training its personnel. Although among the
first to use the latest in broadcast technology, the public broadcaster always looks at
the time and cost in training its people
before making any sizable purchase.
Technicians who had spent time cutting tape on an Otani reel deck had very
little trouble using a PD- 20B. The controls were virtually the same as the old
analog system, except for the typical
advancements one would expect from a
digital machine.
First, there is a plug for a PS/2 computer keyboard. This is used for titling
sound clips, creating electronic session
notes and other library management
functions. The keyboard does not have to
be plugged into the system when it is
switched on, and it can be plugged and
unplugged at will.
The PD- 20B has a built-in "virtual"
keyboard operated by the editing keys.
Although it might sound clumsy, it is
very easy to use.
Audio levels are controlled from the
front panel, while all editing functions
are on top. The Stop, Play, Pause and
Record buttons are well laid out and are
virtually identical to those of aconventional tape recorder, right down to the
mechanical "click."
VU meters and cue speakers are all
where they would be expect to be. The
only thing notability missing are two
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reels of tape.
Cut- and-paste editing, referred to by
Otani as "cut and insert," is accomplished
using akeypad. A jog/shuttle wheel, similar to those used on many other editors, is
used to locate edit points. There are also
fade-in/fade-out and track mixing functions.
This may not be as elaborate alist of
features as is found on high-end workstations, but is fine for most broadcast
requirements.
Users can zoom in and see 1.62 seconds of waveform data using aconventional 15- inch SVGA monitor. Larger
SVGA monitors can be used if needed.
Time is clearly displayed, as are other
technical details.
Unlike most digital editing systems I
have used, the screen on the PD-20B has
very little in the way of clutter or distractions.
Screen colors can also be mixed and
matched to come up with acombination
the user finds most pleasing to work
with.
The PD- 20B boasts ahighly sophisticated library system, capable of storing up
to 999 separate sound items, any of which
can be loaded up with afew keystrokes.
An additional feature called " instant
playback" allows an operator to quickly
locate asection of audio among the multitude stored on disk.
Ifound this feature most attractive, as
it could save precious seconds when a
major story has got to be put together and
on the air in an instant, or when a spot
has to air ASAP.
More space to spare
Below knee level is a storage drawer
along with an additional 3RU of space for
mounting other equipment. It is asuitable
place to mount aminidisc deck, cassette
tape recorder or even an ISDN codec.
One of the major attractions for studios trading up to the PD-20B is the ease
with which it can replace its analog
ancestor. The back panel is in the exact
same location as and almost identical to
the old tape recorder, eliminating the
need for any massive studio rewiring.
Just roll the PD- 20B in, connect it up and
you are in business.
Instead of an internal hard disk, the PD20B uses standard removable 640 MB
magneto-optical ( MO) disks for storage.
For backup, the unit can be connected to
any SCSI-2device, including conventional hard disks or Zip and Jaz drives.
The PD-20B features 20-bit A-D/D-A
converters, AES/EBU digital interfaces
and two-channel analog I/O.
Five sampling rates are available: 32
kHz, 44.056 kHz, 44.1 kHz, 47.952 kHz
and 48 kHz. At 44.1 kHz, 60 minutes of
audio can be stored to adisk.
Proprietary format
Unlike most other digital editing systems, the PD- 20B records and plays only
its own proprietary format.
According to the designers, this was
because the WAV format and other popular computer- relevant formats were not
capable of the versatility they wanted to
build into the system. The operating system is chip-based and is also proprietary.
This is not a major concern because
dubs can easily be made by connecting

the unit to another recording device. It is
also fully compatible with the Otani PD80 eight-channel MO disk recorder/editor.
Editing functions on the unit include
off-line processing and ± 12.5 percent
pitch shift. It also includes time code
synchronization and chase capabilities.
Otani is offering two models: the PD20B- E with the CB- 170 edit controller
for editing suites and the PD- 20B-P with
the simplified CB- 172 edit controller for
on-air studios.
The PD- 20B had its birth in Japan.
and was very well received there. It is
available in the U.S. on special order.
im
Thomas Caldwell is afree-lance print
and radio reporter based in Tokyo.
Contact
him
via
e-mail
at
caldwell@gol.com
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A PD- 20B in a Rol!around Cabinet.
For information contact Otani in
California at ( 818) 594-5908, Web site
www.otari.com or circle Reader Service
151.
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Introducing the Broadcaster"' series from Antex.
With up to 4 inputs and 8 outputs all playing on top of each
other, you have nearunlimited 'potions for broadcast creativity.
Record, edit, produce spots, take calls, do program feeds—all
while playing back as many as s.x stereo programs on the ait
All with one PCI card. For the highest quality, purest 20 bit
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1.800.338.4231.

Model LX-24M

Model BX-44

Model BX-12

• 20 bit AID and D/A converters

• 20 bit ND and D/A converters

• 20 bit A/D and D/A converters

• MPEG layer I/II, 8or 16 bit
PCM

• MPEG layer I/II, 8or 16 bit
PCM

• MPEG layer VII, 8or 16 bit
PCM

• PCI bus,WIN 98/NT

• PCI bus,WIN 98/NT

• PCI bus,WIN 98/NT

• 96dB dynamic range, 0.003%
THD+N

• 94dB dynamic range, 0.003%
THD+N

• 96dB dynamic range, 0.003%
THD+N
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• AES/EBU/SPDIF digital 110
• MIDI interface
• Video sync/time code
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• AES/EBU/SPDIF digital I/O
• Independent sample clocks
• Convertible from analog to full
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• Optional, optoisolated digital I/O
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sources, and the scheme was conceptually complex, NPR engineer Michael
Cullen reported that on his watch one
Saturday, agiant satellite feedback loop
occurred in the transition from Russellas-studio to Russell-as-remote site.
setup, we could write and edit scripts,
Later in the week, the same tasks were
view newswires, perform Internet searchassigned to us. An old radio maxim came
es and handle other informational needs.
to mind: " If it seems too complex, it
While this arrangement of devices and
probably is."
equipment worked beautifully for broadIt then became apparent to us that, if
casting the "routine" parts of the trial, our
we kept the Russell site a "studio" feedthinking bogged down when the Senate
ing the network, we could use our second
would have an extended recess to collect
ISDN to receive NPR Studio 3A as a
their thoughts.
"remote site." Additional sources could
NPR News management wanted to
be switched into Studio 3A, and mixed
have acall- in segment from NPR Studio
into the feed coming to the
Russell site.
Readers may shake their heads at
this simplicity, and wonder why it
took us so long to see the obvious.
It was simply years of thinking of
astudio always as a studio and a
remote site always as a remote
site and never as anetwork feeding studio.
Duh!
This out- of- box thinking had
made our lives — and this broadcast — much better. Now the
Russell site could include Studio
3A as appropriate, even when
Studio 3A was live on another
satellite channel with "Talk of the
Nation," and the Russell site could
No remote is complete without an
break away cleanly when needed.
impossible tangle of cables.
Again, Iwill stress that the solution was simple, but the process that took
3A, hosted by Ray Suarez. We had to be
us there was not direct, especially for
able to allow the Russell building site to
those of us with years of broadcast expejoin the conversation, then break away
rience.
when the Senate returned to conduct its
There may be a time in your work
business.
where you encounter such tasks, and —
Initially, our thought had been to send the
with your out-of-box thinking corning up
Russell site audio to the satellite, then dial
with such elegant, simple solutions —
NPR Master Control on the second Prima
your colleagues will wonder why it wasprior to the recess, and have our audio
n't obvious from the beginning.
switched to Studio 3A with abackfeed
Until next time, Iremain,
return.
Your ob'd't eng'r.
At an appropriate moment, the NPR
satellite feed would be switched to Studio
Rich Rare y is managing editor of
3A. and the Russell building would become
EliOnline, the on-line NPR engineering
a remote site until the recess ended.
resomy.e. Reach him at rrarey«P nprorg
Because Russell was feeding two

Rethinking Remote Simplicity
al. Conan chose to do minimal voiceover narrative, especially when the
send capabilities and internal power supSenate voted on any of its resolutions;
ply with no line-lump or wall-wart translisteners had sent e-mails asking to hear
former to trip over.
the voting in the clear, so as to hear how
It also had a small footprint — our
their senators voted.
table area was perhaps 10 feet deep, and
we still had to provide clearance for other
Up to the gallery
media workers to pass behind our
One of the mixer's Aux busses was
anchors. In all respects, smaller was betconfigured
as a mix- minus to feed a
ter.
Telos One hybrid, for easily adding a
The anchor table faced the open atritelephone guest.
um of the rotunda, while our table faced
The other Aux bus was configured as a
the opposite wall, two feet to the
mixminus to a Prima 110 for feeding
anchors' right. In this way, eye contact
audio to the Senate Radio- TV gallery
could be maintained with minimum
mezzanine: asite equipped with aMUSIstrain.
CAM USA RoadRunner codec and
The anchors' headphones were fed the
designed for grabbing senators for quick
right channel output from the Mackie
mixer; the left channel was sent to a live interviews with our anchors.
The Prima 110 output appeared on the
MUSICAM USA Prima 120 codec.
Mackie,
and was easily auditioned in
The 120 was sending our broadcast
Solo mode, to set the senators' levels priback to NPR for satellite transmission at
or to the interview.
128 kbps MUSICAM MPEG Layer II,
We provided funding credit playback
and receiving dual mono at 64 kbps
and
station breaks from a Sony D- 10
Layer II.
DAT recorder.
Audio from the Senate floor was
In all, five ISDN lines had been
picked up at NPR headquarters via the
ordered for the event: two for our broadWashington Area News Distribution
cast, one for the Senate radio-TV mezza(WAND) audio service and shipped to us
nine, one for the " All Things
on the right channel. Stakeout audio on
Considered" broadcast position 30 feet
the WAND, typically at the Ohio Clock
away, and one for linking to the NPR
(a large grandfather clock donated by that
computer systems.
state), was sent to us on the left channel.
A router using CAT 5cable linked four
Both Prima decoder outputs were fed
laptop computers and an HP laserjet printinto the Mackie, which made for easy
er into the NPR data network. With this
duck-and-under maneuvers during the triIMPEACHMENT, continued from page 51
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'Cool Edit Pro has been
the dream come true
that we have wanted for
decades: a low cost
production studio software packaie that has
the power of any hardware studio we have
worked in.
Our morning
shows across worth
kmerica now have the
capability of doimg all
their show preparation
in their home studios
with Cool Edit Pro.
It
is not just a new pro earn, it's a revolution
that has chaned the
way radio is done.*
- Bob Hamilton,
Radio Star

New

'It's difficult to ,go
anywhere in Cool Edit
Pro and not hear yourself whisperinig to
yourself
this is
cool. , '
- Dave Oliwa,
Product
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noted in plastic encoders on less-expensive controllers. It almost has the feel of
avideo controller.
When the Mixer Window is opened,
you are treated to agenuine mixer layout and not simply ahandful of virtual
faders.
Each fader has a virtual LED bargraph VU indicator, EQ and Pan windows, Aux Send and aset of icons for
Record
Enable,
Mute,
Solo,
Automation and Automation Edit. Aux
master and Main master sections are
shown to the far right.
EQ choices are high-pass, low shelf,
band-pass parametric, high shelf and
low-pass. The control range is + 18 to 18 dB. If you don't know how to apply
effective EQ — whether analog or digital — it will be easy to make arecording sound very bad. Work with this
feature to get it to sound good.
Aux Sends route audio through
sets of Ensoniq plug- ins. Factory

effects include mono and stereo
compression, chorusing, delay and
reverb. Others are available.
Response is very quick to fader adjustments. The on-screen sliders follow those
on the Control 16 when moved.
The mixer can be resized as well. If
you are dealing with asmaller display
(say 832x624), an alternate mini-mixer
can be clicked open that displays all 16
tracks at once. EQ and Aux sections
can be hidden if desired. And Windows
98 allows the use of two monitors at
once ( with appropriate hardware), so
both the Mixer Window and Editor can
be displayed simultaneously.
In the next installment, the PARIS
finds a home inside a 300 MHz
Pentium II and goes to work on some
radio production projects.
For information contact Ensoniq
Digital Systems in Pennsylvania at
(610) 647-3930 or circle Reader
Service MS.
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PRODUCT EVALUATION

The '70s Live in Apple CD Reissue
Sallie Schneider Sauber
None of us ever wished for the da)
disco would make acomeback.
However, ' 70s nostalgia is all the rage
right now, in the way some people dress,
the music we listen to ( hip-hop artists
using classic disco and rock samples),
and the movies we go to see, such as
"Boogie Nights" and the return of "Star
Wars."
The ' 70s live on in television commercials for Old Navy, Miller Light Beer,
Volkswagen, and even Macintosh
Computers. Cable channels " Nick At
Nite" and "TV Land" pull out all the
stops and routinely rerun 25- year- old
shows. Then there is the TV program that
unabashedly calls itself " That ' 70s
Show.'
Now they tell us
With this newfound interest in everything ' 70s, it may be likely that production directors everywhere are cursing
themselves today for throwing out their
cheesy vinyl music libraries during the
mid-' 80s, believing wholeheartedly,
"We'll never use this music again!"
Never fear, because O'Connor
Creative Services is back to save the day
with the Apple Digital Library, available
once again through Dave Dworkin's
"Ghostwriters."
Ghostwriters has been knocking

around for about 13 years, starting out
with written radio comedy material.
Since then, Dworkin has been on amission to locate and sell creative radio
products to radio stations, TV stations,
audio-video producers and cable operators.
Among his other product lines, the
Valentino music and effects libraries,
Sound Ideas libraries, the Halland
Broadcast Services "Eighties Plus" music
collection and Dork-A-Pellas.
The Apple library is all original material from the ' 70s. Hence, the horns, the
strings, the drums are the real thing. So
realistic, in fact, that you can hear an outof-tune horn in acouple of places, most
notably on the series of workparts that
sound a whole lot like the Beatles song,
"Magical Mystery Tour."
This collection is something. It is
"Kojak," "Charlie's Angels," " Baretta"
and "Love American Style" colliding at a
four-way intersection. It is Tom Jones at
the Sahara and Don Rickles at the Palace.
It is " Streets of San Francisco" meets
"Get Christy Love."
This is not your father's production
library. Then again, maybe it is.
What is unique about this library. as
opposed to the ' 70s- style cheese being
written today in the ' 90s, is that the
Apple collection is the real McCoy. The
people at O'Connor were serious when
they wrote this stuff some 25 years ago.

They were actually competing with other
companies for this very sound.
The unmistakable tonality of analog
Moog and ARP synthesizers are everywhere. The guitar tracks are filled with
the "whacka-chacka" sounds made popular in "Shaft." The trumpet and string
stabs speak for themselves.
This collection is so full of gooey
wholesome goodness, Bert Kaempfert
himself — the king of ' 70s elevator versions of all your favorite rock tunes —
would have been jealous.

In use
Iused one of the Apple music beds for
aradio commercial about insurance companies that leave you stuck on hold with
annoying music for ten minutes, only to
disconnect you suddenly just before you
get to speak to your representative.
The music was perfect with my singsongy, smiley, sarcastic, " I'm sorry, all
representatives are currently busy, please
hold."
One of the workparts sounds just like
music from one of my favorite cartoons,
"Superfriends" — the one with super
heroes like Wonder Woman and the
Wonder Twins — when the big booming
voice would say, "Meanwhile, back at the
Hall of Justice ... " and the picture would
swirl into the next scene.
Iwould swear this library even had a
piece that sounds like " Brady Bunch"
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The O'Connor Apple Digital Library:
A peachy collection of ' 70
production music.
transition cue music; the tune that played
just before or after acommercial break,
accompanying the visual of the house
exterior.
The motif was always reminiscent of
the original theme music, but in adifferent style or tempo, depending on the
mood of the episode or scene — ominous, when Jan lost the precious locket;
eerie, when those pesky boys fashioned
the flying saucer; and the tender moment
when poor Cindy was forced to endure
Buddy Hinton's teasing.
There is even a drippy, lounge- style
version of " Happy Birthday," complete
with ambient party chatter in the beginning. This cut is perfect for those
anniversary sale ads that every single
See APPLE, page 56
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Before you do, first check with your software provider — whether its for the
workstation, for music rotation or for
running the audio server — to see if the
company's software has been optimized
to take advantage of Pentium III features.
If it has, will you have to upgrade the
software? And if so, at what price? Then
ask yourself if the increase in performance is worth the price of anew computer and software.
If you are still using an early Pentium
processor, you might find that moving up
to aPentium II will provide you with all
the performance gain you need while letting you take advantage of the recent
drop in Pentium H prices.

TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

Pentium: The Next Generation
The Newest Intel Processor to Hit the Market Is
Ready, But No Need to Replace Current Gear Yet
Read G. Burgan
Intel has once again raised the CPU
stakes with the introduction of its new
Pentium III processor.
Does this mean you should rush to
refit or replace your production computer, your traffic and billing system or even
your audio storage and playback computer with a new Pentium Ill- based
machine?
Maybe. Maybe not.
For the most part, recent processor
improvements have been incremental.
And if you include the Celeron, one
might even argue that some have been
incremental in anegative direction.
When Intel introduced MMX technology acouple of years ago, it was touted
as the greatest advance since permanentpress slacks.
But most users quickly found out they
experienced little or no improvement in
performance with the software they were
using.

been optimized for the Pentium III
processor.
How much difference are you likely to
see in the performance of an actual application? That remains to be seen. But my
previous experience suggests it could be
substantial.
Next step
Idecided to upgrade my 486 computer
acouple of years ago. Iinitially decided
to go with aCyrix 686 processor.
Iwas disappointed in its performance
Under Windows NT 4.0, some incompatibilities caused software that was normally stable to crash.
After exchanging the chip several
times, Ireplaced it with a Pentium with
the same clock speed ( 166). The difference in performance was impressive. For
example, digital audio processing in
Sound Forge that had taken 24 minutes
using the Cyrix processor now took only
seven minutes.
The motherboard and RAM remained

Unless you absolutely

have to be

on the cutting edge, there is a lot to be said
for staying one generation behind.

Do you need one yet?
Ironically, one of the Pentium III's
most touted features is one that provides
no performance increase and is also its
most controversial: the processor serial
number. Each Pentium III processor has a
unique 92-bit serial number electronically embedded in silicon.
Allegedly the purpose for this innovation is to provide protection and confidentiality for those engaging in electronic
commerce on the Internet. But potential
users see it as another tool for Big
Brother to use in tracking the Internet
activities of John Q. Public.
So should you rush out and be the first
on your block with a new Pentium III?

Pricing
Ihave found that the street prices for
the Pentium III processors average in the
mid-$500 range for the 450 version and in
the mid-$700 range for the 500 MHz version. There are also ahandful of motherboards out there that currently claim the
ability to handle aPentium III, and those
start in the low $ 100 price range.
Unless you absolutely have to be on
the cutting edge, there is alot to be said
for staying one generation behind in the
computer processor wars. Your station
can continue to enjoy substantial increases in performance at a fraction of the
price that would have been paid for being
the first in line to buy the latest product.
o
Read Burgan is airee lance writer and
aformer public radio station manager.
He can be reached at ( 906) 296-0652 or
through e-mail at rgbqDup.net

Oh, Those Fabulous '70s
introduce the show just before we
aired it. Isuppose there is always room
for aformal introduction for this year's
client insists on at least twice ayear.
holiday project.
Alas, many of the weird synth
Thanks in part to aging baby
sounds took me back some years to a
boomers and cable TV reruns of
class in college about astyle of music
"Adam 12," the Apple Digital Library
that never really caught on: musique
actually has aplace again.
concrète.
Jocks would have fun with this colIhad to memorize the names of a
lection. Morning show bits involving
bunch of composers Inever had heard
time warps back to an earlier era are a
of, as well as their compositions.
natural for this library. A clever jock
One such piece was arecording of
can
invent " 70s
a drip of water a
Man," an Austin
hundred times into
Powers-wannabe stuck
itself, creating a
in another decade.
torturous feedback
your father's
With the ' 70s offiloop worse than a
cially
long over, the
genuine water torproduction library.
Apple Digital Library
ture.
would not be one's
My instructor
Then again,
first choice for aconfancied himself a
maybe it is.
ventional, contempocomposer
of
rary library. But there
musique concrète,
are certainly plenty of uses for the
scratching dinner forks across the
workparts and the music certainly does
strings of agrand piano and such. He
fire the imagination.
called it music. But mostly it was
The Apple Digital Library is availscreechy, scratchy noise, appropriate
able from Ghostwriters for $495, but
for eerie sound effects or a Star Trek
Dworkin is offering it for $395 if you
soundtrack.
Four months ago, Iput together a mention RW when ordering.
im
Christmas music show with over 200
For
information
on the Apple
songs — classic stuff like Bing Crosby
Digital Library, call Dave Dworkin 's
and the Ray Coniff Singers — sprinGhostwriters in Minnesota at ( 612)
kled with some contemporary material.
522-6256; visit www.radio-mall.com
More than 40 hours of effort were
or circle Reader Service 217.
spent creating this project from scratch
Sallie Schneider Sauber is producand nobody else in the market had anytion director for WATH(AM) and
thing like it.
1VXTQ(FM), Athens, Ohio, and a conIwould have loved to have had
tributor to RW.
some of these workparts to use to
APPLE, continued from page 55

In order to benefit from MMX technology, software had to be written to
specifically take advantage of its features. For a long time, few software
packages did.
What % in the block
The Pentium Ill processor, like its predecessor the Pentium H, uses P6 Micro
architecture, a512 K level 2cache, asingle-edge 242-contact cartridge and initially will be available in 450 and 500
MHz clock speeds.
Like the current Pentium II generation
processors, it has a 100 MHz system bus
and is designed to be used with the
440BX chipset. To take advantage of the
higher bus speed, one must have peripherals that are designed to run at that
speed.
The Pentium III incorporates technology that gives it the potential to substantially increase the speed of some applications. The chip will have aset of 70 new
instructions called SIMD ( Single
Instruction Multiple Data).
Probably the single most important
feature will be its claimed ability to deal
with four floating-point units at one time.
Current Pentium processors can execute
only one floating-point computation at a
time.
In addition, because of architectural
alterations, the processor is expected to
stream both audio and video more efficiently.
Again, as with the initial MMX technology, you are unlikely to see substantial improvement in performance unless
your specific software application has

the same. Only the processors were different. Key to that difference was the
floating point performance of each
processor.
However, performance enhancement
depends upon function. When Irun a
specific Sound Forge plug-in on my
Pentium 166 and again on one of my
Pentium- II- 300s, the total processing
time is within afew milliseconds. In that
application, Igained little or nothing by
upgrading to aPentium II.
But when Ipreview the results of the
same plug- ins in real time, the Pentium
falls far short of the Pentium II. And if I
attempt to chain together several plug-ins
and listen to the final result in real time,
the Pentium II is able to preview many
more plug-ins than the old processor.
Down by the old data stream
Similarly, it is likely that the Pentium
III will exhibit the greatest advantage in
tasks that require real-time streaming of
audio and video. Under these circumstances, it likely will provide stellar performance. Those that provide such services are enthused.
"We are pleased to announce our support for Intel's Pentium III processor,"
said Len Jordan, senior vice president of
media systems, RealNetworks, Inc.
"We look forward to continuing to
work with Intel to further accelerate the
rapid adoption of streaming media on the
Web. The superior performance of the
Pentium III processor coupled with
RealSystem G2 will deliver aunique and
even more compelling streaming media
experience," he said.
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ENCO 1- Orban + Harris= DADpRo,32
The Only Complete Dígítal Audio Delivery Solution

ENCO and Orban have combined the best features and technology of their digital audio products, and
Harris now exclusively represents the new and improved DADpRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System.

DADpRo32 offers all of the features and functionality demanded by today's progressive broadcast
facilities. Utilizing standard off the shelf non-proprietary hardware, network architecture, and operating
systems, DAD is the logical choice for both Automated and Live Assist On-Air operations, Production,
News, and Inventory Management. DAD supports Orban Sound Cube Technology, transparent links to
the Orban Audicy Multitrack Editing System, sharing of data with other software applications for Wire
Capture & Editing, Scheduling & Billing, and the Internet, as well as interface to other professional
broadcast control and switching equipment. And DAD comes with free software upgrades for the first
year, permitting immediate access to all of the latest features supported by rapidly emerging technology
and evolving broadcast industry requirements.

next level solutions

Integrated LAN and WAN capabilities make DADPRo32 the logical choice for groupwide, nationwide, or
worldwide sharing of Audio, remote VoiceTracking, News, Schedules, and other data.

Call Harris today to discuss how the DADpRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System will permit you to realize
the operational efficiencies and cost savings available with the latest technology.

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

I-MMUS
1-800-622-0022

www.harris.com/communications
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oosing the right audio Codec.

The Dialog4 MusicTAXI range is one of the most comprehensive codec
packages on the market today. It contains all the standard ISO/MPEG
audio coding algorithms in common use today such as Layer 2 and
Layer 3, as well as

ccrrr

G.722 for high grade voice bandwidth

connections, and G.711 so it can talk to aplain old analogue telephone
line, too. Connectivity features include upto three ISDN terminal
adapters and X.21 port, for operation up to 384kbps. Dialing is quick
and easy using the 96 entry directory.
DIALoo4

-14

umernm VP
The range of network protocols included means that it can be taken
to virtually any part of the world. In the studio the audio i/o can be
analogue or digital (AES/EBU & S/PDIF interfaces are both provided).
The aux data channel enables embedded control data to be sent
alongside the audio, and the unit can be controlled remotely from a
PC or the external Remote Panel if desired. Most importantly
automatic sensing of the codec at the other end of the call means
that it sets itself up to communicate with the most commonly used
systems in use today, i.e. Telos Zephyr, CDQPRIMA, Glensound and

ell**

DIAL004

WOW

11•••

others without complicated manual programming. Operationally the
buttons are large and straightforward to use, while the illuminated
LCD display gives aclear indication of what is going on at all times.

DIALOG4

No noisy internal cooling fan to worry about in quiet studio
conditions. The Remote Panel can control a MusicTAXI
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from over

1500 feet away via the RS422 interface. The online menu indicates
online time, send- level, receive- level, adjusted headroom, Rx
and Tx audio
configuration,
SYNC flag of
MusicTAXI

at

the other end.
T:.:
F;:.::
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Tapeless recording and transmission on the spot is the answer to the
enhanced requirements of correspondents. The CTAXI is the solution
and is set to become the standard for mobile recording and
transmission, because it satisfies the users demand: stereo recording,
editing, file-transmission to computers, realtime-transmission to all
well known codces. The CTAXI is, of course, child's play to operate.
You can use it as telephone, walkman, audio recorder, mobile editing
station, transmission device. The size is as small as today's cutting

;1
1

DiALOG4

edge

technology

allows:

2.3 x 9.6 x 6.0 inches,

the

weight

is

2.5 pounds including 2 x Li-ION batteries. The charger is inbuilt and
allows uninterrupted operation. PCMCIA flash cards or hard drives
can be used for stereo recording. BWF format is supported.
Meet us at the NAB in Las Vegas, April 19 - 22,
Audiohall Booth L 11253

W, are not American or British. We don't belong to abig industry
CO rporation. So we have to work that little bit harder. We started 8
ye ars ago with advanced MPEG integration into Audio Codecs
a d have dedicated ourselves to making them as user-friendly as
ssible. Our product know-how covers ISDN and satellite
I
)•
ti• nsmission, recording, editing and storage. Add our
e lperience, research capabilities and production expertise and
y• u have the legendary German Quality that keeps us one step
ead. For more information, contact our headquarters in Germany:

DIALOG4
DIALOG4 GmbH, Monreposstr. 55, D-71634 Ludwigsburg, Tel.-49-7141-22660,

Fax-49-7141-22667 • http://www.dialog4.com • email: info@dialog4.com.
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Top Floor and on Top of the World
cials — old TV props, vintage microphones, on-air signs and discarded control boards were stacked in random piles.
Old 78, 45 and 33 rpm recordings lined
the walls in milk crates. Photos in glass
frames from the salad days of the station
were stacked in corners.
Ionly had afaint notion that any of this
was valuable at the time, and asked the program director if Icould have some of that
stuff. He said, "Sure, Dave. Take whatever
you like. Who cares about that junk?"
By this time Iwas getting used to him
not knowing my name.
One day Ishowed up for my show and

Ken R.
In the days right after World War H,
the top floor of the Hutzel Building in
downtown Ann Arbor, Mich., was converted into one of the first UHF TV stations. Within a year the owners discovered that almost no one could receive
UHF TV signals. Oops.
By the time Iarrived at that station in
the late ' 60s, the sound stage, control
room and dressing rooms had been converted into the radio studios of
WPAG(AM) and WPAG-FM, the site of
my first paying job.
The Hutzel Building had become badly run-down. The stairs creaked, the carpet was threadbare and there was afaint
musty odor everywhere. But at $2.39 per
hour, Ithought Ihad finally made it.
Fringe benefits included the occasional Edie Gorme single and gift certificates
to Arby's when Ibehaved myself. But
even though there was no money, benefits or prestige, Itold myself it was great
experience. Besides, Icould work on my
college homework while the tunes were
spinning.
With a moo-moo here ...
There was a noon show called "The
Farm and Home Hour," in which every
commercial was voiced by the host, and
each one began "Attention Mr. Farmer ... "
The show open — a rousing, out-ofphase Sousa march with voice-over
dubbed to an ancient cart — declared,
"Attention, Mr. Farmer, it's time for the
Farm and Home Hour with Howard
Heath and Frank Gegler."
Ilater found out Mr. Gegler had died
in 1965, but no one bothered to change
the cart. Perhaps people wondered why
they never heard Mr. Gegler. Perhaps
they did not.
During this one-hour sold-out agricultural soiree, Howard Heath introduced
each taped actuality by saying something
like, " Now, live and direct from the
Chicago Board of Trade, here are the livestock prices for today." You would then
clearly hear the cart wow as it came up to
speed in the wheezing Gates machines.
Everything was " live and direct,"
regardless of when it had been previously
recorded. A time- warping and mindaltering experience.
Bow your heads
Many of the taped programs on WPAG,
such as the Sunday morning religious
shows, ran on an old rack-mounted Ampex
reel machine dating back to the ' 50s.
One morning Iwas down the hall, ripping the news from the AP machine. It
was located down aflight of steps from
the studio, which felt aquarter-mile from
the control room. Iwas absently listening
to the air monitor while Iripped the
news, marveling at how distorted the
audio was from the Bethel Baptist
Church service in progress. Then the
choir went silent.
Idropped the news copy and ran down
the hall back to the studio. As Istarted up
the flight of steps to the control room, a
reel of tape bounced down the steps and
passed me heading the other way.
Of course Icould see the feed reel still
spinning wildly on the Ampex. It was the
take-up reel which had jumped ship and
was headed out of Dodge City.

Ken R.
Ever the quick thinker, Iad-libbed,
"one moment please," threw in a PSA
about shoe safety and retrieved the peripatetic tape reel from down the stairs.
"We now continue with the Bethel
Baptist Church of the Air, already in
progress."
The tape wowed hack to life and listeners could then ostensibly continue to
enjoy that fine music.
A few weeks later the program director instructed me to send aletter to all the
suppliers of our Sunday morning religious shows.
"Dave," he said (my name is Ken),
"tell those shysters we're doubling our
rates. They can pay up or get out. Maybe
we can get rid of those clowns once and
for all!"
The letters went out and with lightning
speed, larger checks began flying in the
door. No one canceled. Bethel Baptist
Church of the Air continued unabated on
WPAG for many years.
That homespun sound
For atime Ihandled the evening air
shift. My mandate from the program
director was clear: " Play folk music,
sweep up the place. lock up when you
leave." After getting bored with the several dozen Joni Mitchell,. Bob Dylan and
Judy Collins albums on hand. Istarted
branching out.
Iron Butterfly, Blood Sweat and Tear
and occasionally Cream issued forth over
the airwaves. This went on for several
months and no one complained.
One night around 8p.m., the program
director stopped by the station to show a
lady friend around. Upon entering, he
heard "I'm aMan" by Chicago blasting
out of the speakers and headed to the
control room to have aword with me.
"Dave." he inquired, "what exactly are
you playing?" Imumbled that my definition of folk music was rather elastic and
he let it go.
Iguess he had other plans in mind, and
besides, no one was listening.
Museum ware
At the end of one of the hallways of
WPAG was alarge metal fire door which
opened with ahuge clang. Behind it was
acavernous, unheated room lit by three
small bulbs with pull strings. Those allergic to dust entered at their own risk.
This enormous room, laughingly referred
to as the "Announcer's Loung," housed no
less than the history of local radio.
Stacks of electrical transcriptions —
giant 16-inch disks containing commer-
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the Announcer's Lounge had been emptied to the walls. Everything had been
carted off to the dumpster.
Ihave very few regrets in my life, but
Iregret not saving more of that stuff. I
think Iended up with atranscription disk
for the 1959 Edsel and not much else.
Ithink about WPAG now. Like many
other stations, it has undergone multiple
ownership and call letter changes. All the
characters Iworked with have now moved
on or passed away. The world has changed
and so have I. But like many radio veterans,
Ihave fond memories of an easier time.
Back in the days when, like it or not,
my name was "Dave."
si II
Ken R. produces radio jingles in
Toledo, Ohio, and contributes to RW. Email him at kenr5367@aol.com

Arrakis
Studio Furniture
systems are #11
with over 1,000 sold!
The Master
Control
Studio, shown
right, is one of
seven Arrakis
studios in
Sony's
Manhattan
network
origination
center for SW

Arrakis furniture is #1...
•Off the shelf -or- Custom
•Easy to design & assemble
• Very fast delivery !!!
call today to find out why Arrakis
studio furniture is the choice of
broadcasters worldwide...
from Moscow, to Tokyo,
to Manhattan...

(303) 224-2248
or (970) 224-2248
195 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive. Fort Collins. CO. 80525
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extattbut etettronicii
HC-1 Handi-Coupler
•

PTEK

LOW COST FM TRANSMITTERS
& POWER AMPLIFIERS

IF

I

//i ,):
Here is the simplest, quickest, most convenient
way to connect audio to atelephone. The HC- 1
connects in series with the handset of any phone
using modular connectors. No connection to the
phone line is needed. Press the front panel button
and external audio is available on separate send and
receive 1/4" TRS jacks on the rear panel. Release the
button and the handset is once more connected for
normal use of the phone. Nothing could be simpler!

['lease circle our bingo numberfor adata sheet and adealer list

300W
500W
1000W

$2499
List

FOR DETAILS

1814 SCHOOLDALE DRIVE, SAN JOSE, CA 95124. 408-448-3342 FAX 408-448-5951
READER SERVICE NO. 102

READER SERVICE NO. 193

Designed for
Broadcasting!
MINI- MIX BA

CALL 888-411-5174

150W

10W
25W

You can find many uses for the HC- 1around your
station: on-air studio, production room, newsroom,
sales office, field news kits, sports remotes, etc.
EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA

Power Amplifiers

Exciters/Transmitters

WATTCHIVIAN®
TRANSMITTER
PROTECTION SYSTEMS

How Loud Do You
Want To Be?

It takes an assault weapon to
dominate the dial...
KAMIKAZE!
SI G N A L WITH

WATTCHMAN

IN TENSIT Y P RO CESSING .

WHE N LOS I
NG IS N O T A N OP TI O N, RELY
ON OU R PROPRIE TARY LOUDNESS

12 Stereo Inputs
2Dedicated Mikes

2Stereo Outputs
1Mono Output

Service & Affordable Quality for Over 28 Years

Al1TnGRAM
1500 Capital Avenue
Plano Texas 75074-8118

FAX ( 972) 423-6334
info@autogramcorp.com

THE D IAL O R YOUR M O NEY BACK !

TERMINATING LIQUID/AIR LOADS
(84000/85000 series) available to cover CW

FROM TH E MINDS O F M I
CROC ON.

frequency range of DC to 2.4 Ghz. All models are
available with optional thermal overload switches to
interface with the user's interlock or warning circuit.

C AN WE BUILD ONE FOR YOU ?
MO RE INFO (
u) WWW.MICR O CO N SYS .
COM

COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC.

MicroCon Systems Inc.
(440)

—1

546-0967

Cleveland, 01110 44135 (216) 267 2233

O NLY ONE TO A MARKET - DON'T RE LEFT OUT!

Claim your

çb

power ranges of up to 10,000 Watts over a

KAMIKAZE! High Intensity
Proc-Stereo Coder $251:10. pro net

'Foil Free 1-800 COAXIAL ( 262-9425)

KAMIKAZE! today... before yot_r competitor!

!AX ( 216) 207 3142

h Your Face Process ng from Jim Somich

Web Site http://www.coaxial.corn
Email: coaxialPapk.net

Warning: This is not your father's processor!

READER SERVICE NO. 99

READER SERVICE NO. 74

READER SERVICE NO. 201

Your best source
of quality rebuilt transmitter
tubes since 1940

monitor both forward and reflected power. Abnormal
conditions quickly cause transmitter shut down.

ANO TH ER PROC ESSIN G SECRE T WEA PO N

( 972) 424-8585
1-800-327-6901

KAMIKAZE!

W ITH VA R I- CLIP . B E TH E LOUDE ST ON

Mt PIER 3L3L-dIA- 'X" X 4011•T

protects your transmitter and

transmission line system. A permanent 19" rack installation used with any dual socket line section 7/8" through 6
V; and elements ( additional) to monitor CW, TV, and FM
power. Model 81070 features two easily read meters to

PU TS TE ETH IN YOU R

ENHANC EMEN T SYST EM:

1 ."

The Perfect Digital Console Interface
T

he AD2004 A- to- D converter is the cleanest, quietest, most neutral sounding converter available! It was
designed for the 20- bit multichannel user who insists on the very finest performance. This device introduces

ground breaking improvements in A to D conversion.

Analog preprocessing significantly reduces distortion

products, while a custom phase lock loop IC all but eliminates jitter induced sidebands, under all operating
conditions. The graph shows an FFT analysis with virtually no jitter
induced sidebands. Best of all, the AD2004 comes in at the most affordable price of $2200 for four channels.

And now the eight channel

AD2008, housed in afull width 1RU chassis, is available for $3950.
Protect your investment: get next generation performance today with
the BENCHMARK converter series. Call Rory Rail today!

4020111.1

METER FUNCTION
PHASE LOCK
SAMPLE PATE

I

SA/TV ATNIUST

• • •.•

21)

q>/teePand Thoducts, One.
75412 Highway 25
Covington, Louisiana 70435 U.S.A.
1-800-624-7626
(504) 893-1243 FAX ( 504) 892-7323
www.freeland-inc.com
Email freeland-inc.com@freeland-inc.com
READER SERVICE NO. 19
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BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
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Audix a ' Big, Full' Performer
AUDIX, continued from page 51

to handle sound pressure levels up to
145 dB.
Our evaluations were made with
acoustic guitar and vocals. The CX-111
has abig, full sound with plenty of clarity at both ends of the spectrum.
This is not something that you can
take for granted with lower-priced condenser mics. Some try to imitate the full
low end of the Neumann, but do so at the
expense of high-end clarity. That definitely was not the case here.
it

Music recording
In acoustic guitar sessions, even the
sounds of finger screech ( fingers sliding
on strings) was faithfully captured —
something that Ican usually hear only
while sitting in the studio next to the
musician.
The amount of high- end detail was
surprising. Presumably with its switchable 10 dB pad, the CX-111 would be
equally at home in front of aspeaker cabinet or aguitar amplifier, although we did
not have the opportunity to experiment
with that application.

The company
has done itself proud
with these premiere
entries into the

paint finish on our mic was uneven. In
areas where paint was applied too thick,
it scuffed easily. The shockmount construction is somewhat flimsy, and the
screws quickly loosened.
The CX-101 is an incredible bargain
for $499. The CX-111 is equally so for
$599. Both have opened up the world of
condenser mics to those who may have
considered such instruments to be out of
reach. Sound quality is on par with condenser mics that cost considerably more.
Incidentally, Audix has recently taken
a plunge into consumer education with
the release of a microphone application
guide and CD-ROM. Both feature well-

known recording engineers and musicians demonstrating different applications of Audix microphones.
Volume I, which covers basic instruments, was recently released. The soonto-be-released Volume II will cover vocal
applications of Audix products.
For more information on the application guides, the CX microphone line and
other Audix gear, check out the company
Web site at www.audixusa.com
Torn Vernon is amultimedia consultant
working in Philadelphia. Reach him at
TLVernon@blazenet.net or call ( 717)
367-5595.
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Crown's New Exciter
• • . we've created aMonet broadcast solution!
Our Design Engineers have created asecond generation, high-performance FM exciter
with significantly improved specifications. Fear no one—this monster solution fends
off the competition by ensuring clean, accurate audio quality and includes:
U
O
LI
Li

Reduced total harmonic distortion
Excellent signal-to-noise ratio
Versatile modular design
Power levels of 30, 100. 250, and 500-watts

condenser market.

Vocal recordings with the CX-111
were also rewarding. Especially pleasing
were female vocals, where this mic was
able to make a thin- sounding voice
appear fuller without sounding artificial
or processed.
What's this?
While our response to the CX-111 was
overwhelmingly positive, there were a
few minor annoyances.
The slide switches for bass rolloff and
10 dB attenuation are well-camouflaged
on the body of the microphone, making
them hard to find and adjust in low- light
environments.
We found the finish and assembly of
this mie to he wanting. in some ways. The

Product Capsule:1MM
Audix CX 111
Condenser Microphone

.4_ Thumbs Up
,7 Clarity in high
=

and low ends

Thumbs Down
Rolloff and attenuation
switches hard to access
11-

high- power tube transinitter
LI New installation
U Backup

Give us acall!

f Good quality flight case
/ Price

1

J Replacement of the IPA in your

crown.
broadcast

if Paint finish

For more information contact AifcriitZ5Yfi:*
in Oregon at
(503) 682-6933 or circle Read
Service 108.

800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050
Fax: 219-294-8222
Email: broadcastOcrownintl.com
Web: www.crownbroadcast.com
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Davicom systems provide all
the automated monitoring,

MONITORING

reporting

and

U

Would you believe that you can visit adozen
markets in an hour without leaving your desk?

la I

ELECTRONICS RES! ARC!!. INC

control

functions you need to keep
your site(s) operational and

CONUO

If you have the TeleRadio from CircuttWerkes at your stations,
you can listen to every radio station in each of your markets.

legal
Our systems are
practical: they are sized for

Old-fashioned air-checks are okay, but they have some real drawbacks.
Among them are:

every type of operation from
small AM sites to large TV
facilities, with set-up and
operational software that
f

1. You have no control over what is recorded on an air-check. You
may be hearing only what someone else wants you to hear.
2. Your own air staffs usually know when they're being recorded and
react accordingly.
3. By the time you get an air-check in the mail, it may be too late to
respond to the competition.

even casual computer users
can understand.

c1avicom
technologies

Call us today
. for more information!
Toll Free: 1.877.327.4832
(609) 653.1065

• Structural Analysis
• Tower Reinforcing
(812) 925-6000
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, Indiana 47610

The TeleRadio beats those problems by letting you listen to both your
station andthe competition in real time. If you have aTeleRadio, you
simply dial it up from any phone. As soon as it answers, the internal
radio begins playing down the phone line to you. You can control the
radio by using the buttons on your phone. It's just like being there!
The TeleRadio even has aDTMF selectable external audio connection
so it can be used as astandard telephone coupler too. An optional call
progress decoder is available for using the TeleRadio on PBX analog
lines and in areas that don't support CPC.

Home Page: twit.ERlinc.com

CircuitWerkes - 3716 SW 3n1 Place, Gainesville, FL 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230 - www.circuitwerkes.com
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From the "Specialists in Practical
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Econco

MIC TO LINE
r11111)
immat,

PREAMPLIFIER

START UPS
TURNAROUNDS

XLR In/Out Stereo Microphone Preamp
Gain Trim on Both Channels
Selectable Phantom on Each Input
Stand Alone or Rack Mountable Preamp
Front or Rear Panel Line Level Outputs
Low Noise Audio Performance
RF Filtered Inputs
1/3 Rack, High-Pe,nsity Rack Mounting

You Need:

RU-MP2
Stereo Mic Preamplifier

RDL
Radio Design Labs

Toll free ( 800) 281-2683
Local ( 805) 684-5415
Document Server ( 800) 391-0017

$100,000
$1,5011,000
CALL

...

(
617) 267-2900

BOSTON FINANCIAL & EQUITY CORP.
20 OVERLAND STREET BOSTON, MA 02215
www.FIFEC.COM

Web Page www.rdlnet.com
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CONFUSED ?
We've got the

ID

IMP

ure".
-Me
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REBUILT POWER TUBES

Solution!

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Call for Our Price List
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland, CA 95695
Phone: 530-662-7553
Fax 530-666-7760
Telex: 176756
Toll Free: 800-532-6626

From Canada: 800-848-8841
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Advertisers!

RADIO WORLD's Product
Showcase provides aperfect

But Real Hardware!
•

Adjacent Channel Combiners • Switchless Combiners

•DAB Filters/Components

•

Analog/Digital Combiners • Digital Bandpass Filters

•Full- Band Tunable Filters

•

RF Switching Systems

•Directional Couplers

Insist on a Quote from Passive Power Products

Get it Right...First Time!
PASSIVE POWER PRODUCTS
PO BOX 1176 GRAY MAINE USA TEL: 2117 657-2600 FAX: 207 657-2632 Website: www

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

Reach 18,000+
broadcasting professionals!

Not a Promise, Not a Dream

• Notch & Low Pass Filters

\ ire

3inc com

medium for test marketing
your products and services.
Its an efficient, effective &
affordable advertising option!
For more information, including
rates and deadlines, fax

r_
Simone Mullins at
703-671-7409
or call

703-998-7600 ext
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ing around the rear where the connections hide.
Surgeon also recommends to install a
pull-out drawer for the box in which you
can store mics, headsets and cords. If you
install an AC plug into the side of the
case, you can tie- wrap the back of the
case shut so the promotions department
never needs to open it. This operation can
greatly extend the life of your equipment,
especially when you eliminate the need
to store mics and cables in the back of
the box.
A " power distribution system" is a
nice investment for your box also. This is

Build aRemote Box the Right Way
Allen J. Singer
Spring is here, and in radio, this means
remote season is in full swing.
While the promotions department worries about event planning, it's the engineering department's job to worry about
the live broadcast. If you design and
build the remote box effectively, you will
have much less to worry about.
The key to building aremote box is to
keep it simple. It needs to perform well
enough for the promotions department to
operate it without engineering supervision.
Though sometimes an engineer's presence is required at a remote broadcast,
simpler remotes can run without the engineer. What many of us ideally desire is to
set up the box, hang around for the first
break and take off when the broadcast
appears as though it will work fine without our presence. After all, this is why we
carry pagers.
The recipe
A remote box must contain the following: the transmitter device ( whether it's a
lelos Zephyr for ISDN, aMarti, etc.) and
a mixer. If you wish to expand your
equipment to improve efficiency, you can
add wireless mics and a receiver, and
maybe a wireless headphone system.
Wireless mics and headphones make a
world of difference since the talent does
not have to be attached to the equipment
via long wires on the ground. Plus, they
make cleanup easier.
Versatility is an important aspect for
your remote box. If your station(s) is
(are) remote intensive, it would be helpful to have more than one box ready to
go. Depending on your budget, you can
make as many boxes as you want.
Max Turner, engineering manager for
the Susquehanna stations in Indianapolis,
has four boxes, or road kits, since the stations are remote-intensive with as many
as 20 over one weekend. Three boxes
have lelos Zephyrs and ElectroVoice
mixers. One box contains aMackie mixer for concert events.
If you can't afford multiple sets of
equipment, then you may find it necessary to swap out a portable Marti or
Comrex HotLine or Zephyr. We do this at
WRRM(FM) in Cincinnati. Depending
on the remote, the box might have a
Zephyr or HotLine in it. Since we don't
constantly do remote broadcasts, we
don't need more than one box.
Kevin Surgeon, chief engineer for
WRRM and WVAE(FM) in Cincinnati
recommends multiple boxes for multiple
functions. At his former job in Columbus,
he built several.
"We'd prefer separate cargo cases:
three for the PA, one for IFB (talkback),
one for ISDN, and one for wireless

mics," said Surgeon. "This way, we only
had to take the equipment ( that was)
needed."
Decision time
Choosing the right mixer for your box
depends on budget and need. We use a
Shure mixer in our box; it offers VU
meters and compression and we like it a
lot. Rolls also makes agood mixer, but it
lacks extra features in lieu of amore economical price tag. Shure mixers cost
$2,000- vs.-$200 for the Rolls unit.
In apinch, you can even do without a
mixer. Surgeon suggests plugging mics
into the back of the Zephyr.
"We used to plug the mic receiver outputs into the Zephyr to avoid using a
mixer." he said. "The wireless receiver
had mic adjustments for levels."
Wireless mics and wireless headphones aren't necessarily a priority, but
they make walkin' and talkin' easier for
the talent. Wireless units add much more
distance for the jock to move around in,
especially during abusy event with many
people. Pack mics, cords and wired headphones for backup as they can pick up
other signals, such as at a live concert.
Headphones can receive wireless messages from stage personnel and may
cause confusion to your personnel.
Always keep backups on hand.
So how does the remote site hear the
station? Obviously the simplest solution
is a PA box with a tuner and speakers.
But if the jock needs to interact with the
on- air board op, you'll need something
more.
The studio console will need a mixminus to feed the remote. If the console
lacks a mix- minus, you can fake it by
instructing the board-op to put all channels into audition as well as program.
You can then send the audition feed to
the remote.
The basic problem to overcome is
delay. ISDN has nearly aquarter- second
delay, and aMarti shot will have aslight
echo. Since Marti doesn't offer a talkback from the studio, the best choice is to
use simple Walkmans or an SCA transmitter and receiver — typically operating
on 67 kHz — at the remote site for atalkback solution.
The distance
An ISDN unit, such as the lelos
Zephyr, has a return feed for talkback.
Connect an XLR to the output, run it into
your Shure mixer and run the output into
the wireless headphone transmitter. This
way, the person wearing the headphones
will hear the station, the board-op, himself and all of his cues.
The same setup will work for a
Comrex HotLine, which offers areturn as
well. The output of the mixer can also be
run through a Crown D-75 amp to a

small JBL speaker so remote personnel
can hear the broadcast and talkback.
A simple equalized phone loop will
also do the trick for talkback. If you
order two phone lines, you can use one
for send, and the other for receive. It's a
useful, inexpensive alternative.
Physically, the remote box should be
the only the size you need, nothing too
gargantuan. If you don't have any kind of

The Shure UHF Wireless System could provide a boost to your remote box.
wireless system, Surgeon recommends
that you build apanel for the front of the
box that contains ins and outs for the
box. In other words, apromotions person
should simply be able to plug the mics
into the front of the box rather than pok-

aunit that all of your equipment will plug
into for power. Not only do you benefit
from not having to use apower strip, but
the unit keeps the voltage at a constant
level avoiding power fluctuations. This is
See SINGER, page 64

WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE!
SIDEKICK AUDIO
SUBCARRIER GENERATOR
The SCA-186 Sidekick* is the industry standard
for Libcarrier services.When stations lease their
SCAs to foreign language and reading services and
need areliable generator, the Sidekick is the only
place to turn.
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Here's why:
Crystal- Controlled Subcarrier
Generator—
F-equency stability: + 0.006%
from 0-50° C
Modulation Monitor—
Simple, accurate and eliminates
the need for an additional monito,
Integrated Audio Processo,—
Better peak control significantly
reduces crosstalk
Transmitter Tuning Aid—
RF fine tuning minimizes incidenta
AM to further reduce crosstalk
Composite Loop Through Fezture—
Automatic mix of subcarrier s.gnà into
composite simplifies installation.
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MD, RemoteMix 3As aRoad Team
Combining Sony MiniDisc Recorder and JK Audio
RemoteMix 3 Telephone Box Makes Reporting Easier
Paul ICaminsld
Icover major-league auto racing and
am sometimes asked to contribute
reports, features and actualities to other
broadcast outlets.

input mixer into abox that will fit comfortably into asoft-sided briefcase.
It is simple to use. With the 3.m edition, you get a mixer that will let you
feed 80 Hz to 15 kHz audio from the
XLR jack. That will sound fine on an

stumbled onto a solution by wiring the
tip and ring connectors to the XLR Pin 2
lead, and the XLR Pins 1and 3 to the
sleeve. Ihave used both my Shure mics
and an AKG D-3800 dynamic with good
results.
The MZR-30 has a mic sensitivity
control for the Auto Level feature. Ileave
the switch in the high sensitivity position
and get good quality audio with an omni
mic; in this case, aShure SM-63.
Battery life has not been agreat concern. With lithium- ion batteries and
rechargeable Ray- O- Vac alkaline
Renewal AA cells, Ican record for two
weekends before recharging both sets of
batteries on the MZR-30.
As we go up
The only problems Ihave experienced
with the MZR-30 are the Pause button
working intermittently ( awarranty prob-

The Sony MZR-30 simplifies sending wraparound reports and actualities.
Most of them accept submissions
through the easiest and most readily
available medium: the plain old dial-up
telephone system.
In 1998, Iadded two new tools to the
arsenal: the JK Audio RemoteMix 3 and
Sony MZR-30 MiniDisc recorder/player.
The RemoteMix 3 is a road warrior's
dream. It replaces the telephone and
plugs into any analog RJ-11 jack. Though
it has only tone dialing capability, the
RemoteMix 3 can connect to those rare
pulse dial lines with a parallel jack and
inexpensive tone-pulse phone.
If you are in asituation where the only
line available is adigital PBX line, the
RemoteMix 3 allows you to connect to
the line through the handset on the telephone. If you have acell phone with the
ability to accept an RJ-11 device, you can
also connect.
This JK Audio box has a three- input
mixer, two stereo headphone outputs and
two line outputs. The RemoteMix 3 has
RCA and XLR output plugs for amix of
the telephone Send and Receive audio,
which lets you record interviews in the
field. The base model RemoteMix 3 has
solid telephone quality audio.
On the road again
We used it literally from coast to coast,
hooking up to telephone lines in press
rooms, hotel rooms and any Ri- Il jack
we could use. Hooked to those jacks, we
had fewer complaints about lines than
usual. One set of two 9-volt batteries lasted most of the season. That probably
happened because we used regular AC
wall-wart power most of the time.
The line input had more than enough
gain and headroom to accept the line output of a Marantz PMD222 and Sony
MZR-30 MiniDisc recorder. With our
Shure SM-77 mic connected to one channel, the feeding of wraparound reports,
voice reports and actuality were no problem.
The price tag of $895 is reasonable,
when you consider that JK President Joe
Klinger combined an FCC- registered
telephone, handset interface and three-

ISDN, RPU or POTS codec, and lets you
use adial-up line as ahot backup. This is
a serious tool for broadcast newspeople
— the real deal.
Icouldn't find a minus with the
RemoteMix 3, because the 3.m edition
solves the only note on that wish list.
The fun begins
The addition of the MZR-30 MiniDisc
recorder made sending wraparound
reports and actualities even easier. It also
added field editing and recording capabilities that were once only available to
me in the studio.
Here is what the fidelity, flexibility,
and portability of the MiniDisc format
mean for the field reporter and studio
producer in a news or sports situation:
Simple wraps don't need to be done live
with the MZR-30. Once aclip of actuality is found, and marked as a separate
track, the fun begins.
The countdown and introduction can
be done as aseparate track, the end and
lockout can be done as another. Once you
are satisfied with both, you can move the
clip of actuality between the narration
and end. Place the unit in pause, call the
studio, and when they are ready, the
MZR-30 plays back the tracks seamlessly
with no further editing. This will endear
you to the producer or editor at the studio
end.
Sending cuts of actuality back to the
studio is no problem. Once you find the
right cuts, you separate them into tracks,
make anote of the track number and outcues, and then call the studio. You can
access the cuts with the MZR-30 thumbwheel.
Example: If you want to play Cuts 1,
20 and 5 in that order, you can turn the
thumbwheel to Cut 20, while Cut 1is
playing. Once you stop at the end of Cut
1, hit Play and Cut 20 will play. While
Cut 20 is playing, you can dial up Cut 5,
and it will play in the same manner. This
too will endear you to the producer or
editor back at the studio.
Connecting a mono microphone will
require using a 1/8- inch TRS plug. I

The JK Audio RemoteMix 3
lem) and some cosmetic damage caused
by me dropping the unit. Thankfully, it
was alot sturdier than Ianticipated.
Because of the random-access capabilities of the MiniDisc, it takes me less
time to feed actuality. What once took 10
minutes now takes three.
Ihave never had acomplaint with sound
quality from aMiniDisc recording played
See KAMINSKI, page 66

An Efficient Remote
Box Goes aLong Way
SINGER, continued from page 63
If your remote box system is efficient and user-friendly, your station's
handy for overseas remotes.
A word about solder connections: I remote broadcasts should run smooth.
Obviously, you need to look ahead for
believe it is necessary to overdo the
solder connections on mic cables. I unplanned problems, but with proper
foresight, the remote should go withrealize that we engineers prefer simple

The Telos Zephyr is avital component to the VVRRM remote box.
connections, but for a remote box, I out ahitch.
"Organization is the key," said
think you should use more solder than
Surgeon. "If you're organized and you
necessary on the mic XLRs because
the cables tend to get banged around a plan ahead, and know where all the
Radio Shacks are, everything should
go fine."
Keep in mind that your work, the
remote box, is areflection of you. If it
looks good and is simple to operate,
then your work will be appreciated.
is the key.
a
Allen Singer is assistant engineer
— Kevin Surgeon for WRRM and WVAE. E-mail him at
asinger@cincyradio.com

Organization

lot by the promotions personnel. A
weak solder point will break easily,
meaning you will have to dig out your
portable soldering iron at a remote
broadcast to repair aconnection that
shouldn't have happened in the first
place. Also, if cables and other equipment is stored in the rear of the box,
then you should over-solder your connections on the equipment installed in
the box.
Keep the remote equipment together under lock and key. Indianapolis
keeps its equipment in a warehouse;
we keep ours in engineering. The
worst place to store remote equipment
is in promotions, but that goes without
saying.

WRRM-VVVAE Remote Box:
SKB case ( or equivalent)
Shure M267 mixer
Shure UHF wireless mic
receiver
Shure U2UA wireless mics
Telex Soundmate AAT-2
wireless headphones
Telex AAR-10 wireless
headphone receiver
Audiometrix PLM power
distribution system
Crown D-75 amp
JBL speaker
Telos Zephyr
Marti RPU System
Comrex HotLine

So

ff

r-- ileld reporting the way it's supposed to work.
>Wade
ntroducing the all new Scoop Reporter II
porrable CODEC from AETA Audio. This
ugged unit combines POTS and ISDN facilities with
an integrated three-channel mixer and internal battery supply.
Featuring 99 user programmable presets, the Scoop Reporter II
handle two microphones and one line level input. A
balanced XLR output can be used for studio producer
IFB and Mix-Minus feeds from studio, or to feed the
local PA. The Scoop Reporter II will operate on voltagest
from 85 to 240 volts at 47 to 440Hz. When AC is not
available or fails, the unit will run on standard " D" cell alkaline
batteries. The intuitive interface :sso easy to use, your talent will
be able to run aremote broadcast with no techni- _>
cal assistance. And with our 24-hour technical
support, you'll never miss another field report.
The Scoop Reporter is the all-in-one box that will
et the scoo o •
here anytime
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BACKUP

All-in-one-box with D"
cell backup
Supports G.711, G.722,
ISO/MPEG Layer II,
ADPCM and J.52
ISDN or POTS
Three-channel mixer
PC programmable
Send and receive 20kHz
audio at 128kbs with
ISDN
Send and receive 7.5kHz
audio with POTS

Available through most broadcast
equipment suppliers

AETA

-40eilltiarawildk
Linking Innovation With Clarity

AETA AUDIO CORPORATION
75 Fleetwood Dr. Suite 200 • Rockaway, New Jersey 07866
Phone: ( 973) 659-0555 --Fax ( 973) 659-9555
www.aetausa.corn
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Field Sound Vital at WBUR Group
Michael LeClair
Field recoided sound is an important
part of the news operation at the WBUR
Group. Our news department has
between 15 to 20 full-time reporters and
producers who use portable equipment
on aregular basis.
Besides recording material for longform news stories, we also routinely capture "vox populi" segments, lectures,
press conferences, and documentary-style
sound material. As part of our field
recording operation we maintain avariety of equipment for these different
applications.
For many years, our mainstay recorder
has been the Marantz PMD430 cassette.
The PMD430 has a host of professional
features, such as three heads to allow
confidence monitoring, rugged input connectors, varispeed, and long- life operation
on
standard
D batteries.
Additionally, the PMD430 has dBx processing which we feel provides the best
sound available on cassette.
Our standard news kit includes a
Marantz cassette deck, a pair of Koss
TDS60 headphones, an Audio Technica
AT8 I3A microphone, a small microphone stand and the necessary cables and
adapters to allow awide range of connections to be made in the field.
We chose the Koss headphones for its
bright sound and low cost. These headphones are not intended to be reference
monitors, but rather to reveal the worst

CartWorks
Digital Audio Systems

problems in aparticular recording. Due
to its high efficiency and emphasis of the
upper mid- range frequencies, the Koss
TDS60 headphones help identify distracting background noises, such as loud air
conditioning systems, that are common in
office environments.
The Audio Technica microphone was
also chosen for low cost but the electret
condenser design provides aclean and
accurate sound. Unlike most microphones designed for news gathering, the
AT813A is cardioid and does not have
special shock mounting or low- frequency
roll off. It takes extra care to use them
properly but the results are worth the
extra effort.
Field-vs.-studio
In regular listening, it can be difficult
to distinguish good field sound from that
which was recorded in the studio. Also
available when needed is a Sennheiser
ME80 mid- length shotgun that can help
in crowd situations or to capture sound
effects in the field. While Igenerally prefer condenser microphones, due to the
difficulty of supplying phantom power
we tend to use only battery- powered
models like this for field recording.
The above equipment comes protected
in a quality camera bag. We use the
Tamrac model 606, which is amazingly
durable ( Ihave three or four still in the
field with over 10 years use). The camera
bag is essential to make sure equipment
survives the rough handling of the news
staff as they rush to meet deadlines.

The Choice is Easy!
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Operationally, we take simple precautions to make sure that the quality of
sound remains high.
First, to eliminate head azimuth errors,
cassette recordings are dubbed for production using the same cassette deck they
were recorded on, often straight into a
digital workstation.
Second, each deck should have abasic
alignment performed once every 12 to 18
months. This allows the bias and record
levels to be adjusted to compensate for
head wear. We also provide reporters
with ahouse standard chrome cassette for
consistent results. With this schedule of
maintenance and minor repairs, we get an
average of five or six years of usable life
from the cassette decks and microphones.
More recently we have been experimenting with the inexpensive Sony
MiniDisc recorders. For the last seven
months we have had six new kits operating with the MZR-B30 and B50 models.
Reporters like them because they are
small. Other important benefits are nonlinear access and accurate time stamping.
These last two features translate into lots
of saved time when pulling 120 seconds
of sound nuggets from a60-minute field
interview.
MiniDisc woes
Ihave to admit that Iwas pleasantly
surprised at only losing one of these MD
recorders to rough handling so far, given
the small size and consumer construction.
That said, there are a lot of problems
with these decks.
The input and output connectors use a
special Japanese 3.5 mm mini-plug that
is too delicate and the record level can't
be
changed
during
recording.
Additionally, the headphone output level
is inadequate for proper monitoring in the
field and there is no way to make sure
that the MiniDisc is actually being
recorded.
To compare the audio performance of
the MZR-B50 with cassettes Imeasured
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it with our Amber 3501 test set. Leaving
similar headroom, the MiniDisc has a
noise floor about 10 dB better than
chrome cassettes without any processing
(such as dBx or Dolby). The noise characteristic of the MiniDisc recording is
quite pleasant and unobtrusive.
Frequency response was down 1dB
around 13-14 kHz and fell off rapidly
above that point. Oddly, the low-frequency response also rolled off below around
50 Hz, perhaps due to aless-than-optimal
input stage.
In listening tests, the results compared
favorably to standard cassette but were
not as good as cassette recordings with
dBx. The MiniDisc colored the high-frequency sound on voice using our standard AT8 I3A microphone as a source.
There seems to be phasing distortion
caused by the ATRAC data compression
and the brick wall anti-aliasing filters.
There is another negative aspect to the
use of substantial data compression. If
source audio undergoes several generations of data compression in the course of
post- production and distribution, watch
out! As NPR affiliates, much of our
sound is transferred to network headquarters via ISDN and then distributed
nationwide via satellite, both of which
links use data compression. Due to the
potential problems, we use MiniDisc primarily for local production work.
Keep the mix diverse
While waiting loi advances in the
MiniDisc format, we will continue to use
a mix of different recorders. For some
reporters, the size and time saved with
MiniDisc outweighs other considerations.
Others continue to like the familiarity of
cassettes.
According to Marantz, there is aprofessional grade MiniDisc recorder in its production pipeline ( see PMD650 Tech
Update, p. 68). Adding professional features to the convenience benefits of the
MiniDisc format would erase many of
my reservations about its general use for
radio production.
To handle long field recordings, such as
lectures or documentary production, we
See LECLAIR, page 67
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Live Assist/Cart Replacement

Music- On- Hard- Drive

The first truly user friendly digital audio system. A
perfect replacement for those aging cart machines.
Operate manually like asix deck cart machine or use
Script Automation for advanced live assist features.
You won't need a staff of computer wizards to operate it either. Because CartWorks is designed to look
and operate like traditional broadcast equipment, it's
easy to learn and use.

Designed after the original CartWorks friendly user
interface, here's aprofessional Music-On-Hard- Drive
system that's simple to operate yet powerful.
Sound live 24-hours aday with pre-recorded, In-context voice tracks that match what's actually on the
air.

Satellite Automation
All the features of our Live Assist workstations plus
advanced Satellite Automation, Includes 8X2 stereo
audio switcher and everything you need for live, local
sounding satellite automation.
CartWorks' powerful Script Automation provides more
than just the standard features. Extended control
capabilities tackle even the most demanding applications.
And there's no macro language to learn. It's all controlled from asimple Windows' point and click interface.

Prices start at $

Like all CartWorks products, it's backed by 24-hour
technical support.

4,995

For information call: 1-800-795-7234
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To keep things simple, Spot sets are played from a
familiar cart deck Music log events are played from
amusic log.
CartWorks MHO accepts logs from most any of your
favorite music schedulers. Or use our included Quick
Scheduler.
Switching between automated and live assist modes
is as simple as pressing a single button.
And options are available to easily add Satellite
Automation. CartWorks MHO won't drain your budget
or your brain.

Complete !

Or visit us on the web:

www.cartworks.com
See us

NAB Booth # L11591

through the RemoteMix 3. Even when
the mie sensitivity on the MZR-30 was
set to low, the RemoteMix 3had enough
gain to send aclear and loud signal.
Ialso like the light weight and small
size of the MZR-30. It slips easily into
apocket.
The MZR-30 is now an older model; at press time, the MZR-50 was the
most recent model from Sony.
Wish upon a jack
As for my wish list for the MiniDisc
field recorder/player:
Instead of the mini-jack, Iwould like
to see atiny Switchcraft-type XLR connector used as the mie jack. But if you
can find ahank of thin lavalier cord, and
make your connections that way with
the I/8 -inch TRS mini plug, it won't put
as much strain on the mini-jack.
The MZR-50 has the Pause button

on the top of the machine. Not the
side, as does the MZR-30, which
makes pausing easier and answers one
of my wishes.
More and more broadcast reporters
are using MiniDiscs. At the Indy
Racing League season opener at Walt
Disney World Speedway near Orlando
in January, there were more Sony
MiniDisc units connected to the multibox than regular cassette machines.
It only makes sense to send the
best quality signal you can through a
bandwidth limited medium such as a
dial- up POTS phone line. The Sony
MiniDisc and JK Audio RemoteMix
3help me do this quickly and easily.
Paul Kaminski is the news director
for the Motor Sports Radio Network,
host of " Race- Talk" and " Radio Road
Test" programs. Reach him via e-mail
at motorsportsradio@compuserve.com
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Wheatstone Assists Remote Truck
by Emilio A. Murro
Vice President of Engineering
Remote Possibilities
LAS VEGAS Understandably, when
one considers a remote radio mixer, the
normal assumption is a small, portable
unit designed for the rigors of bad weather or other such environmental conditions.
But we had a project come in which
required us to be inventive in acombined
broadcast and promotional vehicle,
intended to promote abeer brand rather
than astation. Different, right?

NAB was in Las Vegas, and because
Rick lives in Vegas, he went to the show
to look for aconsole.
Rick ran into Jay Tyler from
Audioarts, a division of Wheatstone.
Tyler had an R-60 console at the show.
Rick called me right away and Itold him
to have Tyler call me. Iwas promised
that the console would hold up on the
road and if it didn't, Tyler would take it
back.
The only problem was that we needed
the console right away and Tyler could
not provide one until about two weeks
after the show. Iworked it out to have the

ment, it was time to turn everything on,
the first being the transmission system.
We picked afrequency that was far away
from any commercial station in town and
fired it up. The audio quality was as good
as any station in town.
The P.A. System was next. Mick
scratched his head and said, "It's as good
as any system on tour." The R-60 console
is at the heart of this system and performed perfectly.
Learning curve
The next task was to teach someone
with no broadcast studio experience to
operate this rolling studio.

The Wheatstone R-60 Console
On the last day of the project, Korey
Troyer from G.M.R. Marketing was
assigned the duty of taking this truck
around the country and assisting local
DJs with this studio. Korey has never
been in abroadcast studio but took to the
equipment like an old pro.
See WHEATSTONE, page 69

And You Thought
You Knew Us

obt

Inside this thirst-inducing beer truck is a mobile remote radio station.
So when Brian Buske and Mark
Smathers from G.M.R. Marketing in
New Berlin, Wis., called me along with
Rick Carr, president of Remote
Possibilities with a project to build a
transportable, legal low-power radio station in a beer truck for Miller Beer, we
jumped at the chance.
The problem was finding equipment to
fill the need within two weeks.
As some broadcast equipment is not
off-the-shelf, Iwanted to have the best
quality with the reliability of road-type
equipment. Iknew that a sound reinforcement console would hold up on the
road, but would not provide the broadcast-type atmosphere that was required
for this project.
The search went on for a console.
After having all the other equipment
ordered and shipped Istill could not find
what Iwanted in aconsole. At this time,

console shipped from the show
good price.

Perfect size
When Iarrived in St. Louis to build
the studio, Iwas surprised that the console was compact and complete. With
space being at apremium for the project,
the size was perfect.
Remote Possibilities' live sound reinforcement provides the quality for the
P.A. System he designed. The studio was
connected to an FCC-legal Part 15 limited- range transmitter. The idea of the
truck was for Miller Beer to use it at various sports and entertainment events
around the country.
You have probably seen the FM truck
at the events — it plays music to the public or broadcasts license- free on an open
frequency on the FM band.
After testing and tuning the equip-

Out in the Field With a
Mission to Produce
LeCLAIR, continued from page 66

also maintain acouple of portable DAT
recorder kits. There are a number of
drawbacks to this format that prevent its
more general use for news production.
While the sound quality of DAT is
excellent, portable DAT machines are
too delicate and require a dedicated
sound engineer for best results. The
battery life is also poor, good for about
90 minutes without replacement. I
have known reporters that went out
and bought small portable DAT
recorders only to trade them back in
for cassette decks after six months of
use. When using DAT in the field, we

Low Power Transmitters

at a very

often make acassette copy as abackup
in case the main recording fails.
At the WBUR Group, we are out in
the field every day to gather sound for
our local production. The different
needs determine the best equipment to
use for a particular news story or
recording. By maintaining arange of
equipment, we find that we can handle
most situations while maintaining
good audio quality and convenience.
Michael LeClair is chief engineer of
the WBUR Group, a noncommercial
group of four stations serving
Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

Solid- State
and
Single Tube Transmitters

Digital STL / TSL Systems

J

Modulation Monitors

Pre- Built Modular Transmitter Sites

For More Informat on Call Us Toll- Free At (800) 334-9154
QEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: geisales@ciei-broadcast.com

Toll- free Sales (800) 334-9154
Fax ( 609) 629-1751
Emergency Service ( 609) 728-2020
Web Site: http://www.gei-broadcast.com
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Solution to Remote Mix-Minus Issue
by Jeremy R. Burnham
Project Engineer
Jacor/Los Angeles
BURBANK, Calif. Double ISDN
remote broadcasts have become commonplace at KXTA(AM), X-TRA Sports
1150 in Los Angeles. Typically, this
would involve one personality at amajor
event while another announcer sets up at
asports bar or sporting goods store.
Initially, this necessitated combining
two studios involving numerous patch
cords to develop the four necessary mixminuses. The PR&E console in the air studio handled the master remote mix-minus
The ISIS Group Fred MKII Switcher for Remote Applications
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on its audition channel as well as the telephone mix-minus on the utility bus.
Meanwhile, in aproduction studio, we
used aPR&E Productionmixer console to
develop two submix-minuses, allowing
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each remote to hear the other one and the
main air studio while taking phone calls
from listeners, all without hearing any echo.
This was anightmare of patching and
awaste of production studio access time
as well.
Ihad aplan in mind to avoid using the
second studio that would involve rackmounting afour-channel mixer in Master
Control. This, unfortunately, would be
cumbersome to use and would need
someone to set levels and do an extensive
check-out prior to each double remote.
Another possibility was to find something at the 1998 NAB show to solve the
problem. The only device Iencountered
in the radio exhibits of the Las Vegas
Convention Center was large, very
expensive and needed a computer
plugged into its serial port to program it.
Isteer clear of such contraptions as Ifeel

booth. Although its equipment was aimed
at the video market, there were some
audio-only units. Iliked what tsaw.
Easy street
Our simultaneous remotes became
easy with the purchase of the ISIS Group
Fred MKII switcher. This is asingle RU
stand-alone, 4x4 active routing switcher
with one very important difference: Each
of the four outputs can select any combination of the four inputs simultaneously.
In our case, we feed the air studio console supplying the local announcer commercials and telephone calls to the first
input while feeding the outputs of ISDN
units to the second, third and fourth. The
IFB going out to a remote is simply a
combination of the air console and the
ISDN outputs from other remote locations. We can just as easily do three

remotes at the same time.
The front panel of the Fred MKII uses
push-button switches that light when
engaged, making a visual check of the
configuration easy. The ISIS switcher is a
unity gain device and remains aswitcher
as additional sources are added, by dropping each input in proportion to the number of sources selected.
The input attenuation is set at the factory for 3 dB-per-added- input. This works
well with "normal" program material. We
have never had any reason to do additional
gain adjustments. The unit can be easily
calibrated to another standard if necessary.
Meat and potatoes
The rear of the unit uses standard XLR
plugs for the inputs and outputs, which is
my preferred method of connecting audio in
our air chain. The user may consider either
pin 2or pin 3as "hot." Fred does not care.
A D- connector is also on the back
allowing for remote control. The front
panel may be removed and located up to
two hundred feet away if remote control
is desired. A blank front panel is available for the rack unit.
The input impedance is 24 kohms balanced or 12 kohms unbalanced.
Internally, the ISIS uses a 16 x 16 switch
matrix controlled by the push-button logic. The selected outputs go to LF347
quad JFET summing amplifiers, followed by variable gain stages and finally
through buffers to the outputs. The output impedance is 54.8 ohms balanced or
27.4 ohms unbalanced, which will easily
drive 600 ohms with a minimal 0.3dB
drop.
The Fred may be mounted anywhere
with no special cooling required,
although it is recommended that it not set
directly on top of something hot. We try
to leave a space between each piece of
rack mounted equipment anyway; everything runs much cooler that way.
Labeling the switches made use of the
Fred MKII so intuitively obvious to our
operation people that virtually no additional instructions were necessary to air
single, double or triple remotes.
The author has been involved in every
conceivable type of remote broadcast —
including microwave, te/co loop, RPU
band, Switched-56, flyaway satellite and
ISDN — for the past 35 years.
For more information contact ISIS
Group in California at (888) 622-4747 or
circle Reader Service 208.

TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
Superscope Technologies
Superscope Technologies is offering the Marantz
PMD650 professional portable MiniDisc recorder for remote
use. The PMD650 incorporates many of the features found in
Marantz portable cassette recorders.
The MiniDisc standard-play mode of 74 minutes stereo
and long-play mode of 148 minutes mono are both supported
by the PMD650. When recording in long play, only one channel is recorded; when two are connected, the left and right
signals are summed. Also included is a 20- second stereo
recording (40-second mono recording) buffer.
A variety of analog and digital Ins and Outs suit numerous
applications. The coaxial digital input with sample rate converter can be used to record from digital sources with sample
frequencies of 32 kHz. 44.1 kHz or 48 kHz. An XLR digital
output ( S/PDIF) offers the flexibility to transfer the recorded
digital data to other equipment.
All edit and playback functions are located on top of the
PMD650 for easy table playback and editing. The editing
functions allow the user to compile aprogram from recorded
material and also divide, combine, move, erase or title atrack
to create virtually any type of compilation.

For more information contact Superscope Technologies
in Illinois at (630) 820-4800, fax (630) 820-8103 or circle
Reader Service 12.
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R-60 Assists in Remotes
WHEATSTONE, continued from page 67

The ease of operation with this console and associated equipment made his
job easier as he promoted the Miller FM
truck.
After Korey was on the road for about
a month, Istarted receiving calls from
engineers around the country about the
truck. Most comments were, "This studio
is better than the one Ihave at the radio
station."
My concern when the truck hit the
road was the durability of all the equipment. Some of the equipment needed
minor repair, but the Audioarts console
has been going strong after 200,000
miles. Ihad one bad Line module after
about a year and Audioarts replaced it
promptly. Since then Ihave had to make

Yamaha

no service calls on this console — not
even alight bulb.
The console has held up under
abnormal circumstances. Most of my
installation jobs have had many console problems due to price limits. The
R-60 is priced right and can stand just
about anything. Needless to say, the
console did not go back and is still on
the road.
A few things Iwould like to see: The
Line Select for extended inputs should be
put on a drop- in card instead of across
the meter bridge.
And Istill do not like Molex connectors.
For more information contact
Wheatstone in North Carolina at (252)
638-7000, fax (252) 637-1285 or circle
Reader Service 117.

The Yamaha 03D is amixer suited
for a variety of broadcast purposes,
including on-site use at aremote.
A total of 26 inputs plus four
bus outputs, four auxiliary
effect sends, a main stereo
bus and a solo bus make
up a flexible configuration of analog and digital inputs and outputs.
Coaxial and AES/EBU
stereo digital I/O connectors allow
direct connection to DAT recorders and
other compatible digital devices. The
stereo digital input signals can be routed to the stereo bus for submixing or to
the stereo input channel for mixing and
processing. The number of inputs can

be increased by digitally cascading two
03D units together, with both sharing
bus, aux, stereo and solo busses.
The optional YGDAI slot provides
eight digital inputs and eight digital outputs for direct digital connection to
many modular digital multitrack recorders, disk-based
recording systems and
AES/EBU and Yamaha
format systems. The
YGDAI outputs can be
configured as bus outs, aux
40 sends, direct outs or stereo
outs to achieve eight-track
simultaneous recording.
For more information, contact
Yamaha in California at ( 714) 5229011; fax ( 714) 522-9522 or circle
Reader Service 200.
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The UM- 2000 is a self contained split band stereo FM processor,
with AGC and an ultra-transparent- digital stereo generator.
Designed to give you concert quality, at a price you will like.
Contact us for details and dealer information.
AFFORDABLE AUDIO PROCESSING

Broadcast Technology Company
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http://www.broadcasttech.com
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Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital audio switchers
offer excellent sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial
remote control capabilities and flexible mounting accessories.
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATES
Sonifex

Maycom

Sonifex offers the Courier portable hard disk recorder for audio retrieval in avariety of field recording environments.
With a weight of
three
pounds,
the
Courier
digitally
records to a PCMCIA
hard disk, has graphical
scrub-wheel editing and
will transfer audio via
mobile
telephone.
modem and ISDN.
The
Courier
i
designed to record, edit
and transfer audio in a
quick and efficient
manner. The PCMCIA
cards can operate in
severe conditions and may be used while on the move, making the recorder suitable
for radio journalists.
A graphical display details the recording level and time count-up, remaining disk
space and battery power. Standard camcorder batteries are used and can be changed
without interrupting arecording.
A jog/shuttle wheel assists in creating accurate edits. Audio can be ported into any
suitably equipped digital audio workstation for instant editing. Recorded files are
compatible with DOS and Windows audio software and playback systems.
For more information contact Independent Audio in Maine at (207)773-2424, fax
(207) 773-2422, visit the Sonifex Web site at www.sonifex.co.uk or circle Reader
Service 181.

The Easycorder from Maycom is the company's second-generation digital
solid-state recorder, featuring on-board graphical editing and use of both internal
memory and removable PC cards.
All settings and actions performed by the user are visible on an illuminated
liquid crystal display. Several presets enable the user to define combinations of
compression algorithms and audio modes and to activate them with the press of
abutton.
All analog switches, such as
those that
operate the
limiter,
phantom
power,
line/mic and
rumble filter, can be set independently for each channel.
Time Shift Recording enables the Easycorder to begin recording before the
Record button is actually pushed. This is done by means of a looping mode,
which constantly stores the last 20 seconds up to one minute in RAM.
The Easycorder provides extended playing time by cutting power consumption. A "smart" battery system is employed to monitor individual battery statistics and provide aprecise indication of remaining capacity.
For more information contact Maycom in the Netherlands at + 31-481377740, fax +31-481-377380, visit its Web site at www.maycom.n1 or circle
Reader Service 155.

Nagra
The Ares-C portable digital recorder from Nagra is ashock-resistant digital
recorder that offers continuous, solid-state recording. several editing features
and ISDN and analog transmission.
The recorder dispenses with moving-part tape
transports, disk drives or
other electromagnetic
components for virtually
silent operation. Almost
no service backup is necessary since the unit is
software-driven.
At slightly more than
six pounds, the Ares-C is
suitable for use as an
over- the- shoulder
recorder. Low power
consumption is a beneficial feature; up to five continuous hours of operation can be expected from a
fourD cell pack, and up to 15 hours is possible from an eight-cell pack.
The control layout is designed for clarity and simplified use. A tactile function selector switches between Play, Record and Edit/Standby modes; additional
"transport" keys provide cue and review functions.
The Ares C uses the PCMCIA flash RAM card to enable uninterrupted
recording and automatic seamless switching to the next card when the one in use
is full.
For more information contact Nagra in Tennessee at (615) 726-5191, fax
(615)726-5189 or circle Reader Service 207.

Ari
The MX 101 mono field mixer from ATI is the latest addition to the company's
NanoAmp series of studio and field mixers.
The MX101 combines three low- noise mic/line inputs with phantom power, switchable low-cut filters, alimiter and aheadphone cue with aslate risk and tone generator,
and athree-color LED meter. The unit feeds a +22 dBm XLR output.
This is contained in a I . 25- pound
package, with several rechargeable battery modules that are easy to replace.
The company offers several other
portable mixers in its NanoAmp series.
including the MXS100 with three XLR
switchable mic/line low- noise balanced
inputs. The unit also features phantom
power, pan pots, stereo Tape In and
Tape Out jacks and atest tone oscillator that drives stereo, metered, low-distortion servo XLR balanced switchable
mic/line outputs with switchable peak
limiting.
For more information contact AT! in
Pennsylvania at (215) 443-0330; fax
(215) 443-0394 or circle Reader
Service 180.
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lntelix
The 8002MCB-FP from Intelix is an eight-channel, dual-bus unit to assist field production of remote radio broadcasts.
The mixer is the same as the 8002MCB, except the company has placed the line
pads and trim controls on the front panel for easy access at remote applications. This is
particularly beneficial when installed in fixed remote racks like those in remote
broadcast trucks.
The front- panel
bus switches allow
for quick reconfiguration at a remote;
mix- minus and cueing are possible. The
dual- bus structure
also allows the mixer
to be configured as
two independent mixers in one chassis. The auxiliary bus can be routed to the headphone output.
The inclusive compressor/limiter can be set for athreshold of -40 to +20 dB. The
compression ratio is adjustable from 0 to 100 percent; the compressor/limiter is
engaged and adjusted using afront-panel button and screw controls.
For more information contact Intelix in Wisconsin at ( 608) 831-0880, fax ( 608)
831-1833 or circle Reader Service 182.
Digigram
Digigram offers the POCpocket and PCXpocketAD PCMCIA-style audio
interfaces with the processing power of the company's full-sized PCX digital
audio boards.
These are intended for professional sound recording and editing applications
on laptop computers and are suitable for remote recording and editing use.
When used with editing software, either card adds adigital audio workstation to
the other capabilities of
the laptop.
In addition to analog
inputs and outputs, the
PCXpocketAD interface
includes atimecode input
to expedite synchronization for post production.
It also offers a S/PDIF
digital audio input for
direct digital dubbing
from DAT, MD or other
digital recording devices.
Both models feature
two balanced mic/line
inputs and two unbalanced outputs at line or
headphone level. They operate in both PCM-linear and MPEG audio compressed modes for coding, processing and decoding in real time.
Audio segments are easily transferred with amodem, ISDN terminal card or
network connection.
For more information contact Digigram in Virginia at ( 703) 875-9100; fax
(703)875-9161 or circle Reader Service 156.
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Shure

Soundcraft

The FP33 from Shure is aportable mixer designed for remote audio recording, electronic news gathering and electronic field production.
With sealed, conductive plastic input potentiometers, an improved battery-

Soundcraft offers the GPI, a
portable and rugged on- location
mixer for remote production and
live broadcast.
Available in 6, 8 and 12 channel versions, the GPI has arange
of input and output modules for
custom configuration to meet user
requirements. The unit accepts
power from internal batteries, an
external DC source ranging from
8to 30 V, or by using the provided power supply and charger.
The maximum input level for
the microphone input is + 16 dBu;
for the line input, the maximum
level is +40 dBu.
For more information contact Soundcraft in Tennessee at (6150 360-0471, fax
(615) 360-0273 or circle Reader Service 152.

switching circuit, internal headphone level adjustments and durable I/8- inch
jacks, the FP33 is the next step above the FP32A field mixer. Light in weight
and small in size, the FP33 will operate for approximately eight hours on two 9
V alkaline batteries. It can also be powered by any 12 to 30 VDC power supply.
Its low self-noise and adynamic range of more than 100 dB make the FP33
suitable for use with DAT and other digital recording media. Other features
include pop-up pan pots, LED indicators of input levels, output peaks and limiter action and amix bus to connect an additional FP33 or FP32A.
For more information contact Shure in Illinois at (847) 866-2200, fax (847)
866-2585 or circle Reader Service 206.

Complete used broadcast
equipment solutions.

Dan Dugan Sound Design
The Model D-1 Live Mikes Processor from Dan Dugan Sound Design is ideal for
remote broadcast applications, specifically broadcast news and talk formats for radio.
Conference
reinforcement and
recording is possible and multiple
wireless mics may
be used as well —
up to 96 live mics
can be handled
through linking the
units. Up to eight
VCA channels can
patch into any
mixer's input.
The multi-mic
live sound system
performance can be improved through use of the Model D-1, and the unit reduces
ambient noise pickup as well as feedback. Cueing errors are eliminated. Remote control capabilities are possible as an optional feature.
For more information contact Dan Dugan Sound Design in California at (415)
821-9776, fax (415) 826-7699 or circle Reader Service 54.
Yorkville Sound
The DJM806 from Yorkville Sound is amixer suitable for disc jockeys during live remote broadcasts.
The mixer features an equalizer, digital effects and ahigh-power, fan-cooled
stereo amplifier. The amplifier delivers 800 watts of stereo power, appropriate
for mobile situations.
The DJM806 has aheavy-gauge metal chassis and atoroidal power supply.
The Silentfan feature provides fan cooling. Self-contained, the mixer minimizes
setup
and
tear- down
time.
Other specifications
include balanced XLR
and quarterinch jacks,
switchable
phono/line
stereo outputs, a cue
switch
on
every LED
channel, 60
mm
longthrow faders,
an effects unit with 255 presets and apeak/hold VU meter with 12 LEDs per
channel.
For more information contact Yorkvdle Sound in New York at (716) 2972920, fax ( 716)297-3689 or circle Reader Service 154.

ITC Delta mono players and recorders meet the tough
requirements of professionals who demand outstanding audio
performance in a reliable, mid- priced cartridge machine.
Harris used equipment department is offering the follow ng
specials on mono players and recorders:
Record/play units: new - $ 1095;
reconditioned - $ 895;
as- is - $ 395.
Players: reconditioned - $ 395;
as- is - $175.
With Harris' low prices, you can be sure to get the most value
for your money. Whether you're buying, trading, or se ling, call
Harris for quality, selection, service and price.

next level solutions

1-800-300-0733
www.harris.com/communications
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

ACOUSTICS

Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:
BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-Rs
AUDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC & ITC CARTS
DAT & THE NEW R-CD
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60% Better Absorption
*

Best Value By Fail

Call for a FREE Sample Kn. visit our website
or as for Auralex products by name at your
favorite broadcast supplier.
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Users: ABC Radio Network • NPR • James Taylor • Cleft Black • Christopher Cross • Doane Perry ( Jethro Tull) •
Dennis DeYoung.James YoungTodd Sucherman (Styx) • Mike Wench. ( J
p) • Ross Vannelli • George
Terry ( Eric Clapton) • SkkfRow • Mark Lindsay ( P. Revere &the Raklers) • John Baxter ( Re-Fledl • Berklee College
01 Musc • JBL • Walt Disney Co • LucasArts • Pal Duke ( Voice of McDonalds )1Miller Brewing) • Dick Ervash
(Voce of Sports on For • MSNBC • NBC Sports • CBS Sports • ABC TV • Polygram • Sear Sound, NYC • AT&T •
NASA • Sony • Shure • Ford • ShowCo • Kodak • Mormon Church TV • Warner Bros • 20th Century Fox • Universal
Studios • Maury Pouch Show • Ensoniq • The Lincoln Center • Hitachi • KC Royals • General Dynamos • Toshiba
•Hunter Fan Co • Baldwin • Adaptec • Paramount • Rockwell • US Gov't • Opryland • Fruit of the Loom Country
Comfort Tour • Carvin • WhisperRoom • Martin Marietta • Manley Audio Labs • Rainbow America ( Disney, Microsoft)
•Pelonis Acoustics • Macromedia • Plus People Who Do Work For: ABC News Spons, Fox TV, NBC News ESPN,
Late Show With D. Letterman. Cellular One. Texas Instruments Stevie Nicks, Kurzweil, Turner Broadcasting.,
Wadden, Coke, Taco Bell, Levis Mattel. Agee Records. TOP, etc Shouldn't You Join Em?
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Circle ( 90) On Reader Service Card

AconsticsFirsr
z888-765-2900

Circle (232)On Reader Service Card
Ampex 250 Type Ill w/manual.
like new, $450; ATI Emphasizer,
gd cond, $400; Valley People
Gain Brains II ( 2). ( 2) Keypex
II's, ( 2) Maxi- O's. TR804 power
supply & rack, excel cond,
$800. M Tait. 202-488-3905.
Valley Audio MAXI- 0, like
new, $400. A Polhemus, 212302-9010.

500 watts to 20 Kw. per Bay

www.acousticsfirst.com

Stainless Steel Construction
Tuned and Range Tested

ATI M1000-1 dual chnl mike
amp/mixer, $ 50. J Parman,
606-236-2711.

FM STL Antennas as low as 195.00
Contact

Jimmie Joynt

800/279-3326

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell

17194 Preston Rd.

Scala 5 el Yager ( 2), excel
cond, 2 yrs old. but to receive.
106.5 FM, one ctr mount, one
end mount, $ 150 ea. C Marker, 906-249-1423.
3" HELIAX STANDARD
COAXIAL CABLE
ill

Ohm, unused, cut to

length. Prit

Call Basic Wire & Cable
'( NANCY) 800-227-4292

Electronics

(
804) 984-4255

Harris/ERI FML-2 bay FM
antenna tuned to 105.5 mHz,
circ polarized, unity gain, mint
cond, w/all stainless steel
hardware, removed due to
pwr upgrade, on ground ready
to go, $ 1000. D Palmer, 740593-6651.

V Create " real- world" coverage maps with Longley-Rice,
TIREM, PTP & other models using polygon map features.
V Prepare concise FCC model coverage maps and allocation studies using USGS geographic map databases.
Census calculations, tower and airport databases.
V Search for AM. FM, TV, DTV & LPTV channels with graphics oriented programs and FCC databases.
y Plot STL paths in 3-D using NGDC terrain databases... and more!

ur

\L
r,
i 0
[:°

,--

800-743-3684

Gates/ATC cart machines for
par ts, BO. J Parman, 606236-2711.

Technics 1200 SLPII ( 2) CD
players, gd cond, $350 ea/BO.
M Mathis, 501-305-2255.

Without Advertising
aTerrible Thing Happens...

1

800/644-5958

CBS Volumax 400 limiter in
gd cond, $ 150. D Palmer,
740-593-6651.
Roland SG20 pro studio 20
band EQ w/all freq, switchable, mint cond, $375/B0.
Sony PCM 501ES digital
audio processor w/manual,
$500. B Meuse, 650-9692433.

FAV 77i- 7, ; 9
Want to Buy

Unity 2000 audio processor,
$3800; Roland DM80 audio
workstation, $ 4000. P Fraley,
606-233-1515.

ERI FML3-E rototiller model,
end fed 3- bay FM antenna
system, on or near 100.9
MHz. R Miller, 217-824-3395.

Want to Buy

AUDIO

Yamaha BP- 1 bass pedals,
electr only or schematic for
same. B Meuse, 650-969-2433

PRODUCTION
Want to Sell

i mE 4HALL

Professional software
packages for preparing
FCC applications and
plotting coverage. For
Windows and NT

Suite 123-297 Dallas, TX 75248

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

S.W.R. FM Antennas
Great Antenna
Great Price!

PRODUCE Host

Phone 972/473-2577

Fax 972/473-2578

belmv illarki)1. Shipped instantly.

RCA M1-12242 tube type single chnl balanced mike to balanced line amp w/dB meter,
great 3 tube mike preamp &
booster amp for long mike
runs, 8 dBm 600 ohm balanced output + unbalanced
output, gd cond, $ 200. R
Franklin, 215-332-7165.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Priced as low as 395.00 per Bay

Want to Sell

Altec 1568A (
2), tube, needs
repair. A Polhemus, 212-3029010.

UDS II automation system,
$6000. P Fraley, 606-233-1515.

Generate hundreds of
qualified leads
50,000W NYC radio station

FM Antennas All Power Levels

control & noise elimination.

Altec-Lansing A323 custom
built power amp, monaural,
push-pull 6L65 output tubes,
transformers, BO. M Crosby,
408-363-1646.

SMC 350 Carousels ( numerous) in as is cond, $ 50 ea;
1970 SMC brain to control up
to 6 Carousels, $ 100. R Miller,
217-824-3395.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Communications

Sueteet Bowadeezet Puiducte

Full product line for sound

AMPLIFIERS

Sono-Mag 350 Carousel parts
(2), BO; Electric Works Digital
DJ ( 2) automation systems,
computer snd card, no switcher,
BO. JParman, 606-236-2711.

For more information
call Kris Elliot at
1-800-942-1711
or write to: J&I Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

*
1, 2, 3, 4 & 12" Thicknesses
,
\.„. *
10 Vivid Colors In 2 Styles
",,, .\- "..... *

BE Audio Vault AV100 air system & AudioVault production, in
excel cond, complete w/manuals & diskettes, $ 18000/60. M
Bohach, 740-653-4373.

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO

Want to Sell

Aircorp Pro Announcer
500 speech processor, mic
pre, 3 band EQ, compressor, noise gate, assymetry
correction, servo balanced
output, $ 225. D Newton,
818-842-3420.
ANTEX AUDIO CARDS, will
not be undersold. A.S.C.
619-523-1575.
CAL SPP-800 stereo preparation
processor, like new cond, just
removed from service, $300/80.
PStanton, 602-461-9609.

Want to Sell

IGM-EC includes controller,
computer, ( 2) random access
G- Carats, extra cables, also
25MC Carousels & spare EC
controller, no computer, BO. B
Mangels, 716-593-6070.
ANTEX
STUDIOCARDS
AVPRO...$400. Also call for
pricing on ANTEX DIGITAL
AUDIO CARDS. 626-8590213.

CART MACHINES

Want to

Sell

ITC Encore, PDII ( 2), Audicord 100 plus many new &
used carts, BO. M Mathis,
501-305-2255.
BE 3 deck P/R, record mode
needs work, $ 1500. C Marker,
906-249-1423.
Harris/Gates Criterion, 4
mono Pbs, $ 50 ea; 2 mono
rec/PB, $475 ea; one stereo
PB, $ 50; one Audicord
rec/PB, $ 75. D Palmer, 740593-6651
Spotmaster cartridge tape
winders TP-1B w/out timer,
$50; TP1B tape timers, $ 175;
STL alignment carts C0031- Fl
(IEC), CO234- 2- Fl ( stereo IEC),
X1235- 1- Fl ( 3150 Hz flutter). M
Crosby, 408-363-1646.
Tapecaster X700PS stereo play
only cart machines (4), all in gd
operating cond, includes supply
of parts, motors, stereo heads,
rollers, belts, etc, $375/all. M
Gollub, 410-535-2201.

Advertise!

CD PLAYERS

Want to sell
Audiometrics CD10 CD players ( 2), great cond, $600 ea;
Jewel cases available also. B
Rauch, 406-752-5257.

/-

Call
703-998-7600
for details

HALL

Electronics

706 Rose Hill Dr.
Charlottesville Va. 22901
804-984-4255 (Voice)
804-984-3299 (Fax)

This Month's Special !!

B 1 "

S.L>fty ¡ ere.) lilt. •rile* ta.

Broadcast Automation Software
JUST $999 List
Turnkey Systems Starting at $ 2995
Call or visit our web site for your discount price
solesehalls.com

www.halls.com

techeiholls cornIA
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COMPLETE FACILITY

rPicturée.

,
t

Want to Sell

our This:
1999
omphte
EquipmenTWealer
Experienced Professionals
*RF and Studio Packages
*Personal Service *
New Stations and Rebuilds

Your

CONSOLES

Project

is

Important to Us

Atlantic
Media Broadcast
call -Rick Johnson -

Ampex AM10, 6x2 mixer,
excel cond, $295; Altec tube
mixer 4 mic 1line, excel cond,
$595; Ampex MX10 tube mixer,
$695; Altec 1599A 6chnl mixer,
$295. JPrice, 214-321-6576.
Autogram
AG- 6
w/12
remotes, great cond, $900. B
Rauch, 406-752-5257.
Interface electronics 32x8x2,
32 chnl 8 sub console, all mic
pre's transformered, $2000. J
Borden, 414-482-8954.
MCl/Sony 618, 24x24, $6.5K;
Quantum 24x24, $ 4.5K;
Soundcraft 600, 32x16, $5.5K,
like new; Model 30, $295; 512,
$950; 520, $ 1450. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

Toll Free

Want to Buy

888-744-6635
email - riek«.1) estoilemei

LPB Signature II, need 5or 8
chnl mono in gd cond. A Sutton, 864-427-2411.
DISCO- PRO

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

SOUND EQUIP

STUDIO/SU/TRANSMITTER/ANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-

Want to Sell

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-

Gemini Executioner 19 ,
Gemini mixer, kill switches,
pro scratch fader, loop in loop
out, 9 chnls, rotary kills, assn
crossfader, 2 mic w/EQ aux,
$250; Gemini DJC-01, gd
cond, DJ case, grey carpeting, fits 2 TT & 2 19" rack
mixer cocking latches, $ 100
+shpg; Gemini PD- 8, gd
cond, 8 on/off lighted pwr
switches, 8 plug ins on rear
grounded, $ 30; Teac 720-K
dbl cassette deck, auto
reverse, CD & tape syncro
balance control, headphone
jack, recording levels, in &
out jacks, new cond, $ 125
+shpg. J Licano, 520-4733937.
LIMITERS

Ampex AG-440C ( 2) in excel
cond. pick up only. $2000/B0.
C Marker, 906-249-1423.

Want to Buy

Urei LA-4, silver-face. J Borden, 414-482-8954.
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's &
any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM
CST, 972-271-7625.
MICROPHONES

Want to Sell
Beyer 101, pair, one needs
work, $350; EV shock mounts
(2), radio station types, $ 25
ea. P Paquin, 528-385-0805.

Communications
•

Comtek MR- 72 wireless mike
system w/lav mike, xmtr & AC
rcvr, $ 250; Comtek MR- 182
wireless mike system w/lav
mike, xmtr & AC rcvr, $450;
Comtek xmtrs, 15 hand held &
wand type xmtrs for use
w/Comtek rcvrs, 72MGHz &
170 MHGz range, $ 100 ea;
Comtek MR- 72 & MR- 182 ( 3)
circuit boards, $ 150 ea;
Comtek PR- 72B ( 10) personal
rcvrs w/27 extra crystals of
various freq, $ 50 ea. R Barwig, 773-283-2820.

Capps CM2001 mies, dead or
alive, also pwr supplies, low
or hi impedance. F Hall, 508753-1335.

Orban Optimod FM 8100
A/ST, studio chassis only,
excel cond, $800/130. C Marker, 906-249-1423.
Orban 418A stereo FM audio
limiter/processor
w/preemphasis selecting, input,
output, gain reduction meter,
19" rack mount, excel cond,
$300. C Marion, 215-2898295.
UREI LA4 compressors/
limiter. J Price, 214-3216576.

RCA M16203C varacoustic
mic, excel cond, BO; WE
639B, excel cond. J Feasel,
740-927-2592.

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
• FCC Applications

AM- FM- TV- LP IV
• FCC Applications & Exhibits

• Frequency Studies

•Experimental Authorizations

•Class Upgrades

• AM Directional Antennas

•STL Applications

• High Power Antenna Arrays

•Station Inspections

Tr

1-301-913-9287

FAX : ( 301) 913-5791/ • 5272 RI\ er Rd. #460 • Bethesda. MD 20816}

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
-Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
-Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDSATFSiOFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
-Expert Testimony

Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921 0115
Fax: ( 301) 600 -9767

9049

E. HAROLD MUNN. JR.
& ASSOCIATES. INC.
Broadcast Engineering
Consultants
AM - FM -TV
THE BROADCAST ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
Box 220. 100 Airport Rd.
Coldwater. MI 49036
517-278-7339

and Field Lngineering

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•EMC Test I.ah-FCC and European ( IEC)

OW[ ENGINEERING,, INC.
1-800-797-1338 Fax

EXPERTS IN:
TV - AM • FU • ITFS • MICROWAVE • PCS • FIBER

Í T. Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants

dallawopld .
•

Engineering Soft n are
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

PC — SOFTWARE
AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping—S1L Paths
RFHAZ—US Census PopCount
FAA Tower—Draw Tower
Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant x eift
1600 Picturesque Drive V
Cedar Falls IA 50613

800- 743- DOUG
GRAHAMBROCK, INC_
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSELTANTS
lull
Frum All, Amin in iit
)
1s:ration \\ I1\1 I\
SI \ scones:
vivid \‘ i Iniunna And
1•:. ¡ Ink, I
(Ser . 15
engiliverin,te
mu' cinisiiiling experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

EM

11.11,11,

System One Communications
Broadcast Constructors & Consultants

Houston, Texas
888-625-5649
Complete Turnkeeonstruction
Antenna Line Testing
AM Directional Field Work
AM and FM Applications
Tower Services
Studio Designs
Custom Studio Furniture

DON'T GAMBLE
WITH YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLARS!

8041-368-5754

RCA 77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE
KU-3A's On- Air lights, recording lights. Top price paid. Fast
response. Bill Bryant Mgmt,
2601 Hillsboro Rd, G12,
Nashville TN 37212. 615-2696131, FAX: 615-292-3434.
MISCELLANEOUS

Want to Sell
ENGINEEQS-HAMS
CHECK OUT MY WEB SITE
USED EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
www spacestar.nerusers rachorey
715-268-2233

'ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
&coops new 8. rebuilt for Ekom, Nor. A, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent.
11435 Mandas., Si. Omaha, NE 68164
1 402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Karg XT-3A crystal-controlled
tube tuner, rack mountable
w/outboard tube multiplex
adapter, gd cond, $ 300. A
Sandoval, 515-965-3823.

info a datImurld.com

fax: 301-656-5341

10"x 19"$19.95

1,.1,11111,1,11'01

COMMUNICATIONS

World and reach

AM-FM-TV-LPTV

18,000+ broadcast

111 , 111101

\Ill., SI le

professionals.

1111,111111,11.s.
1,11111,111,11114

Call Simone TODAY!

PI Kt 11,1 1,, Ili •••

912-890-2506

912-985-0864 FAX
emcconi.com

CAUT1011

Advertise in Radio

Consulting Engineer

703-.998-7600

Gentner
G2500
Super
Hybrid, $ 950. Gentner Tele Switch $350, both items like
new. S Kirsch, 516-7631776.
Ungar Hot- Vac de- soldering
station, needs vacuum source
for operation, $ 100/130. M
Crosby, 408-363-1646.
Whiten jewel case traxs,
$.10 ea. P Paquin, 528-3850805.
Want to Buy
ADC 4176A 600/600 audio
transformer made by Audio
Development Co. F Hall, 508753-1335.
Jazz record collections, 10"
LP/12" LP be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices paid. B
Rose, Program Recdgs, 228
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212674-3060.
Vinyl record collection, mid
70's to early 80's, alternative
rock, heavy metal, progressive, in Wash/Balt area, needed for shortwave music show.
F Flintstone, 301-567-2012
after 4PM.
MONITORS

ElectraCure for Windows
software, latest version 6.2d
1999 CD-ROM, database
w/over 40,000 repair cures &
symptoms, covers projection
TV's, camcorders, monitors,
home VCR's & TV's, includes
Teledex, Transact & 60,000
FCC ID listings for mfgrs
addresses for parts & service
info, $ 90. R Franklin, 215332-7165.

RF Warning Signs

eoic II» Mr1.1,ioSul Nico.

11,111,1,

NN . 1.1 at as 0 0(1A:rem

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mies, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST,
972-271-7625.

9"x 12" $ 13.95

Market Analsis

-- 41

RE-20 EV mic in gd working
cond, hopefully w/shock
mount & windscreen; Shure
SM-5B mic in gd working
cond; Shure SM-7 mic in gd
working cond. D Palmer, 740593-6651.

(
612) 785-4631

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 612)785-4115 ‘,

email: mullengreaol.com

a.

ADC TT ( Bantam) Patchbays, $ 149; TT or 1/4" cords,
$10; new short MRL test
tapes, $229 for 2", 1/4", $ 79;
Gates dual stereo tube limiter, $ 1200; Gates top level,
$595; Allen & Heath GL2
rack mixer, mint, 14x4, $ 795;
CBS Labs Audimax, $400 ea;
tube preamps, $ 300-400;
MX10 mixers, $ 795. W
Gunn, POB 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92263. 760-3200728.

CBS Audiomax stereo level
controller, $ 200/130. L Houck,
830-537-5494.

FCC Applications, Design, Field Engineering Slower Detuning
Video/Datallolce • Statewide Networks • Wide-Area Networks

210 S. Main St., Thlensyllie, WI 53092 (414) 242-6000 FAX (414) 242-6045
Internet: http://www.evansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

Telefunken M- 221B tube
mics, all orig, 934B caps,
PSU, cables, $2000/pr; AKG
C-24 stereo tube mic, all orig,
PSU, cables, $ 5500; Neumann UM- 57 tube mic, all
orig, $ 1800/ea; Neumann
CMV 563 tube mic, all orig, M7 capsule, $ 2000/ea; Neumann SM-69FET stereo mic,
all orig, $ 2300/ea; Neumann
SM-69 tube stereo mic, all
orig, $ 2800/ea. F Danner,
781-294-1218.
Want to Buy

Engineers

SlOC1ATIS

VAC AA-1PC, 2 rack mount
silence alarms, excel cond,
$150/both; Middle Atlantic D2, 2 rack unit enclosed drawer, blk, vgc, $ 50; OmniCraft
SP- 1 dual freq cue tone generator, vgc, $40. R Branske,
708-399-544.

AKG 025 (
pair), $500 ea. A
Polhemus, 212-302-9010.

CONSULTANTS
Consulting

Neumann U47, $3900; U67,
$3300; U87, $ 1800; KM83 or
84 pairs, $ 1400; KM88s,
$950 ea; RCA 77DX, $ 1200;
BK5, $ 700; BK1A, $ 300. W
Gunn, POB 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92263. 760-3200728.

Want to Sell

-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438 -6040
You Know We Know Radio'

April 14, 1999

Want to Sell
Used
Mod
Monitors.
McMartin & Belar. Many to
choose from, tuned & calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent.
402-493-1886.
RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell
Marti R10 receiver, $ 1500 ea.
P Fraley, 606-233-1515.
Comrex 2- line freq extender,
xmtr & rcvr, $ 1995 for both
ends. Steve Kirsch, 90 S Long
Beach Rd, Rockville Centre
NY 11570. 516-763-1776.
SCA RECEIVERS—ALL TYPES
Will work to meet your receiver needs

soo984-42sk
Jensen Mfg Co rotating horn
speaker for Leslie cabinet,
$125. F Hall, 508-753-1335.
Triad P5A pwr transformer,
$60 + shpg. F Hall, 508-7531335.

Professional/

Table / Portable

Field Strength Meters
Reading Service / Ethnic / Data

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
2237 Industrial Boulevard

Sarasota,

FL 34234-3119

Tel: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081
E-Mail: SCARadio@aol.com

BEE
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RECORDERS

Want to Sell

7774.

fv1 achine
Service

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT
recorder brands & models
including ADAT and DA 88
Warranty Service on Most Brands
'Over 3000 i‘terchines Serviced!
New/Refurbished DATs Available
Compare Our Rates!

.Pro Digital Inc.
1)-11 Pitq,/rder '
iert ice Specialist
lb 10) -V-3 - ._? -400

Ampex 350 power supply
assembly, BO; Ampex AL500- 2 rcdr, $100; Akai M7
cross- field head rcdr, $ 150;
Roberts 900 portable rcdr,
mono 1/2 trk, tube type, $ 150.
M Crosby, 408-363-1646.

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT
Ai' tape and film formats
:30 years experience

•
350 N Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067
800-227-4323
Ampex 440-B 1/2" 4 trk, 7.515 in original console. gd
cond, $ 7007 Ampex 440-B 2
trk rack mount, gd cond,
$45C; Ampex AG- 350 mono
7.5-15, gd cond, $350; Ampex
AG- 355 PB (
2) 1/2 & 1/4 trk,
w/manual, gd cond, $450 ea;
Nagra E w/power pack & carrying case, excel cond, BO;
Marantz PDM-340 (
6), all
need some work, $ 200/all
+shpg. M Tait, 202-488-3905.

Ampex PR- 10, excel cond,
Amperex tubes, case, manual, new belt, gd heads, rack
mountable, $ 675; TEAC A2000R, excel cond, manual,
7" reel only, no NR, $ 150. A
Sandoval, 515-965-3823.

LONG11PE
HEADS
call
SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
11(408) 363-1646
FAX 1-140873634-09M-

Crown CT822 w/mic amps
10.5" reels, 3 speed, mint
cond, $ 450/B0. P Stanton,
602-461-9609.
ITC RP R/P, 3 tones, gd cond,
$200; Revox A77 ( 3) RIP,
$150 ea/$400 all. B Rauch,
406-752-5257.
STUDER RE VOX
PARTS/SERVICE
Cassette- CD-Open reel
Capstan resurfacing. ALL BRANDS
JM TECHNICAL ARTS
1515 Elm Hill Pike #203
Nashville, TN 37210 (615) 365-9030
MCI JH110B 4 trk in console,
excel cond, $ 1250; Ampex 351
transport, BO; Ampex 354-2
tube rcdr in console, excel
cond, $ 1000; Ampex 440
stereo in console w/Ampex
mixer, excel cond, $ 750;
Ampex 440C in console, servo
motor 4 speed, excel cond,
$995; Ampex tube rcdr 1/2"
stereo w/440 transport, $2995;
MCI JH110A stereo in console,
excel cond, $495; MCI JH110B
stereo in big console, excel
cond. $ 795; Otan iMTR10-2
stereo rcdr, excel cond. $ 1750;
set Ampex 8 trk eras/rec/play
heads, $ 750; Ampex new 16
trk 2" heads, $350 ea; MCI- 110
elecir stereo set, $200. JPrice,
214-321-6576.
Ampex AG440 1/4" 2 trk. 15
& 30 ips, w/remote. A Polhemus, 212-302-9010.
MCI JH-110C-8, 1"8 trk w/ALIII, less than 500 hrs, $ 2400;
MCI 1" 8 trk headstock, $925.
JBorden, 414-482-8954.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.
CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

Revox G36, 7.5, 15 ips tube
type stereo tape rcdr, 1/2 trk
w/new
heads,
recently
aligned, excel sound, $650. C
Siegenthaler, 509-453-5492.
Otan iMX-5050 r- rin gd cond,
$500. T Spies. 712-239-2100.
Ampex 4 trk tube deck, $2500;
stereo 351 ( recond), $ 1800; Akai
Adam, new, digital 12 trk, $3500;
MM1000-16 w/new heads,
$4500; Otani MTR10-4, $3500;
Ampex ATR102s, search to cue,
$495; Ampex locator for ATR or
1200, $895: MCI 110C-8, $3.5K;
Tascam 85-16 recond w/dbx, rc
& loc, $3K. W Gunn, POB 2902,
Palm Springs CA 92263. 760320-0728.
13E5303 triple pl new $ 350;
BE3000A pl/nec, new $ 250.
used $ 200; Dynamax CTR124
St pl/nec, new $350; Fidelipac
30 sec carts, new $ 1.50 ea.
Call Marc, 707-829-5999.

...country, top 40, news,
urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen
kkannapolis@worldnetatt.net
AV=

WE RENT FOR LESS
«lies
Mel"
Noes
Audio

FM Inners
STI's
FM Per Amps
Test Eullmtlit
It we don't here k, we w Uget kJ
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-8040
"You Know We Know Redkr
Comrex 2XP incoder, $ 650.
Tom, 800-860-9771.
PCL-505C Tx/Rx pair 946.0
MHz, $ 750; PCL-505 Tx/Rx
pair 948.5 MHz, $ 750; PCL505C Tx/Rx pair 951.5 MHz,
$750; PCL6010 Tx PCL6020
Rx pair on 948.5. $ 5000;
DSP6000E 2 chnl encoder
(2), $ 1900; DSP6000D 2 chnl
decoder, $ 1900, all in fine
working cond. T Nelson, 612798-8618.
SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Wegener DR185 digital sat
rcvr, configured to receive
Morning Star programming,
vgc, $ 800. R O'Neal, 601587-9363.

Wollensak 2770/2780 mono
cassette duplicator, will copy 5
tapes/run, new rollers &
relapped heads, $350 + shpg.
B Petruzzi, 702-646-2639.

Ampex AG350 manual; also
MR- 70. JR Payne, Shady
Recdg, 106 E Monroe, Philo
IL 61864-0170.

Ampex PR10 tape recorders.
W Gunn, POB 2902. Palm
Springs CA 92263. 760-3200728.
REMOTE

&

MICROWAVE
Want to Sell

TELOS ZEPHYR
CCS " Prima" Codecs
Frank extekl ,[,,,
AndioNideo
Catultants

COMREX
11,1,. ,• xtt ,t1,1t,

610-642-0978

Watch for the next Used Equipment
Flyer or visit the website at
www.broadcastharris.com/used-eq/

1 -800-300-0733
www.harris.com/communications

Network looking for stations! dark, brokered, AM &
FM, fax details to programming: 954-735-0370.

703-998-7600

Want to Buy

for details & deadlines

Broadcast Programming's
Light & Lively format on r- r;
also beautiful country format on
reel. B Turner, 281-373-1520.

SOFTWARE/

STEREO

DATABASES

GENERATORS

RF Mapping Software
109 IN Knapp Ave.
Edgewater, FL 32141
888-723-4695
vorrw.radiosoft.com

Í

INEXPENSIVE -***•
PC SOFTWARE
for Radio Broadcasters
Traffic, Billing. Accounting
& Music Scheduling
(941) 643-3689
www aba-software com
email
eaba-software com}

STATIONS
Want to Buy

Station wanted. prefer FM or
AM/FM combo, would consider AM, religious, commercial &
non-comm as well, all markets
considered, but must be reasonably priced, send email to:
radioonaireaol.com or 315337-6022.

N.O.S. blank rcdg discs, Pro
types such as Audiodisc,
Transco or Allied; Also certain
home- recording types, no cardboard discs. Especially need 7"
w/large hole for 45 rpm dubs. B
Leslie, 216-662-1435.
TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT

www.broadcast-richmond.com

RadioSoft

Scotchcart 11 (
275) 3.5 min,
black shell. near new cond, $ 1ea
+shpg. B Lord, 206-932-4839.

Advertise!

Cali your advertising representative

E-mail broadcasteinfocorn.corn
Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765 966 5505

Want to Sell

94IZIZIS

Spotmaster
tapewinder,
excel cond w/timer, $ 50. ML
Jones, 423-573-8670.

BROADCAST
RICHMOND

Silver Lake Au dio • Remote Audio Packages
516 763-1776 • Mixers
fax 516 763-1750 • Microphones
Internet: silverlakeaudio.com

WE RENT

quality used broadcast equipment.

Connect to the Turnkey Distributor...

RENTAL EQUIPMENT
COVAREX Vector, Hotline, (SON codecs
VELOS Zephyr, Zephyr Express, digital hybrids
MUSICAM Prima 120 and 230

Microdyne 1100 analog sat
rcvr,
BO;
Micro- Phase
MP2030S sat demod, BO;
Marti tube type VHF RPU rcvr
parts, BO. J Parman, 606236-2711.

Department buys, sells, and trades

Prewired Racks & Console Harnesses

Ampex MX- 70, working or
not. JBorden. 414-482-8954.
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards,
heads,
motors,
machine parts, or electronic
parts. Call 818-907-5161.

The Harris Used Equipment

SIMPLE CONNECTION

Want to Buy
Ampex M70 electronics &
heads, 351-354. J Price, 214321-6576.

'

Complete used broadcast
equipment solutions.

SERVICES

Tascam DA30 (
2), Tascam
DA 30 MKII, $ 200 ea. Overcomer Ministry. 843-538-3892.

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite A
Carlsbad. California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax, ( 760) 438-4759
litikV•urcom.com ,neb: u,AVt.Ntlfl:0111.00111

75

WE BUY AND SELL BUSINESS TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT. DOMINION TELECOM. 800-998-3281.
TEST EQUIPMENT

Want to Sell
Want to Buy
SCA Generator, Sidekick
166A or Moseley SCG-8, 67
Khz or 92 Khz. Paul, 202-3211212.
TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CD'S
Want to Sell
Fidelipac & Audiopak carts
(410), mostly 40 & 70 sec,
290 used & OK, 120 unused
or recond, also 4 unused wall
cart racks included, $ 17 5/
a ll.
M Gollub, 410-535-2201.
Maxell/Ampex et al, 10.5"
tape reels & OK boxes, $3 for
metal reels, $ 1.50 for plastic.
P Paquin, 528-385-0805.

HP time domain reflectometer
w/manual, $300; GR RF bridge
1606A wimanual, GR bridge
Oscillator 1330A w/manual,
$800/both; Precision signal
marking gen E200C, $ 100;HP
330B dist analyzer w/manual,
$200:hp 211a SQUARE WAVE
GEN, $ 100; Daven TS723 B/U
spectrum analyser, $ 100; Alltech
F380 audio oscillator w/manual,
$250; Systron Donnor 6243A
counter w/manual. $ 200: B- K
Precision 1535 35 MHz oscilloscope, $300; Potomac AG 51
audio gen w/manual, Potomac
M 51 audio analyzer w/manual,
$1000/both; Potomac FIM 71
45MHz-225MHz field strength
meter FM & TV w/manual.
$5900; Potomac FIM 41
540Khz-5MHz field strength
meter w/manual, $ 3500. P
Bridges, 501-316-1614.

Portable Audio Generator
The RX-11 ToneJack is abattery operated.
bandez,
held portable audio generator.
'FEATURES include:
.
• 1Hz - 29,999 Hz ( 1Hz steps)
•Sine and Square wave outputs
• RS-232 controllable
,• Store and recall 10 user frequencies
•Log sweep from 50 Hz to 20 kHz
_• Tone burst ( 1mS to 29.999 seconds)

CONEXm-Tulliii

-1602 Gamin. Str4r4
BO) 734-4323

DollInelm \VA

FAX ( 360) 61A-4322

,1322,3

SLP $229.00
FOR MORE INFORMATION ,

800-645-1061
www.conex-electro.com

BEE
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TRANSMITTERS
TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any
model, exciter or stereo modules. Goodrich Ent., 11435
Manderson,
Omaha
NE
68164. 402-493-1886

REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS
( ill

Gates M-6095 FM exiter.
tuned to 101.7 ( 10W), gd cond,
$300. Serge, 203-335-0029.

E

OFF THE AIR ?
RCIENCV Back-up RENTAtS
FM Exciters - Sits -

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS I
nc 18001438-6040
KNOW WEKNOW Radio"

-Y
OU

Marti STL 10 xmtr, $ 1500 ea.
P Fraley, 606-233-1515.
MW- 1A
RF/PA
module,
repaired &
tested ( 2),
$300/both. ML Jones, 423573-8670.
Energy-Onix
20W
FM
exciter, front programmable
w/manual, $ 1500. P Bridges,
501-316-1614.

ARM5TRONq
TRANSMITTERS

TEST EQUIPMENT cont....

HP 330B dist analyzer, average cond, works, $75. A Sandoval, 515-965-3823.
Xedit 15P flutter meter, mint
cond, $ 150/60. P Stanton,
602-461-9609.
Want to Buy

Sencore Cricket TF30. J
Price, 214-321-6576.
TUBES

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Ilti9
I

\\

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

( di 99/1

For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

RCA
BTA-5T AM
xmtr
uspare parts, $4000 J Henderson, 320-252-5308

loo W

Tepco J-317 0-10 W, 4 yrs
old, $ 1300/60; Tepco J-340
(2) between 2-4 yrs old, 0-40
W, $2000 ea. C Marher, 906249-1423.
Tepco J-340 ( 2), 2 & 3 yrs
old. 0-40W, $ 2000 ea; Tepco
J 317 0-10W translator, $900.
C Marker, 906-249-1423.

professionals

ir

e

Svetlana
300B (
See SV300B)
3CX300A1
3CX400A7
3CX2500A3
3CX2500F3
3CX2500H3
3CX3000A7
3CX3000F7
3CX4500F3
3CX6000A7/YU148

5 KW
5 KW
5 KW

FM
FM
FM

1988
1983
1982

Harris FM 5K1
Harris FM 5K
Continental 816R1

5 KW

FM

1967

Collins 830E

FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

1967
1962
1986
1970
1981
1981

Collins 830F1
RCA BTF 10D
Wilkinson 10000J
Harris FM20H3
Harris FM 25K
Harris FM 25K

KW
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW

50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1
50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW- 50B
50 KW AM 1981 Harris MW- 50B

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361

FOR INFORMATION AND THE LATEST PRICES..

Call for more information

VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE: WWW.TRCORP.COM

703-998-7600

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO TRANSCOM@TRCORP.COM

u-i

4Cx250I3C
4CX25OBT
4CX25OR
4CX350A
4CX350AC
4CX400A
4CX800A

Ii

V

ie t:11W

411!•..

LP CC Ss

5CX1500B
572B
6550C (
See SV6550C)
6AS/G
6BMI3
6022S
6L6GC (
See
SV61.6GC)
6N1P
811A
812A
833A
8161R
8560AS
EF86
EL34
EL509
SV83
SV300B

4CPX800A
4CX1500A
4CX1600B

4CX3500A
4CX5000A
4CX5000R
4CX7500A
4CX10,000D
4CX12,000A
4CX15,000A

4CX15,000J
4CX20,000A
4CX20,000B
4CX20,000C
4CW10,000A
4CPW10,00OR
4X150A
5CX1500A

SV572-3
SV572-10
SV572-30
SV572-160
SV6550C
SV6L6GC
SV811-3
SV811-3A
SV811-10
SV811-10A
TH5-4
TH5-6
TH6-3
TH6-3A
YC130/9019
SK300A
SK1300
SK1320

Approximately 1
2 the
/
Cost of New

Call for Our Price List
800-532-6626
530-662-7553
FAX 530-666-7760
Circle ( 228) On Render Service Card

•Manufactured in Russia's largest power tube factory •
Generous warranty based on high quality • Honest prices based on quality at low cost • Check
our Stocking Distributors for best price and delivery

vevnesvettana.com
Headquarters: 256-882-1344

Fax: 256-880-8077 • Engineering: 650-233-0429

ECONCO
Quality
Rebuilt Tubes

Watch this list GROW!
Want to Sell

5 KW AM 1980 CSI T-5-A
5 KW AM 1978 Collins 828E1

Circle ( 230) On Reader Service Card

3CX10,000H3
3CX15,000A3
3CX15.000A7
3CX15,000H3
3CX20.000A7
3CW20,000A1
3CW20,000A7
3CW20,000H3
3CW20,000H7
3CW30.000H3
4CX250B

3Cx10.000A3
3Cx10,000A7

Harris FM100K
Harris FM100K
Harris FM 2.5H3
Continental 814R1
CSI FM3000E
Harris 3.5K

advertising in

international edition«

41Z>

1985
1985
1974
1984
1975
1986

worldwide by

Radio World's

5 kW FM dummy load w.15/8" input connector. D
Palmer, 740-593-6651.

FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

10
10
10
20
25
25

Reach radio

RCA BTA5L2 extremely clean.
looks like new, very low hrs.
Ampliphase design, 5000W
includes exciter, $ 5000/60,
buyer arrange pick up & shpg.
D Payne, 317-816-4000.

W
KW
KW
KW
KW

100
2.5
2.5
3
3.5

Where In
The World
Are You?

Want to Buy
Peter Dahl plate transformer,
primary 220 secondary 7500,
almost new, BO. J Farman,
606-236-2711.

TRANSCOM CORP.

Fax: 650-233-0439

Circle ( 229) On Reader Service Card

AC1" ION- 0 RA le

AMPEREX, EIMAC, RCA,
SVETLANA 3CX400A7/8877.
3CX3000A7,
3-500ZG.
4CX250B. 4-400. 4CX400A,
807, 833C, ETC. Westgate
800-213-4563.

I)

And

C Electronic, (' 0.

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio siations and recording studios only All other end users will be
charged This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published on apaid basis only. Send your
listings to us by filling out the form below Please be aware that it takes one month 'or Itsl ngs to appear . The listings run for two consecutive issues
and must be resubmitted in order to run &Dian Thank yo«

ISO

9001

Certified

The Reliable Manufacturer for

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
TUBE REBUILDING
Worldwide Availability
Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 415) 592-1221
Fax ( 415) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
http://www.eimac.com

Please print and include all information:
Contact Name

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?.
_1 Yes _INo
Signature

Title

Please check

Date
only one entry for each category:

Company/Station ,

I. Type of Firm

Address

Ll D. Combination AM/FM stationl IF. Recording Studio
[IA. Commercial AM station

E. IK. Syndicators/Station

City/State

Providers

LI M. Ind. Engineer

D B. Commercial FM station

17 G. Audio for Video/TV Station

D C. Educational FM station

n H. ConsultanVind engineer

D E. Network/group owner

LI I.Mtg. distributor or dealer

0 L. Consultant

CI J.Other

Zip Code
Telephone

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other orgaN.Delivery Service ( InternerCable/Satellite)
nizations who are not legitimate end users can
II. Job Function
participate in : he Broadcast Equipment CJ A. Ownership
LI G. Sales
Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & dis- D B. General management
D E. News operations
play advertising are available cn a per word or D C. Engineering
D F. Other ( specify)
J. Promotion
El K. Production Mgt or
per inch basis.
H. Programming/production

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

dnasen

Grcle ( 227) On Reader Service Cord

2issues unless pressed for space or othenvise nettled by Istee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church. VA 22041 • Tel: 300-336-3045 - Fes:703-998-2966

Want to Buy

TURNTABLES, LIMITERS,
RECORD CUTTING MACHINES. 612-869-4963.

Advertise
in

Svetlana

OUR STOW.

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK.
EEV and many others
(352) 688-2374
PH: (800) 881- 2374
FAX: (352) 683- 9595

For

tie SE HABLA ESPAMOL
WE EXPORT

Staff

Details

VISA ' MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Call

TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana.
Phone 800-430-6683,
Fax 905-844-6263
www.hard-to-find.net
ams@hard-to-find.net

(703)
9987600

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
& sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 doy
or night, FAX 402-493-6821

o

TURNTABLES
Want to Sell

'Closing for listings is every other Friday tor the next month's . ssue All ILs-rings are run for

Technics SL-1500MK2 in gd
cond, $ 150; Technics SL1200MK2, missing lid, $ 125;
(4) BE/Spotmaster/Russco
w/MicroTrak 404 arms, 3gd, 1
poor, $ 100 ea. D Palmer, 740593-6651.

for all your needs at the

Model:

Price:

Technics SL1200M TT, BO:
Various TT pre- amps, BO. J
Parman, 606-236-2711.

We have the alternatives
lowest perces, direct from

=

&ewe

NEW TUBES

Technics 1200 U. gd cond,
no covers & cartridges, $325
ea/BO + shpg.

Gates TT ( 2) in excel cond,
$100 ea. C Marker, 906-2491423.

41:
TODAY!

BEE
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EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED

Assistant Chief Engineer
needed in the Southwest for multistation facility. Applicant must
have either SBE certification or
FCC General or First Class
license. Will be responsible for
LAN using WinNT 4.0, Exchange
Server and PC workstation maintenance. Prefer network experience
but will train. Send resume with
salary requirements and references to Radio World, POB 1214,
Falls Church VA 22041.
Attn Box * 99-4-14-1RW.

Prophet Systems Innovations
Tech Support opportunities

WYCD has an immediate
opening for a Chief Engineer
with 3-5 years radio engineering experience. Candidate must
have a solid track record in all
technical aspects, including
equipment installation, studio
and transmitter maintenance.
Experience with MIS operations
and BE Audio Vault is very
important. Familiarity with Netware 3.12 is a plus. Must have
FCC license or SBE equivalent.
Responsibilities also include
planning and executing station
remote broadcasts. We encourage minorities and females to
apply. CBS is an equal opportunity employer. Contact Bruce E
Hogan,
Business
Manager/Controller, 26555
Evergreen, #675, Southfield MI
48076. Fax: 248-358-9221.

A position with PSi offers growth potential
that is limited only by your drive to succeed.
A degree is not required for this position as
we value a good work ethic, the desire to do
the job right and previous experience as being
more important to success. Knowledge of
DOS,Winl. Iand Windows95/98 a most, Novell Networking. LAN/WAN Expe
a Plus.
Computer Hardware Knowledge - Chassis to
full running computer beneficial. Advancement, personal development, and knowledge
enhancement opportunities available.
Prophet Systems, a division of Capstar
Broadcasting Partners, is the worldwide
leader in broadcast digital automation and
audio playback systems. We are currently
upgrading our Audio Wiaard for Windows
mftsvare and branching out into delivery of
audio and programming via the Internet and
Satellite. We are also expanding into audio
delivery and playback for the restaurant and
entertainment industries.
If you desire an exceptional working environment - where your ideas are taken seriously and want to live in a small Midwest town that
offers a low cost of living, good schools, little
crime, and excellent outdoor recreational
opportunities then we have the position for you.

AUDIO TECHNICIAN
Books on Tape
Full-time or Part-time
One of world's largest producers of
aucâo books needs technician with 5
years experience to assist with maintenance of its analog recording
equipment. Bethesda location, walk
to metro. Benefits include flextime.
Fax resume to 202-333-5855.
E-mail to cuttingsOcutt.com.
Mail: Technician, 4835 Calvert St NW,
Washington. DC 20007

Please fax, mail or email your resume and
salary requirements to:
Prophet Systems Innovations
Attention: Candy Spady, Human Resources
II1West 3rd Street
•
Ogallala, NE 69153
Email:
„„y
candys@prophetsys.com
Fax: ( 308) 284-2381

POSITIONS WANTED

Don't Gamble
with your
Advertieing Dollare!

Broadcasting school grad
avail & will relocate for any
format, shift & position in
radio, intercultural & native
american interest. Rush, 405262-2680.

Advertise in Radio World and reach
1E3,000+ subscribers.

Hard working, friendly, outgoing CE seeks employment,
FT. PT, contract work, NE,
TV/FM/AM/cable licensed,
avail immed. M Rakoff, 718969-5224.

A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
Page
No.

Advertiser

27

360 Systems

62
157

24

72

Harris

72

Antex Electronics

153

48,49

Harris

149

31

Aphex

231

21

Inovonics

121

3

Armstrong Transmitters

78

50

Inovonics

51

33

Arrakis

233

39

INXSYS

86

45

Arrakis

45

69

JSquared Technical Service.

41

59

Arrakis

159

70

JK Audio

81

6

All

53

55

Klotz Digital GmbH

55

2

Audioarts Engineering

49

30

Autogram

30

60

Autogram

201

19

Belar

119

65

AETA Audio Corp.

53

60 . . . Benchmark Media Systems. .

62 . . Boston Financial & Equity . . 70
20 . . . Broadcast Devices, Inc. . . . 76
26

Broadcast Electronics

35

Broadcast Richmond

I26

44 . . Broadcast Software Intl ( BSII . . 42

703-998-7600

11

BSW

234

today!

4

Date

Please print and include all infórmabon:

127

128

Please fill out contact information. Then circle the Reader Service numbers below right that correspond with the
advertisements or articles that you would like to receive free information on. THIS IS NOT A SUBSCRIPTION CARD.

Name_ _

Burk Technology . . .

174

66

Cartworks/DBM

66

62

Circuit Werkes

17

70

Circuit VVerkes

15

Coaxial Dynamics, Inc. ...

99

7

Comrex

130

1

Continental Electronics

1

20

Cortana

20

61

Crown Broadcast

161

13

Cutting Edge

209

16

Dalet

16

Title

62

DavicOm Technologies

98

Company

24

Denon America

124

Address

City

State

Telephone (

FAX

ZIP

N25
April 14,1999 Issue
Use Until July 14,1999

E-mail

0 Type of Firm (check one)

D. Combo AM/FM stations
H A. Commercial AM station
CI
B. Commercial FM station
LI
C. Educational AM/FM station
H E. Network/group owner
IF. Recording Studio
[1K. Syndicators/Radio Station Service Providers
1I
G. Audio For Video (TV Station/
Teleprod Facility
LIH. Consultant/Ind Engineer
II. Mfg, Distributor, or Dealer
1J. Other

0 Job Function (check one)
I
A. Owner/President
EI
B. General Management
[I C. Engineering
LIG. Sales
CI H. Programming/News
DJ. Promotion
CIF. Other

0
Purchasing Authority
[IA. Authorize/Make Final Decision
C3 B. Evaluate/Specify/Recommend
LI C. No Purchasing Authorit

°Equipment/Services Purchases in the Next 12
cm 036 071
Months (
Check all that apply) 002 037 072
A Transmission, STURPU
,B. Antennas,Towers, Cable004
H C. Audio Procession Delays
H D. Telco, Codecs, Remote, Field.
Audio
CI E. RDS/RBDS & Subcarrier Equipment
Ci EDelivery Systems & Satellite
Equipment
[1G. Digital Editing & Production

003
00S
006
007

009
009
010

012
013
0I
4
1H. Live Assist, Automation
OIS
II
.
1. Consoles. Mixers, Cabinetry
016
L.IK. Headphones
017
[IL Microphones
018
oM. Monitors/Speakers
019
El N. Studio Audio Sources & Switch- 020
021
ing
022
oaSyndicated Programming
023
P Test, Monitoring & Remote
024
Control
025
026
027
Equipment Budget For
028
Next 12 Months
029
CI A. Less than $25, 000
030
D B. $ 25, 00- 99,999
031
nc. soo.000 _
249,999
032
[1 D. $ 250,000- $499,999
033
034
11 E. Over $500,000
035

For Immediate Response, Fax to:

038
039
040
041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070

073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080
081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089
090
091
092
093
094
095
096
097
098
099
100
101
102
103
104
105

703-820-33 I0

106
107
108
109
110
Ill
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175

176
177
178
179
190
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
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Sharp point

Dear RW,
After reading about IBOC DAB in
RW. Ifeel compelled to reply.
Is there really an IBOC DAB proposal
to the FCC to phase out analog AM and
FM, or are my reading glasses failing
me? Do the IBOC DAB manufacturers
and broadcasting proponents really
believe that listeners are going to rush
out and buy an IBOC receiver to replace
every Walkman, boombox, car receiver
and clock radio? Have they ever taken
the time to poll the average listener to
see if they care about audio quality? That
answer is obvious to me, as Ilisten to
commercial FM broadcasting in the
Cincinnati area.
Several stations ( especially rock)
cause headaches due to the ridiculous
amount of processing used, yet these
same stations pull high shares in the market. The alleged "benefit" touted as "CDquality audio" is ajoke. How long do
you think a station's full dynamic range
audio will be preserved when the competitor across town installs a digital
processor?
"Wait a minute here, those guys are
louder than us! Get on the phone and get
me adigital Omniblaster deluxe."

Dear RW,
Imust take issue with one point in
Carl Lindemann's review of the Sharp
MD-MS702 ( RW, March 17).
As a 702 owner, Iam disappointed
with akey point missed. Mr. Lindemann
talks about the " static on microphone
recording." Apparently the cause escapes
him.
Had he investigated the technology a
bit, or read the owner's manual, he
would have discovered that the MDMS702, like other portable MD
recorders, supplies abias voltage ("phantom power") at the mic jack for condenser microphones. It is possible to construct acircuit to keep this voltage from
reaching a dynamic mic ( like Mr.
Lindemann's ElectroVoice) if one insists
on using one, but the best results will be
realized by using a condenser mic such
as the miniature models offered by
Sound Professionals, Core Sound, Sony,
etc.
This is what was intended to be
plugged into the mic input on portable
MD units.
With my Sound Professionals "modular binaural microphones," Iget incredible stereo sound. The mics are tiny, and
cheap too, about $70. These mies can be
used for conventional stereo, binaural or
"dual mono - in which interviewer and
interviewee each clip on one mic in the
stereo pair, each being recorded onto its
own track. These may be mixed down to
real mono later if desired.
Though Ifound the article interesting,
Ifelt Mr. Lindemann missed the boat as
regards the microphone input. DC from
the "phantom power" is why he got static, not because of the use of l/8- inch
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Within weeks, the same loudness
wars and 3 dB dynamic range that are
the standard for so many analog FM
stations today will be with us again,
except we now get 20 Hz to 20 kHz of
garbage, instead of the current 20 Hz to
15 kHz.
So, who benefits from this? Why, the
IBOC DAB patent holders and the
manufacturers of broadcast transmitting equipment and receivers. Who loses? Radio station owners and their listeners.
Jack Giehl
Design Engineer
Cincinnati

jacks.
Mike Walker
Owner/Operator,
The Production Room
Air Personality, WXRC(FM)
Boomer and Charlotte, N. C.
Carl Lindemann responds:
Mr Walker is correct. The article failed
to mention how my testing did compensate
for using adynamic mic with the powered
jack. Even so, he points to an important
clarification — the problem with the
MS702 isn't the 1/8-inch jacks per se.
But 1stand by my point that the real
culprit is the way they are engineered into
it. As it happens, Sharp's modified 702,
the 722, changes this by reconfiguring the
jack to make for amore robust design.
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What should the FCC be? Recent hearings on
Capitol Hill show how much of apolitical football
the agency has become.
Much of this debate will die down when Congress
turns to campaigning for the 2000 elections. But as
long as Democrats hold the White House and
Republicans the Hill, the FCC will sit on apolitical
fault line.
Expect even more posturing. Will anything come

of it? We think it's unlikely.
Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., ranking Democrat on the Commerce
Committee, is frustrated with FCC efforts to implement the Telecommunications Act. In particular he cited what he sees as FCC failings in regulation of the phone industry.
Rep. Mike Oxley, R-Ohio, said the FCC should focus on restructuring, and
that neither the commission nor lawmakers should become distracted by arguments over re-opening the Telecommunications Act.
The commission has come under fire from some on the Hill for its inquiry into free
ad time for political candidates, its initiatives on low-power radio and other issues.
Dingell and other lawmakers said the FCC is overreaching and taking on
responsibilities at atime when it is supposed to be reducing them. He criticized
Chairman Bill Kennard, saying, "The Chairman knows full well that the commission's implementation of the Telecom Act has been inconsistent with our intent."
Dingell's criticisms are all the more notable because he is aDemocrat, and
Kennard is aClinton appointee.
Subcommittee Chairman Rep. Billy Tauzin, R-La., wants to streamline the
FCC further, and plans hearings to explore activities the agency could eliminate
or privatize.
FCC defenders argue that Congress wrote the Act but passed on the politically unpopular decisions to the FCC. Further, Kennard said, the commission is
already streamlining and will be "dramatically transformed" in the next five
years. But, he said, "We do not need chaos."
Barring afoolish change in course by the FCC toward regulating the Internet.
don't expect too much to change after this tempest dies down. Political winds
blow, but it will take more than these to blow the FCC away. Like it or not, it
will be with us for awhile.
— RW

Message on the money
Dear RW,
I just wanted to say that Mark
Lapidus' article " What Message Is
Driving Your Radio Station?" (RW,
March 3) was right on the money.
I'm the Production Poohbah at
Jacor/Cincinnati, which puts me in
charge of the production departments of
eight radio stations.
Your article is exactly the attitude Itry
to use to keep my situation running
smoothly and it works great. Ihope more
folks pick up on it.
Mark ( Ranger Bob) Erickson
Executive Production Coordinator
Jacor/Chwinnati
Cincinnati
Imitation vs. innovation
Dear kW,
If you were listening to the radio in
Miami and then in Bangor, Maine, you
probably wouldn't hear much difference.
Voices, playlists, liners, promotions and

highly compressed audio would be pretty
much the same. In fact, if it were not for
weather and traffic, you wouldn't know
whether you were in Miami or Bangor.
Imitation is in and innovation is
out. However. Isee a faint light at the
end of this tunnel of banality. And it's
not coming from the radio conglomerates, but rather from the inevitable
development of LPFM, direct satellite- DAB and mobile access to the
Internet.
This will force the terrestrial broadcasters to return to what they do best,
serving the needs of the communities
they cover.
As competition lowered our long-distance phone rates, it will hopefully bring
us local innovative programming, opening the doors for people who love radio,
and creating many new job opportunities
locally.
Hurray for competition!
Bruce Burger
Producer, Host
The Radio Sojourner
Cleveland
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Resistance is
It's just a matter of time— you're going digital anyway.
Digital is cost effective, low maintenance and hign performance. So why rot go with aconsole that has it alil worked
out for you? The VVheatstone D-500 is the first digital console to bring you top-notch features and performance in a
form totally familiar to your station. It's all set to plug ii
and go on- air handling both your digital and analog needs.
Make the DIGITAL move!

The D-500 Digital Radio Console
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-637-1285 / sales

wheatstone.com

Eircle ( 4) On Reade Service Cord

D-500
D-500

D-500

D-500
D-500

D-50C

*Nheatrtone Corporcton
'iee Us ot !Cob Booth eL12171

So...How About aConvertible Radio Con5ole?
Our New W HEATSTONE A-5000 gives you the best of both worlds. Order it from the factory
now as a topnotch ANALOG on- air console. Then later, when you're ready, switch it out to DIGITAL
That's right, this new design accepts modules from our
top-of-the- line D-500 and D-600 consoles, allowing it
to be converted from analog to digital in the field!
Think of it: no new studio furniture, no rewiring—

. . . . .

all your existing studio connections simply replug. And
while we're at it, no re-training your staff either. A painless svvitchover on your own timetable, right in your own
facility! If you need a new radio console now but aren't
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quite ready for the Big Switch, then check out our new

SWheatrtone Corporation

A- 5000— you'll like what's under the hood!

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562 ( tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-637-1285/ernal: sales@wheatstone.com)
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